Goodness knows, "GIDGET" deserves it. "GIDGET'S" 33% NMA share of audience on the ABC-TV network in her current time period is evidence enough that she's worth your serious consideration. WPIX New York, WGN-TV Chicago, CKLW-TV Detroit and KTLA-TV Los Angeles have already responded to her call. But this is only the beginning. "GIDGET" means business. She's not looking for your sympathy, she wants your order! "GIDGET" starring Sally Field and Don Porter. 32 half-hours in color. Distributed exclusively by SCREEN GEMS

*Nielsen Multi-Network Area Ratings Reports Jan. 13-May 26. Data are estimates subject to qualifications published by the ratings service, and will be supplied on request.
Let Jerrold show you how easily you can convert to solid-state 12-channel color capability with "T" Line. And for all new "Turnkey" systems go all the way with Starline. Look to Jerrold solid-state for maximum reliability, flexibility and economy. For detailed specifications phone (215) 925-9870 or write: CATV Systems Division, JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

FIRST IN CATV
The nation's largest, most experienced manufacturer/supplier of CATV equipment and services.
LARGEST LIVE TV AUDIENCE
IN NEW STADIUM
CHARLOTTE PETERS
PLAYED TO A RECORD LIVE AUDIENCE OF 16,211 FANS AT
BUSH MEMORIAL STADIUM, THE NEW
ST. LOUIS BASEBALL CARDINALS HOME, JUNE 16.
CHARLOTTE, HOSTESS OF HER OWN
VARIETY TV SHOW, BROUGHT THE STARS OF THE CARDINALS BASEBALL TEAM,
INCLUDING MANAGER RED SHONDIENST, OUT ON THE FIELD FOR A BASEBALL CLINIC
DIRECTED TO THE MORE THAN 16,000 LADIES ATTENDING THE EVENT.
OTHER PERFORMING GUESTS INCLUDED THE BUFFALO BILLS BARON.
With today's teenagers representing an important part of the market potential for a vast number of products and services, television schedules with the dominant teenage appeal should not be overlooked.

Consider this — in the 4 station Dallas-Fort Worth market, KRLD-TV commands a whopping 45.1% share of the total teenage viewers per average quarter-hour, 3:30 P.M. to 5:30 P.M. Monday thru Friday.*

To really swing with the teens, buzz your Advertising Time Sales representative for details and availabilities.

*May, 1966 ARB Market Report
Television Audience Estimate
CLOSED CIRCUIT

Wait for answers

FCC apparently won't approve ABC-ITT merger without requesting additional information, although not as much as commission staff wanted (CLOSED CIRCUIT, July 11). Commission, which briefly discussed proposed merger in meeting Thursday, wants ABC to explain plans for which ITT financing is needed. (Merger application stressed need for such financing.) And commission wants ITT to report on whether financing has been arranged and, if not, what plans are. It also wants explanation of planned relationship between ITT and subsidiary ABC.

Drafts of letters to ABC and ITT asking for information are to be considered in special commission meeting today (July 18). In addition, questions concerning common-carrier implications of merger may be asked, in view of ITT status as major international common carrier. Common Carrier Bureau, however, had not yet formulated its position on merger as of last week.

Windfall due

Along more than three miles of exhibits last week at National Housewares Manufacturers Association's annual show in Chicago one trend stood out: Advertising support of new products this fall, especially higher-ticket electric goods, will be substantially increased to lure local dealer support. Favored medium: TV. Multi-million dollar spenders include Hamilton Beach, GE, Schick, Sunbeam, Remington.

Media monopoly rules

FCC is considering new approach to old problem of how to deal with single entity that seeks to acquire all mass media in community. Staff has drafted alternative proposals. First deals with licensee of only AM station in town who also owns only one newspaper and applies for only FM facility. Commission would hold application six months before acting, instead of normal 30 days, to increase opportunity for filing of competitive applications. During his six-month wait, applicant would have to publicize his proposal. Staff's alternative rule would broaden application of that approach. It would affect owner of only broadcast outlet (AM, FM or TV) who applies for frequency in another service, and newspaper that seeks first outlet in community. Item was on agenda last week, but commission postponed discussion on it.

Money rolls in

Escalation by TV networks in high-budgeted programing for next season and ahead, which has given rise to more specials, original drama and showcase programs, is also loosening advertiser purses for ABC's Stage 67 weekly series that starts in September. ABC sales people report they now expect 26-week, one-hour Stage 67 to be virtually sold out by end of August. It's now about 60% sold to four advertisers, two of which—Burlington Mills and Singer—have nearly half sponsorship.

War economy

West Coast broadcast-equipment makers continue to feel pinch of fighting in Vietnam. Previously, shortage of materials caused most trouble and is still problem, but manpower shortage is creating even bigger headache. Big aircraft makers such as Boeing and Lockheed, saturated with military contracts, are aggressively raiding employment rolls of broadcast manufacturers. What really hurts is that they are using radio announcements to woo broadcast workers away.

Sticky problem

FCC is scheduled to consider this week San Diego, Calif., CATV case that could result in benchmark decision. At issue is KFMB-TV's request for protection of market's stations against six CATV's. It wants commission to bar CATV's from carrying signals of Los Angeles stations to subscribers within San Diego city and county who signed up following Feb. 15, date when CATV distant-signal rules went into effect. Commission staff reportedly favors hearing on request, expressing concern about impact on UHF in market.

Chances are commission will not try to resolve knotty problem this week, and there is no indication which way it will go when vote is taken. Sentiment of new Commissioner Nicholas Johnson is unknown. Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, although generally a supporter of CATV regulation, is by no means hard liner on such matters.

Exhumation

TV's voracious appetite for programing is leading to return of Truth or Consequences. New half-hour series of old radio-TV vehicle will be produced in color by Ralph Edwards Productions at Metromedia's KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Series will go in Monday-Friday 7:30 p.m. slot on KTTV and Metromedia's WNEW-TV New York and wtrg(TV) Washington. It will also go on group's KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo., at undetermined time. If show clicks, Metromedia hopes to distribute it, probably through its Wolper Productions syndication arm.

Wire origination

Is programing for CATV systems at least part of reason for LIN Broadcasting Corp.'s acquisition of more than 200 features and 175 cartoons from Medallion Pictures Corp. for estimated $3 million in stock and other considerations (see page 73)? Speculation is that LIN is considering plan to eventually offer CATV systems package leasing of films and projection equipment for local program origination. NBC films syndicates 80 Medallion features to stations.

Bonus runs out

Rash of big-market AM-FM stations unduplicating their programing to meet FCC requirements has had some agencies and advertisers concerned—and in some cases re-checking their spot contracts in belief they specify commercials will be carried on both AM and FM. Quick poll of key agency executives indicated, however, that although their concern over loss of FM audience may be valid, in most if not all cases they have no contractual right to duplication. In one informal check, members of American Association of Advertising Agencies' Broadcast Policy Committee, all substantial radio users, reportedly agreed that FM has been bonus and honeymoon is over—and that they see no reason to ask stations for change in rates or renegotiation of contracts.
Hearts beat faster and eyes turned misty for millions of Americans when they heard “Day for Decision.” A few laughed or sneered.

“Day for Decision” was originally aired as a thought-provoking editorial—one of many in LIN’s continuing program of community involvement. A spontaneous reaction to draft card burning, protest activities, and other shocking social events, it sprang from the hearts of Alan Nelson, Noel Ball and Gene Clark, all of WMAK, LIN’s Nashville radio station.

Phones started ringing. “What was that you just played?” “Will you play it again?” “What time are you going to play it again? I want my boy to listen!” A doctor, driving with his family, pulled over to listen, then went to a phone and offered to buy time—to actually sponsor the program.

Hundreds of printed scripts were mailed on request, but that wasn’t enough, so records were made available to listeners. Then all the LIN stations played it. RAB made it available to member stations. Record companies became interested, and recorded it. Competitive stations lauded it. Newspapers gave it an unprecedented amount of national coverage. Some featured it as a front page story. Paul Harvey reviewed it saying, “The Washington Monument grew ten feet taller.” Time Magazine said: “It has music, of a sort. But the heart and soul of Day for Decision is a spoken oration on American patriotism.” 750,000 records have been sold.

What’s the point?

“Day for Decision” is the work of inspired, dedicated “disc jockeys” on a “Top Forty” (Rock ‘n Roll, if you prefer) LIN Radio Station.

The policy of LIN Broadcasting is to take sides, to inform, to educate, to reveal and argue issues of public interest—no matter the consequences.

LIN is responsible broadcasting for responsible listeners.

*That which increases the rate of the heartbeat

LIN BROADCASTING CORPORATION

KAAY
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

KEEL
SHREVEPORT, LA.

WAKY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

WMAK
NASHVILLE, TENN.

WAND (TV)
DECATURE, ILL.
Overmyer and Treyz announce plans to start fourth TV network, Overmyer Network, in September 1967 with 100 affiliates. Most observers offer enthusiastic welcome, but question prospects of success. See ...  

**BOLD VENTURE ... 25**

CBS Radio checks its affiliates and other stations to determine interest in buying some of network's old drama programs. Might revive such shows as 'Gunsmoke,' 'Johnny Dollar,' 'Suspense.' See ...

**CBS RADIO DRAMA ... 38**

Challenge by CATV firms of FCC's Second Report and Order is shifted from District of Columbia appellate court to St. Louis bench that is weighing test on First Report and Order. See ...

**CATV APPEALS SHIFTED ... 64**

Revised table of UHF assignments is defended by FCC as providing flexibility, efficiency in TV allocations. Commission denies NAEB's petition for reconsideration of February table. See ...

**NAEB LOSES BID ... 54**

FCC reprimands WCHS for overstating chances of winning prizes in promoting 'Lucky Bucks' contests. Reminds all stations of their responsibility to protect public from deceptive advertising. See ...

**FCC CENSURES ... 72**

FCC, in precedent-setting move, upholds examiners' order that parties in revocation proceeding exchange list of witnesses and exhibits in advance. Move limited, but could be used again. See ...

**FCC ON NEW PATH ... 52**

Growing competition in infant auto-home tape cartridge field may have broad impact for broadcasters. Many new exhibits at Chicago show are billed as escape from 'excessive' radio commercials. See ...

**SHADES OF 78, 45, 33 1/3 ... 52**

KIOO(FM) Oklahoma City, fights FCC-FAA action to take it off air. Gets restraining order from court while FCC technicians search for cause of interference in ground radar at nearby air force base. See ...

**KIOO VS. FCC ... 53**

N. C. Rorbaugh Co. merges with Leading National Advertisers Inc. Firms would combine spot and network spending estimate services. Broadcast Advertisers Reports would also offer both. See ...

**DOUBLE REPORTS ... 30**

U.S. officials hopeful of reaching agreement with Mexico on some long-standing problems in coming talks on new treaty covering two nations' use of standard broadcast band. See ...

**U. S.—MEXICAN TALKS ... 60**
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what is an influencible?

One of the lively ones. Intense, interested, keenly attuned. This vital market of young adults has tremendous buying power, and Storz radio reaches them. The influencibles are mostly Young Marrieds with children, so chances are they’re in the market for your product or service. Concentrate on this lively, responsible audience and get sales action fast. Influence the influencibles.

STORZ

WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul
(Blair)
KXOK St. Louis
(AM Sales)
WHB Kansas City
(Blair)
WTIX New Orleans
(Eastman)
KOMA Oklahoma City
(Blair)
WQAM Miami
(Blair)

BROADCASTING, July 18, 1966
Cost of TV viewing essayed in study

U. S. families with disposable incomes below $6,400 in 1963 got $291 million more in TV entertainment than they "paid" for. Those with incomes above $6,400 "paid" for $291 million more than they got. And if present commercial TV system were converted to pay TV, benefits that under-$6,400 families get from this "redistribution of income" would be totally or almost completely eliminated.

That's nub of study, "The Redistributional Effect of Television Advertising," published in British Royal Economic Society's Economic Journal. It's being distributed to trade newsmen in this country by Television Bureau of Advertising because of its "significance." One key point to be stressed, according to television researchers, is that higher-income families buy more TV-advertised products, in proportion to viewing, than lower-income groups.

Study, by Charles Yang and Francis A. Lees of St. John's University, New York, relates advertiser investment in TV (which is assumed to be passed on to consumers in higher prices), amount of viewing and purchase of advertised products. Thus it is said that family with $3,000 income viewed programs valued at $34.21 and paid $21.20 in higher prices for advertised products, leaving that family "net subsidy" of $13.01, or 38% of benefits received. But $10,000-income family watched $32.56 worth, paid $1,73 and thus itself "subsidized" other viewers to extent of $19.17, or 59% more than benefits received. Income of $6,400 was where value of "benefits" and "payments" were found to balance out.

Loyalty oath stricken from DGA rules by court

Court decision invalidating loyalty oath requirement of Directors Guild of America on grounds it is "inherently vague" and therefore "unreasonable" was said to be first such action applying to private-nongovernmental organization.

Ruling handed down by U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New York on July 14 reversed decision last September by U. S. District Court there, which declined to issue injunction against oath as sought by plaintiffs, six members of DGA. Court of Appeals sent case back to District Court for "fashioning of appropriate relief."

Court noted that it was guided in its ruling by recent U. S. Supreme Court decisions voiding broad and vague loyalty oaths as conditions for government employment. But court stressed that it was "not necessarily" condemning all forms of union loyalty oaths.

Plaintiffs were members of Screen Directors International Guild which was merged into DGA in 1965. SDIG did not have loyalty oath requirement but DGA has had one since 1949. Six directors refused to sign oath which was retained by consolidated union.

Regulation, fees upbeat for CATV, Reinsch says

Federal regulation and copyright fees will not harm growth or profit picture of community antenna television, CATV operators are being told today (July 18).

J. Leonard Reinsch, president of Cox Broadcasting Co. and former director of National Community Antenna Television Association, is making observations in NCTA Bulletin.

He says idea that CATV's "many public service aspects would continue to develop indefinitely without reasonable regulation" is "unrealistic." Federal regulation, he adds, "will encourage and promote" CATV growth.

Broadcasting-CATV executive feels system operators who have been alarmed that copyright fees would "impose a critical financial burden" on them are too worried. Such fees are normal cost of doing business and "they would constitute a relatively small element" in overall cost, he continues.

Mr. Reinsch also looks for modification of FCC's rule restricting signal importation into top 100 markets "once the public interest becomes evident" and feels CATV "should and will develop local programing of a specialized nature that is not now available to any substantial degree through conventional TV. This supplemental programming can develop new opportunities for local television stations."

He also cautions against confusing CATV with pay TV today and feels it is "unlikely" CATV will develop into pay TV in future.

Cox Cablevision Corp., subsidiary of Cox Broadcasting Corp., is major group CATV owner.

ADL asks reconsideration of KTYM renewal decision

FCC has been asked to reconsider decision renewing license of KTYM Inglewood, Calif., despite allegations it carried anti-Semitic broadcasts (Broadcasting, June 20).

Request was made Friday (July 15) by Anti-Defamation League of B' nai Brith, which had originally urged com-
EDWARD P. WHITNEY, VP and sales manager of Entron Inc., Silver Spring, Md., (manufacturer of CATV equipment), elected president, succeeding ROBERT J. Mcgeehan, who resigns to devote his time to personal affairs and to other business interests, including CATV system in Fredericksburg, Va. Mr. Whitney joined Entron in 1964. He was executive director, National Community Television Association, 1957-1961, leaving to join Ameco Inc., Phoenix (CATV equipment maker), as national sales manager.

Thomas H. Dawson, sales VP at CBS-TV, elected senior VP of network, assuming responsibility for engineering, affiliate relations, operations, information services, program practices and sports. Michael H. Dann, program VP, elected senior VP-programs retaining full supervision of programming in New York and Los Angeles. Frank M. Smith Jr., general sales executive, elected to network sales VP position being vacated by Mr. Dawson. New CBS promotions were announced by network president John T. Reynolds who said they were meant to “provide more efficient and effective administration...”

Daniel H. Overmyer is chairman and Oliver E. Treyz, president, of newly announced Overmyer Network (ON) that is slated to begin in September, 1967, as fourth interconnected TV network, is currently president and chief stockholder of National Television Sales, New York, station representative. Also appointed at ON: Thomas J. McMahon, VP-director of sports; Lemuell B. Schofield II, general counsel, and Charles W. Shoop, manager-long lines communications. Mr. McMahon was director of sports for former DuMont Television Network where he developed network coverage of professional football and basketball. Mr. Schofield was formerly general counsel for Overmyer Communications Co. Mr. Shoop is 12-year veteran of the AT&T radio and TV control department.

ROBERT H. BEISSWENGER, president and chief operating officer of Jerrold Corp., Philadelphia, since early this year, elected chief executive officer (see page 73).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES.

mission to hold hearing on renewal.

ADL said commission decision “is at war” with commission practice over past 40 years and has no support in Communications Act, Supreme Court opinions or congressional action.

Commission had held that public interest is served by permitting expression of any views that don’t involve “a clear and present danger of serious and substantial evil...”

But ADL said that commission has responsibility to determine whether programming is in public interest and that courts have consistently upheld commission authority in that area.

ADL also said “basic fallacy” in commission’s reasoning is that it assumes “known falsehood” is entitled to same protection as honest remark.

ADL said broadcasts it cited in complaint contained “presentation of known defamation, lies and calumnies which are designed to set one group of Americans against another.”

Hovel rejoins C-M

Cleo Hovel, VP-creative director, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, rejoins Campbell-Mithun as executive VP and director of creative services for all C-M offices effective Aug. 1. TV pioneer at C-M 1950-60, Mr. Hovel will headquarter in Chicago.

Burnett today (July 18) is announcing several promotions and appointments in its creative services division: John E. Matthews and Howard C. Shank, both VPs and creative directors, are named executive creative directors. Named creative directors are Carl K. Hixon, Richard A. Stanwood and Paul E. Synor. All three now are VPs and associate creative directors.

RTNDA regional directors

Balloting committee of Radio-Television News Directors Association meeting in Chicago Friday (July 15) announced new regional directors (first name, two years; second, one year):

Far west—Al Burchard, KNBR San Francisco, Don Mozley, KCBS San Francisco; midwest—Ben Larson, WBMM Chicago, Steve Fentress, KMOX St. Louis; northeast—Tom Frawley, WHIO-TV Dayton (Ohio), Ted Mc Dowell, WMAL-TV Washington; southwest—John Corporation, WDS TV New Orleans, Eddie Barker, KRLD-AM- TV Dallas; Canada (for one year)—Ron Laidlaw, CFPL London, Ont.

RTNDA said 72.7% of all members voted. Convention will be held in Chicago Sept. 27-Oct. 1.

Sales of color TV sets continue upward climb

Although color TV distributor sales to retailers for first five months of year continued perking at 123.4% over same period last year, sales of monochrome TV sets held just about even—up 1%.

Total TV sales for January-May period continued up, by 24.2%, while home radio sales moved upward for 17.4% gain, with FM up by 56.3%. Auto radio sales continued soft, down 6.4% for period.

Figures, as reported by Electronic Industries Association today (July 18):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TELEVISION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-Mar '65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-Mar '65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-Mar '65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan.-Mar '65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Directors of Singer Co. approve Packard-Bell buy

Directors of Singer Co., New York, have approved approximate $44 million purchase of Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles. Final deal awaits execution of written contract and consent by Packard shareholders.

Transfer of 1,558,010 shares at $28.125 per share will unite Singer, stereo radio and phonograph-maker, with Packard, producer of color TV sets (BROADCASTING, May 23). Singer, whose principal business is sewing machines, is acquiring 1,007,000 outstanding shares of Packard, convertible note held by Marathon Securities Corp. for 525,315 shares of Packard capital stock, and certain employe stock options. On July 6, Packard directors agreed on transfer, which figures to yield $27.87 per share for their shareholders.
Buy WBAL
and you've bought Baltimore!

Your selling job's as good as done with WBAL. That's why in a 16 station market local advertisers invest better than 1 out of every 4 radio dollars on WBAL,* Maryland's only 50,000 watt station.

WBAL BALTIMORE

NBC Affiliate / Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc. or call 301-467-3000

*Based on latest FCC Reports
Dear Abby,

I don't seem to get far with the ladies in Wisconsin, lamented a manufacturer of soaps and things. You never will, mister, replied Abby Lindersmith of his ad agency's media department, if you keep letting your message drift down into Illinois where Wisconsin ladies ain't. You need WKOW-tv® to steer you right. That's the Madison station which feeds your beautiful commercial to 200,000 unduplicated homes in the actual Madison/Midwisconsin market.

You said WKOW-tv® asked the client anxiously? I sure did, big boy. Dear Abby, you've made me very happy, he said. Great WKOW.

**DATEBOOK**

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**JULY**

- July 17-19 — Annual summer convention of South Carolina Broadcasters Association. Speakers include Wallace Johnson, assistant chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau; William Ray, chief, FCC Compliance and Compliance Division; Charles Stone, manager, National Association of Broadcasters radio code. Ocean Forest hotel, Myrtle Beach.
- July 18-22—Annual convention of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees. Cobo Hall, Detroit.
- July 22—Meeting of the Advertising Club of Memphis, featuring Stephen B. Labunski, president, NBC Radio, as guest speaker. The Summit Club, Memphis.
- July 22—Seminar for newsmen sponsored by the Kentucky AP Broadcasters Association. Holiday Inn, Frankfort.
- July 24-Aug. 5—Seminar in marketing management and advertising sponsored by the Advertising Federation of America, Harvard Business School, Boston.
- July 25—New deadline for submission by pay-TV companies to FCC of detailed specifications of present or proposed systems for over-the-air subscription TV. Commission will use information to determine technical standards if it ultimately decides to authorize nationwide over-the-air pay television.
- July 29-30—Annual meeting of the Florida AP Broadcasters, Monson Motor Lodge, St. Augustine.

**AUGUST**

- Aug. 1—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking aimed at incorporating into the commission rules a modified version of the rules of discovery now employed in all federal courts. The rules are designed to shorten hearings and prevent opposing sides from springing surprise questions.
- Aug. 5—Meeting on bar news media relations sponsored by the National Institute on Bar Public Relations. Hotel Queen Elizabeth, Montreal.
- Aug. 12—Fifth annual Georgia Association of Broadcasters TV Day. Marriott hotel, Atlanta.

**SEPTEMBER**

- Sept. 1—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking which would authorize TV translator operators to use microwave relays to bring TV signals.
- Sept. 1—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking which would authorize TV translator operators to use microwave relays to bring TV signals.
Explore the Memphis TV market and you stumble upon one exciting fact after another. Fact #1. The total Memphis TV market is three times bigger than the Memphis metro. Fact #2. Memphis TV delivers the metro PLUS a healthy hunk of Arkansas, all of West Tennessee, and the rich Mississippi Delta. (Add it all up and you have a population bigger than the whole state of Colorado, including Denver.) Fact #3. The cost per thousand Memphis households is a low $2.54. Compare that with Denver's $3.28, or Albany's $3.18, or New Orleans' $3.58. Fact #4. Retail sales of the Memphis TV market total $2,168,300,000. If you'd like to comb this market paradise with your own man Friday, just call in your Katz, RKO, or Blair representative.

Buy the market, not just the metro
WREC-TV/WHBQ-TV/WMCT
MEMPHIS TELEVISION
TransWorld Airlines announces its 29th annual writing and picture competition.

Once again, TWA will reward excellence in commercial aviation and air travel coverage. Categories include black and white, and color photographs; newsreel and television film; press association, newspapers, magazine and broadcast writing; television-radio production.

Material published or broadcast between September 15, 1965 and September 15, 1966 is eligible. More than one entry may be submitted and must be postmarked by October 15, 1966. For complete details, write to Gordon L. Gilmore, Vice President—Public Relations, Trans World Airlines, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, N.Y. 10016.

We're your kind of airline.

TransWorld Airlines

Broadcasting

1735 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Please start my subscription for **CHECK ONE**

- 52 issues $8.50
- 52 issues and '66 Yearbook $11.50
- 1966 Yearbook $5.00
- Payment enclosed
- Bill me

Name
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Company
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City State Zip

of officers of Nebraska Broadcasters Association. Holiday Inn, Norfolk.


Sept. 20 — New deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking aimed at incorporating into the commission rules a modified version of the rules of discovery now employed in all federal courts. The rules are designed to shorten hearings and prevent opposing sides from springing surprises.


Sept. 29-30—Annual fall meeting of Minnesota Broadcasters Association. Holiday Inn, Duluth.


OCTOBER

Oct. 1 — Deadline for reply comments on proposed FCC rulemaking to provide for a nationwide system of over-the-air pay television and for reply comments on FCC notice of inquiry into the possibility of pay TV by wire.


Oct. 2-7—100th Semiannual Technical Conference and Equipment Exhibit sponsored by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers. Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles.

Oct. 3—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking that would prohibit group owners from acquiring more than three television stations, not more than two of them VHF's in the top-60 television markets.


Indicates first or revised listing.
WSYR-TV is No. 1 in Homes Delivered in the Syracuse Market:

*32.3% More Than Station No. 2
*83.6% More Than Station No. 3
CATV: CANCER OR CURE?

The NCTA Convention held in Florida last month served the patient observer as a reminder of how severe is the need for a Broadcaster accommodation with CATV. The cable operators are restricted to building a shaky foundation at best, and we shall all rue the days that pass without that effort to serve our nation through mutual problem solving.

Two decisions clearly show the present direction of both headstrong elements.

Former FCC Commissioner Fred Ford, President of NCTA, sounded the economic death knell of CATV when he called for a heavy schedule of “public service programming” while at the same moment unwisely and unjustifiably condemned broadcasters for not doing this job. The record shows Ford is wide of the mark.

The other bit of misjudgment came to pass when the NAB TV Board failed to acknowledge Roger Clipp or Triangle had done enough homework to provide a platform on which to base further CATV study by the NAB. So where do we go from here?

The Broadcaster remains militant. The CATV interests travel their difficult way alone.

When will we wake up and remember we are all servants of our listeners and viewers that they will not judge us lightly if we fail to recognize the greater interests.
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"It's for the computer"

The Fulton National Bank, Atlanta, Ga., handles bookkeeping for three correspondent banks in Albany, Athens, and Marietta, Georgia.

By using Bell System Data-Phone* service, these three banks are able to have all checking account bookkeeping handled by a computer at the Atlanta bank.

"There have been almost no errors in this operation," Gordon Jones, President of Fulton National, says. "The error rate is so small that we have no real bookkeeping problem."

With this system, the smaller banks get even more complete records and faster accounting than they did with the former manual systems.

The Fulton National also provides other computer services for the smaller banks, such as figuring what effect a change in service charges might have. By programming four or five different possible charge schedules, a bank can get precise knowledge of just what the various changes would produce in revenue.

The Bell System has many services designed to solve business problems. In these and other ways, we are helping many companies do a better job through better communications.

* Service mark of the Bell System
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Talk about talk

Editor: Your recent well-researched article on talk programming [June 27] evidently struck home to many radio broadcasters, as we received no fewer than 10 phone calls from key-market radio stations on the morning after the July 4 weekend. All of these stations inquired about the availability of The Shadow and our other radio mystery series—Charles Michelson, president, Charles Michelson Inc., New York.

Editor: Broadcasting was unfair and inconsistent in ruling out WTOP [Washington] as a talk station—Tom Bratter, Las Vegas.

(Mr. Bratter refers to a letter in “Open Mike” July 4—Thou knowest, Lord—that I, presiding officer and general manager of WTOP, who protested the exclusion of his station, from specific mention in the June 27 special report. An editor’s note explained that specific references were made to only stations that devoted at least 90% of their total broadcast schedules to talk programs and that WTOP, which is all-talk from 6 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. weekdays, did not meet the standard because of its nightly Music T.V. show and weekend music programming. It now appears that four CBS-owned stations, WEEI Boston, WBBM Chicago, KNX Los Angeles and KCBS San Francisco, were erroneously included in the Broadcasting report owing to what CBS officials now say was a “misunderstanding” of Broadcasting’s 90% criterion. Like WTOP, the four CBS properties should have been omitted.)

Asking for help at the top

Editor: Attached is a copy of a piece titled “A Promotion Manager’s Prayer,” which was written by our WBT/TW Charlotte, N. C., promotion manager, Larry Harding. I personally think it’s one of the cutest and best-written things I have read in a long time and believe it will make for interesting reading in Broadcasting.

Lord, Thou knowest better than I know myself that I have the most trying and most thankless task on earth. Keep me from the fatal habit of thinking that I must reveal this truth to everybody at every opportunity.

Help my sales manager to keep his vast store of wisdom to himself. It seems a pity for him not to use it in my behalf—but Thou knowest, Lord, that even he will need a friend in the hereafter, and I may well be his only hope.

Keep my cookie manager’s mind free from the recital of endless details; give him wings to get to the point. Seal my station manager’s lip on his imagined grievances about my department. They are increasing, and love of rehearsing them is becoming sweeter to him as the years go by. Help me to endure them with patience.

I do not expect the wisdom to understand my local city editor; I ask only Thy assistance in pre-empting my daily desire to do him violence. Neither do I ask that I be the answer to what all my industry; only grant, Lord, that I not be a part of the problem.

Keep me reasonably tolerant. I do not want to be a saint—some of my salesmen are so hard to live with—but a sure promotion manager is one of the crowning works of the devil.

Give me the ability to see good things in “bad” associates, and recognize that Thou didst spill a trace of talent—sum on station managers and program managers. Give me the grace to tell them that I know this to be so.

Teach me, Lord, the glorious lesson that—occasionally—promotion managers, too, may be at fault.

And finally, Lord, when the results of Thy last Nielsen are in, and I have gone where all good broadcasters go, place my sales manager at my right arm and my program manager at my left. For truthfully, I have grown quite fond of my old adversaries—and know that they will be just as helpless without me UP THERE, as they are down here.

AMEN!


Live story

Editor: It’s hard for me to find words to tell you how thrilled and overwhelmed I was with the “Week’s Profile” (Broadcasting, June 20). In fact as I read it for the first time in the NAB offices that Monday morning, I could hardly believe it. And the comments from the board members who were there plus the multitude of letters from all across the country, well, it was almost unbelievable.

My husband was most impressed. He said it was as if an old friend who had known me for many years had written it. He was very complimentary about your ability to put a story on paper and make it so alive.—Mrs. Marianne B. Campbell, general manager, WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio.

---
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PR and advertising: Adversaries or associates?

Recently one of the major West Coast advertising associations held a symposium on the subject of whether advertising agencies should handle public relations. To my way of thinking the topic matter was a gratuitous slap at an industry that is far too often overlooked in the advertiser’s formulation of promotional and marketing plans. Instead of discussing the question of whether advertising agencies should handle public relations, I believe that it would have been more valid to reverse the question and ask if public relations agencies should handle advertising.

In the years ahead, as marketing executives recognize the increasing importance of public relations, I think a new order of advertising agency will arise.

It will be one that handles advertising and public relations on an equal basis.

Too often, today, advertising agencies regard public relations as an afterthought, to be relegated to the lowest echelon of personnel at the agency. Perhaps the reason for this is that advertising is far more remunerative to the agency, while often times much more time and effort must be expended for a well executed publicity campaign. At this point, I expect that advertising people reading these words will cry out in anguish: “Why is it that people always think that preparing an ad is an easy job?”

Having been in advertising now for many years, I recognize the pools of sweat and tears that go into advertising campaigns but still contend that getting free editorial space is somewhat more difficult than filling paid space. The public relations man, whether he works inside or outside of an advertising agency, must generate more energy, expend more effort, to secure his place in broadcast’s time or on print’s pages.

In some instances, advertisers allocate millions of dollars for the purchase of time on radio and TV and in print without spending a single dollar for public relations.

Yet, public relations can play a greater part than advertising in meeting specific marketing goals. To cite an example, several years ago, Roberts & Associates (the predecessor company to Shaw & Roberts) was assigned to promote and publicize the Electronovision Inc.-produced, Warner Brothers-distributed feature film version of “Hamlet.” The movie was the first to be filmed in a revolutionary electronic process that used television rather than motion picture techniques. The producer felt that to successfully market this picture, a completely different approach needed to be used. It was thus decided that to create excitement and word-of-mouth interest, the picture should open simultaneously in 1,000 theaters across the nation.

This represented a big gamble for the producer because it involved an expenditure in excess of $500,000 for prints alone. Also, for the first time a movie was billed as playing four performances only. If the audience missed one of these performances, it would never be able to see this movie again. No previews or advance screenings of the film were scheduled.

Each of these moves was designed with the marketing problem sharply in focus but still keyed to supporting the advertising campaigns to be run by Warner Brothers and its local theater outlets.

The results of this approach—of publicity working hand in hand with advertising—was that “Hamlet,” in four performances in a two-day run, grossed more than $3.4 million. In almost every major market, every performance of the movie played to better than 95% of capacity. And this was on Wednesday and Thursday, historically two of the weakest days of the week in movie houses.

In some instances in the past, public relations companies have shied away from getting into advertising because they felt that some of their business comes from advertising agencies; therefore, it would not be judicious to compete with the hand that helps feed them. But at Shaw & Roberts, we have worked closely with advertising agencies for some of our public relations’ accounts without any apparent conflict. The reason: Though collaborators, public relations and advertising have distinct and separate functions.

Consider a most recent example where Shaw & Roberts is wearing both advertising and public relations hats without confusion. We have acquired a television client, comparatively new in business, for whom we’ve mounted extensive advertising and public relations campaigns. The campaigns are designed so as to establish a tempo, with the advertising alternating with the publicity and with both serving to complement one another. We feel that mention on broadcasting stations, that editorial space gained in respected publications, adds validity and importance to our client’s advertising program.

For another client, who this fall will be offering a new type of radio syndication service, we are now preparing a rounded campaign that will combine publicity and advertising into a saturation reach of all of the nation’s commercial radio stations. Again, here, the close working relationship that comes from handling both sides of a campaign (even as a mere time-saver, with the client able to plan all phases of publicity and advertising at one sitting) can work to an advertiser’s distinct benefit.

The point of all this is not to argue the pros and cons of advertising vs. public relations. Mostly, this is a call for advertising agencies to recognize the value of public relations in the overall marketing scheme. PR and advertising should be associates, not adversaries.

Martin Roberts is a partner in an advertising agency that is oriented toward the entertainment industry. The agency, Shaw & Roberts, also handles public relations for some of its clients. A former radio-TV producer-director, Mr. Roberts was director of advertising, publicity and promotion for National Telefilm Associates. During the last seven years, his agency has serviced such accounts as KHL Los Angeles, Electronovision Inc., and Home Entertainment Corp.
Storer takes to the air more ways than one.

For thirty-eight years, Storer Broadcasting Company has been bringing interesting events to millions of people. Now, with the purchase of Northeast Airlines, Storer also is bringing millions of people to interesting events and places. On the air... or in the air... Storer continues to serve the public.
The garment industry in the DULUTH-SUPERIOR market represents some of the nation's best known manufacturers. This is a scene in the cutting room where Trundle Bundle infant's and children's wear begins transformation from design to finished form. Other garment makers in the Duluth-Superior market include Munsingwear, Cluett-Peabody, Minnesota Woolen, and some of the midwest's finest knitting mills. Garment-making, another exciting facet of industry in the great and growing Duluth-Superior market, where KDAL Radio and Television serve over one million people.

Bold venture in TV networking

The early book on Overmyer Network's chances:
a sentimental favorite but bettors hold back;
Treyz predicts 100-market lineup by next fall

An unheralded plan for a fourth television network caught the advertising and broadcasting businesses by surprise last week and found them overwhelmingly warm to the idea but somewhat cooler to its prospects.

The plan, announced by Daniel H. Overmyer and Oliver E. Treyz, was greeted enthusiastically by FCC members and by many leading advertisers and agencies—even when, in some of the latter cases, they said they had serious reservations about whether it would work.

A scattering of the agencies and advertisers canvassed by Broadcasting expressed outright criticism—usually on the theory that a fourth network would further splinter audiences and run up the advertisers' cost-per-thousand.

But these were outnumbered by a margin of at least 4 to 1 by those who welcomed the idea without qualification. Those who were generally favorable but at the same time nurtured some skepticism also outnumbered the outright dissenters by 4 to 1.

Station reaction in Broadcasting's sampling ranged from unabashed enthusiasm, best exemplified by WPIX(TV) New York, an independent station that will be the Overmyer Network's New York affiliate, to coolness bordering on cold. Most stations queried, however, seemed to favor the idea or at least took a wait-and-see attitude.

Judgment Deferred * A substantial number in all categories—advertiser, agency and station—declined to express any firm opinion until they could get full details from ON officials. Mr. Treyz had sampled station interest in advance—and reported that he found widespread enthusiasm and in fact already had commitments from 35 stations—but said he had not exposed the plan to advertisers or agencies prior to the announcement.

Mr. Overmyer, head of a complex of businesses, owner of one operating UHF station, holder of FCC permits for five others and applicant for a seventh, and Mr. Treyz, former president of the ABC-TV network and now head of his own station-representation firm, said the new network would furnish eight continuous nighttime hours of service to interconnected affiliates starting the Monday after Labor Day next fall.

They would work.

serious reservations

Oliver, and Mr. Treyz, president of ON.

These three figured most prominently in plans for the Overmyer Network announced in New York last week. Shown (I to r) are Thomas J. McMa-

year (Sept. 11, 1967).

Highlights of their plans, announced Tuesday (July 12) at a news conference in New York or disclosed later, included:

* The nightly eight-hour schedule will start with a two-hour news feed by United Press International and its UPI Newsfilm subsidiary, which Mr. Treyz hailed as an emerging "fourth force" in television news. The news feed will start at about 5:30 p.m. New York time, and affiliates can tape it and use whatever excerpts they want in their local newscasts, billing the UPI correspondents as their own newsmen, if they wish.

* A two-hour variety program will be produced for late-evening presentation five nights a week through the resources of the William Morris agency, one of the top-ranking talent agencies. The show will originate in hotels in Las Vegas, where, Mr. Overmyer noted, "there is more talent at any one time than you will find in any-one city in the world."

* The Las Vegas program will be priced to advertisers at $6,000 a commercial minute, commissionable. There will be a maximum of 12 commercial positions an hour, grouped in six pairs, with four positions available for sale by stations and eight by the network, on a rotating basis. The price anticipates a coverage factor of 80% U.S. TV homes.

* Mr. Treyz said he had commitments from 35 stations to carry the Las Vegas show and expected to have
more than 100 lined up by the time the network commences operations.

Other programing will include entertainment, sports programs of local, regional and national interest, various specials and regularly scheduled public service programs. Although it wasn't announced, authoritative sources said that Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former NBC president and more recently head of Subscription TV Inc., who was associated with Mr. Treyz in an effort to launch a limited-time, non-interconnected network a year ago, would "undoubtedly" help in developing ON programing.

Affiliations will not necessarily be exclusive in most markets, and in fact are more likely—at least at the outset—to vary from one program to another within a given market. "We don't expect any station to carry all of our programing," Mr. Treyz reported. Affiliates will also be free to tape ON programing and broadcast it later, at agreed-upon times, an approach that will enable ABC, CBS and NBC affiliates to carry their conventional network programs and still carry ON programing in other hours.

In another departure from conventional network practices, there will be no exchange of money between ON and its affiliates. The network will pay for the AT&T intercity connections, at a cost estimated unofficially at more than $500,000 a month, and for the programing. The compensation to affiliates will be in the form of commercial positions in the network programs, with affiliates having one-third of the minutes to sell for themselves while the network reserves two-thirds for its sale.

Mr. Overmyer said the network would be backed by "the full resources of the Overmyer organization," which include what is said to be the nation's biggest warehouse system, an industrial leasing firm, a credit corporation, national bank and business newspaper. He said he was prepared to spend $6 million to $10 million on the network in its first 18 months, apart from his investment in his group of UHF stations, and indicated that some $100 million could be put into facilities, programing and administrative costs of the network over a five-year period.

Mr. Overmyer is chairman of ON; Mr. Treyz president. Other key executives announced last week were Thomas J. McMahon, who has a long identification with broadcast sports both as an executive at N. W. Ayer & Son and as director of sports for the old DuMont Television Network, and who is vice president and sports director of ON; Charles W. Shoop, who joined ON as manager of long-lines communications after 12 years in AT&T's radio and television control department, and Lemuel B. Schofield II, who has been general counsel for D. H. Overmyer Communications Co. and before that an attorney in the sales administration department of NBC-TV and is now general counsel of ON.

More to Come • Messrs. Overmyer and Treyz said execs in programing, station relations and sales will be added.

Mr. Treyz's station-representation firm, National Television Sales, represents the Overmyer stations and will continue to do so but will not, Mr. Treyz said, be involved in Overmyer Network sales. The Overmyer stations, all UHF, are WWHO-TV Toledo, Ohio, which is on the air, and five that Overmyer spokesmen said will come on eventually during the coming TV season—in Newport, Ky. (Cincinnati), Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Rosenberg, Tex. (Houston) and San Francisco. The pending application for a seventh is for Dallas.

From the announced plans it appeared clear that the new network was out to compete with NBC's Johnny Carson Tonight Show and old movies in the late-night hours—a period in which CBS-TV and ABC-TV meanwhile were showing new interest (see page 27)—and also with Sports Network Inc. in lining up sports for regional as well as national groups, and with the regular network news organizations.

The UPI newsfeeds, officials said, would not "really" differ from the electronic newsfeeds supplied to subscribers by the other networks, but would be "much more extensive." Officials said ON had signed with

---

Plano's fourth network failed to materialize

An attempt to assemble UHF stations more than a year ago into a "fourth network" sputtered for lack of a sufficient number of major markets but its architect said last week he was ready to rev it up at any time the markets become available.

The now dormant proposal was made in May 1965 by Vincent C. Piano, president of Vic Piano Associates, New York (Broadcasting, May 24, 1965). The network was dubbed The Unisphere Broadcasting System. A UHF station, WIRF-TV Philadelphia, was to originate a feed of a minimum of two-and-one-half hours of sponsored programs nightly. The origination was to be relayed to other stations by microwave. All programing was to have been on film or on tape, only sponsored programs scheduled and the network operating only for the "convenience" of advertisers and program packagers.

By mid-August of last year, Mr. Piano had announced several top officers of the network and appeared about ready to present a full program schedule and a lineup of affiliates for a start sometime in the fall of 1965 (Broadcasting, Aug. 16, 1965).

Unisphere has been held back. Mr. Piano said last week, because of the inability to come up with a respectable number of major markets. Mr. Piano said he was delighted to see the emergence of the Overmyer Network and predicted that ultimately "we'll see as many as six networksw."

Vic Piano Associates represents UHF stations and through a subsidiary, Mizlou Productions, has assembled several radio program packages and TV sports packages.

---

MBS TV network too?

Several months ago when the Mutual Broadcasting System was in the process of being sold by the 3M Co. to its present owner, Mutual Broadcasting Corp., Robert Hurleigh, MBS president, indicated that the new management intended to expand into TV and work toward a fourth network.

Mr. Hurleigh said last Thursday that Mutual's immediate aim is to broaden its base in radio through the acquisition of radio stations, but added that the Overmyer project has not dissuaded MBS from considering a fourth TV network.

"We plan to move along, one step at a time," Mr. Hurleigh observed.
UPI for seven-days-a-week news service using the "full resources" of UPI, which has 258 bureaus around the world, and its Newsfilm division. The division has been hampered in competing with the networks' electronic news feeds by having to rely on delivery of film by airplanes. The arrangement with ON will give it access to the network's lines for two consecutive hours a day.

Supply Old Customers • UPI authorities said it is "contemplated" that current UPI Newsfilm subscribers would be expected to use the new wire feed. Overmyer presumably will act as the "sales agent" for the service, according to UPI, but details—including rates for subscribers to the news alone—have yet to be worked out.

ON sports plans include arrangement of "interconnections for major sports events, such as baseball, on a city-by-city basis," and providing "individual and group TV stations with sports programing previously excluded from their viewers."

Other programing operations, Mr. Treyz said, will include production and co-production and special attention to public service and cultural programs, such as classical music, that are not steady fare on the other networks but still command large minority audiences.

Mr. Treyz cited the growing number of stations—over 700 by next year as against 51 when the last national network, ABC-TV, was launched in 1948—and Mr. Overmyer's experience in trying to arrange for programing for his own stations as evidence of need for a new network service.

By next year, he said, there will be more than 100 stations not affiliated with a conventional network. But he also felt that the Overmyer Network and many ABC, CBS or NBC affiliates would find a need for each other.

Need Be Competitive • "Our first objective," he said, "is to be competitive with other networks. Our ultimate goal is to lead. Mr. Overmyer conceived this network to meet the needs of the independent television station operator so he can better compete with network affiliates... We are therefore attempting to fill the real void in the programing of nonnetwork broadcasters [and] the response we've already received suggests that our philosophy is shared by the operators of TV stations, both independent and those now affiliated with other networks."

Mr. Overmyer also spoke of the need for a new service for "the many new stations and the growing needs of the public and the business community" and said that "one of our primary purposes is to provide more public service programing as well as entertainment meeting the best standards."

Most stations queried by Broadcasting, being agreed with the ON officials that time was ripe for a fourth network, although there was an occasional dissenter and several said they would have to await further developments and more information before they could speculate on whether they might be interested in affiliation.

No such reluctance was shown by Fred Thrower, president of WPIX-TV New York, designated the "flagship" station of the new network. Introduced at the news conference, he said that as an independent operator "I've learned the need for programing" and that formation of a fourth network was long overdue.

WPIX plans to carry ON's Las Vegas series from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m. and will not only make extensive use of the network's UPI news service but will also help feed it.

Agency Opinion • Several of the agency executives questioned by Broadcasting had reservations about the timing of the ON network. They thought it would have a better chance if it waited a few more years—say until about 1970—when the UHF set population, and also the UHF station population, would be substantially greater.

There was a widespread belief that a fourth—and maybe a fifth and sixth—TV network was inevitable eventually, and in support of ON's timing a number of potential clients welcomed the new network as offering the prospect of relief from the "seller's market" that, they complained, is all too evident in network television now.

Everett Nelson, vice president and director of media for Tatham-Laird & Kudner, Chicago, said, for instance, that "network television has been a seller's market for too long to be good for all concerned. The networks included. Additionally, and maybe more importantly, the fourth network will provide the opportunity for more diversified programing which is, of course, in the public interest."

George Polk, advertising director of Alberto-Culver, who has complained frequently about prime-time network prices, said that "any other source of exposure is of advantage to the heavy advertiser."

Lee Curlin, vice president in charge of programing for Benton & Bowles, took note of both the "seller's market" argument in favor of the new network and the possibility that the timing may be too early. He concluded that the network may get "a foot in the door" just before UHF gains real momentum, but thought that it faces "a tough road."

Some sources estimated current UHF penetration at 33% to 40%, thought 60% penetration would offer a more "realistic" environment in which to start a fourth network, but expressed confidence that a viable one would be in operation within five years.

Is Eight Too Much? • There was also some speculation that ON would not—and didn't really need to—start out with eight hours of programing each day. The costs of providing network service, even with multimillion-dollar resources, were pointed out by several executives.

In a private assessment, a key figure at one of the established networks speculated that "they may be able to bring it off," but said that "$10 million ain't going to buy you very much."

Another network executive stressed that "the question is how long you can..."
Frank Kemp, senior vice president in charge of media and programing for Compton Advertising, commented that "competition is always good." He voiced the view that a fourth network would have "rough sledding" but said the key to success was whether it could produce inventive programing and price it on a basis that would provide efficiency. Mr. Kemp observed that the three networks are "expensive but efficient," and another network could become viable if it made its prices attractive enough to advertisers with limited budgets or those seeking a limited audience.

Mort Keshin, vice president and media director for Lennen & Newell, called the new move an encouraging sign and said he would "like to see it happen." He added that Lennen & Newell has been actively looking into ON's plans and potentialities.

Victor Elting Jr., advertising vice president of Quaker Oats, thought the ON plans "could be an encouraging sign that the quality and variety of programing available to the public will be improved," and hoped that this would be the result.

John Ball, vice president and director of programing for J. Walter Thompson Co., said he wished the new network every success, but would venture no projection on its prospects pending further information on its plans. But he said that JWT is looking forward to the opportunity of conferring with Overmyer officials in the near future.

Will Happen * Richard Cox, Young & Rubicon, vice president in charge of programing, radio-TV, commented there "will be eventually a fourth network, but whether it will be this project or somebody else remains to be seen." The vital ingredient that will be needed to spark such a venture is attractive programing, according to Mr. Cox, and audience receptivity to the schedule will be the crucial yardstick.

He felt, however, that a fourth network venture can begin on a fairly modest scale and still be successful if it can carve for itself a specific and limited segment of the available audience and sponsorship.

FCC members, briefed on the plans by Messrs. Overmyer and Treyz in a courtesy visit the day before the announcement, appeared impressed and hopeful that a fourth network would succeed.

Chairman Rosel Hyde said he wished Mr. Overmyer "success and good fortune" and hoped that he "can make a contribution to network broadcasting."

Commissioner Robert E. Lee said that "he is a guy with the kind of guts who just might make a go of it."

He cited Mr. Overmyer's commitment to AT&T for $6 million a year in line charges and his selection of able executives, specifically Mr. Treyz, as evidence of his determination.

Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox said he felt there was room for a fourth network and that stations would welcome network-quality programs. The problem, he thought, will be in getting affiliates and servicing them economically. Commissioner Cox was of two minds about fourth-network programing, however. On one hand he thought it an opportunity for quality programing with advertisers of quality class. On the other hand he thought a fourth network might run the risk of becoming a bargain basement for advertisers who want national exposure but can't afford major network buys.

Commissioner Lee Oveinger said that "anyone in the commission's position must favor another network if it's practical. I don't have ideas as to how well planned it is, but I wish them luck."
BIG THINGS ARE HAPPENING IN MID-PENNSYLVANIA

. . . AND WJAC-TV DOMINATES THE MIDDLE!

MINE MOUTH GENERATION COMPLEXES PRODUCE BIG NEW SOURCE OF POWER!

This huge $175,000,000 Keystone Generating Complex will create a vast new industry in WJAC's mid-Pennsylvania! It will be capable of producing 1.8 million kw's of power right from the mouth of soft coal mines . . . the first of three such plants.

WJAC-TV dominates this area of growth. Through colorful WJAC-TV, you can reach over 259,000 TV homes . . . penetrate the heart of the big happenings in mid-Pennsylvania!
Double reports on TV spending?

LNA, Rorabaugh merge
network and spot services;
BAR will also offer both

The N. C. Rorabaugh Co., which produces estimates of spot television spending by advertisers, and Leading National Advertisers Inc., which helps produce similar estimates of network-TV investments, have merged in a development that may lead to two sets of both spot and network estimates being offered.

The second set would come from Broadcast Advertisers Reports, which has been associated with LNA in the production of the network figures, known as LNA/BAR reports. BAR officials said they had received from LNA six-months notice of termination of this relationship, as provided by contract, and that starting next Jan. 1—effective date of the termination—BAR would offer an expanded service reporting network spending and also supplement its spot-spending reports.

LNA plans to continue the network and Rorabaugh spot reports in their present forms, according to informed sources.

Officials said they expected the consolidation of the data-processing and analysis work of LNA and Rorabaugh to produce "highly efficient" spot and network TV services.

N. C. Rorabaugh Co. will continue to operate as a separate company, and N. C. (Duke) Rorabaugh, its founder and head, will continue to supervise the collection and compilation of the spot-spending report. This is issued quarterly but includes monthly figures, on a gross-time-cost basis, as compiled from reports submitted by stations.

The network spending report has been based in large part on information supplied by the networks. It is issued monthly.

Both the LNA/BAR and Rorabaugh reports are made public through the Television Bureau of Advertising, and TVB officials said last week they would continue to release both. They indicated, however, that they would not deplore the evolution of additional sources of figures, on the theory that spending estimates are valuable sales tools and in the long run the supplier with the most accurate figures at the most competitive prices would get their subscription.

LNA is headed by Francis Miller and his sons, Scott and Tom. They also publish estimates of expenditures on magazines and outdoor advertising and reportedly are interested in expanding into reports on newspaper spending.

First reports that leaked out last

A 10-year record of agency costs and profits

There was virtually no change in the rate of profit of U. S. advertising agencies from 1964 to 1965, according to a report of costs and profits issued last week by the American Association of Advertising Agencies covering 1956-1965.

It was pointed out that 65% of AAAA members made more money in dollars in 1965 than in 1964, largely because of increases in billing. Net profit after taxes averaged 4.25% of gross income in 1965, compared with 4.23% in 1964. As a percentage of billing, net profit averaged 0.81%, as against 0.83% in the 1964 report.

Other highlights of the report: total payroll as a percentage of income went up slightly in 1965; the rate of payments for fringe benefits decreased slightly from 1964; other costs and overhead items remained relatively stable.

| Advertising agencies costs and profits (% of gross income otherwise stated) |
|---------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|------------------------------|
| Rent, light and depreciation    | 6.63% | 7.01% | 7.52% | 7.24% | 7.34% | 7.52% | 7.52% | 7.54% | 7.22% | 6.81% |
| Taxes (other than U. S. income) | 1.65% | 1.71% | 1.72% | 1.91% | 2.18% | 2.22% | 2.33% | 2.45% | 2.36% | 2.23% |
| Other operating expense         | 13.38% | 13.60% | 14.19% | 13.82% | 14.02% | 14.06% | 13.87% | 14.32% | 14.29% | 14.41% |
| Total payroll                   | 68.58% | 69.86% | 70.30% | 69.18% | 68.94% | 69.35% | 68.51% | 67.99% | 67.01% | 67.14% |
| Payments into pension or        | 1.42% | 1.31% | 1.17% | 1.27% | 1.31% | 1.32% | 1.39% | 1.63% | 1.98% | 1.93% |
| profit-sharing plans            | 0.41% | 0.42% | 0.45% | 0.52% | 0.56% | 0.62% | 0.65% | 0.70% | 0.76% | 0.78% |
| Insurance for employe benefit   | 0.41% | 0.42% | 0.45% | 0.52% | 0.56% | 0.62% | 0.65% | 0.70% | 0.76% | 0.78% |
| Total expenses                  | 92.07% | 93.91% | 95.35% | 93.94% | 94.35% | 95.09% | 94.27% | 94.63% | 93.62% | 93.30% |
| Profit before U. S. income      | 7.93% | 6.09% | 4.65% | 6.03% | 5.65% | 4.91% | 5.73% | 5.37% | 6.38% | 6.70% |
| tax (as percentage of gross income)* | 2.74% | 1.98% | 1.42% | 1.79% | 1.79% | 1.45% | 1.76% | 1.67% | 1.62% | 1.77% |
| U. S. income taxes              | 5.19% | 4.11% | 3.23% | 4.27% | 3.86% | 3.46% | 3.97% | 3.70% | 4.76% | 4.93% |
| Net profit (as percentage of gross income)* | 3.55% | 2.55% | 1.89% | 2.17% | 2.12% | 1.92% | 2.23% | 2.13% | 2.00% | 2.15% |
| Profit before U. S. income for  | 8.57% | 6.09% | 4.28% | 5.94% | 5.56% | 4.41% | 5.62% | 5.17% | 6.23% | 6.40% |
| incorporated agencies (as      | 5.02% | 3.54% | 2.39% | 3.77% | 3.44% | 2.49% | 3.39% | 3.04% | 4.23% | 4.25% |
| percentage of gross income)*   | 0.88% | 0.58% | 0.42% | 0.67% | 0.60% | 0.44% | 0.61% | 0.55% | 0.83% | 0.81% |

*Gross income comprises commissions, agencies' service charges, and fees.
Source: Annual studies of advertising agencies' cost and profits conducted by American Association of Advertising Agencies. Figures are averages for agencies of all sizes. Agencies included handled close to two-thirds of the billing of the entire advertising agency business in the United States.
Adult audience delivery?

WHIO AM/FM delivers 52.3% of the adults week after week in southwestern Ohio

WHIO AM and FM combine to regularly deliver 52.3 per cent of the total listening audience 18 years and older in a prosperous nine-county area of southwestern Ohio says Mediastat.* In comparison WHIO’s nearest competitors (AM only) account for 20.6 and 18.1 per cent shares respectively.

WHIO AM/FM maintains this overwhelming lead through extensive news and sports coverage... adult music... community and regular CBS features. Put your client on the WHIO AM/FM delivery.

*Basis on estimates of average persons 18 and older reached per half hour for the total broadcast week 6 a.m. to 12 a.m., Sun. through Sat. Subject to qualification described in said report. Source: Oct-Nov 1965 Regional Mediastat Report. Basic data is tabulated from sampling already available as a result of surveying the included counties in connection with other Mediastat Reports.
week said that LNA had bought the Rorabaugh firm. LNA officials declined to comment pending a formal announcement, but Mr. Rorabaugh said it was "closer to a merger than a purchase."

BAR Chairman Phil Edwards said BAR would continue its present weekly network service, based on monitoring and effective the first of the year would offer a BAR network-TV service that would be comparable to the data in the present LNA/BAR reports, but in a "new and improved format."

He also said his company's monthly Bardex reports with estimates of both net and gross spot-TV expenditures based on monitoring in 75 markets, would be continued and would be supplemented next year by gross estimates of spot spending in all TV markets, based, as the Rorabaugh report is, on information solicited from individual stations.

McLendon wants to join newspaper ad group

The nation's first want-ad station, KLGA(FM) Los Angeles is now seeking another first: membership in the Association of Newspaper Classified Advertising Managers Inc. McLendon Stations received FCC approval to purchase the station and program it as 100% classified ads three weeks ago (Broadcasting, July 4).

In his letter of application, Gordon McLendon, president of the station group, said the ANCAM's "counsel and direction would be very important to all in these early days in helping to set up codes of practice, safeguards, standards for acceptance and proposing for radio the adaptation and adoption of certain forms, systems and other procedures learned by newspapers." Such a contribution, he added, would be considered "a public service of the highest order."

KLGA, which he hopes to rename KADS, Mr. McLendon said, is so "utterly unique and alone" that it is a "business without an industry," but it is "the forerunner of a new industry within an industry—in the public good."

Centralized spot buying 'feasible'

General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., announced last week that a comprehensive test of centralized TV-spot timebuying by the company has demonstrated that it is "a feasible concept," but has no immediate, practical application for GF at this time.

Under the plan, 12 test markets were designated and spread equally among GF agencies. Each agency was given the responsibility for buying all spot announcements in its assigned markets, while planning remained at the brand agency. The test was begun on April 1, 1965 and will be completed on Aug. 1, 1966. After that date, the responsibility of spot-TV buying in the test market areas will return to each product's respective agency.

The agencies participating with General Foods in the study are Benton & Bowles, Young & Rubicam and Ogilvy & Mather. Foote, Cone & Belding had not been involved in the test through April of this year (FC&B is no longer a GF agency).

The real Jack Armstrong

Actor Michael Rye (r), who once portrayed Jack Armstrong, the All-American Boy on radio, met a real Jack Armstrong when he auditioned at Anderson-McConnell Advertising Agency, Los Angeles, for a series of Foster Farms Fresh Poultry radio commercials. The real Jack Armstrong (l) is an account executive for Fred Banker Associates Inc., Hollywood public relations firm that handles publicity for Anderson-McConnell. Hank Hamilton, agency's radio-TV director, introduced the pair after casting the actor for the spots. Mr. Rye also will do the voice of the Lone Ranger for next season's animated TV series being produced by Format Films.

Brown's campaign expenses

Edmund (Pat) Brown reported spending a total of $561,763 in his successful bid for Democratic nomination for reelection as governor of California in the June primaries, it was revealed last week. His biggest item of expense, $173,567, was for radio and television advertising. He also spent $46,645 for billboards, signs and posters, $2,890 for newspaper advertising and $145,854 on personnel. Mr. Brown came out of the campaign with a $34,990 surplus.

50 sponsors already signed for NFL games

CBS-TV has sold 90% of its upcoming 1966-67 National Football League package and about 45% of its Saturday Countdown-to-Kickoff programs. CBS listed more than 50 advertisers participating in the NFL coverage itself, national and regional and in double headers, preseason game and pregame stanzas and Pro-Football Reports, plus the Saturday segments.

Eight national advertisers reported were: Ford (J. Walter Thompson), Gillette (Clyne Maxon), Motorola (Leo Burnett), Philip Morris (Burnett), P. Lorillard (Grey Advertising), North American Phillips (C. J. LaRoche), Polaroid and American Airlines, both through Doyle Dane Bernbach.

CBS listed 16 advertisers participating on a regional basis, and seven in doubleheaders. The sales activity was disclosed last week during a two-day briefing clinic (July 11-12) in New York. In various sessions, CBS was host to producers, directors, announcers, engineers, agency personnel and other people connected with the NFL TV schedule.

An overriding theme at the meetings was color. CBS has planned about 50% color coverage (46 games) as opposed to five games last season. Because of limits on the use of color cameras a special 41/2-minute prepackaged color film will be introduced on pregame shows.

Speaking at the CBS-NFL clinic were John T. Reynolds, CBS-TV president; William L. MacPhail, CBS-TV Sports vice president, other CBS Sports executives and various NFL representatives, including Commissioner Pete Rozelle.

House plans sessions on truth in packaging

The House interstate and foreign commerce committee has scheduled a hearing July 26 through Aug. 4 on the Senate-passed truth in packaging bill.

The legislation would place size and labeling controls on most consumer products. The committee will consider the Senate bill, a bill introduced by its chairman, Representative Harley O. Staggers (D-W.Va.) and similar bills sponsored by at least 33 other House
We’re tremendous frogs in an AMAZING pond!

SERIOUSLY and no joke — until you’ve really heard the story of our operations in the Red River Valley . . . well, you honestly can’t imagine what goes on out here. This area is RICH. Our almost bottomless topsoil is so productive that even the Encyclopedia Britannica raves about it.

Farmers drive in to Fargo from as much as 95 miles (often in cars even you would envy). They buy in shops and dine in restaurants so elegant as to open even your eyes. And when our people are home, they tune to — well, do we need say?

Sincerely — we ask you to let your PGW Colonel tell you our story. It explains some things you OUGHT to know! Will you?

WDAY-TV • WDAY-AM
WDAY-FM/Stereo
The Know-How Stations in
FARGO, N. D.

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC., Exclusive National Representatives
members. The Staggers bill contains greater federal powers over the size, shape and dimensions of packages than those in the Senate bill.

Backers are hopeful that a bill can be reported out of committee in time for final action before Congress adjourns. Strong opposition at the hearing is expected from grocery industry and advertising sources while backing will come from consumer organizations and labor unions.

Blair Radio market study ends 1st phase

Radio time is a commodity and should be examined for marketing efficiency just as a candy bar or a cake of soap.

This is the theory behind a Blair Radio marketing project, now two years old, with its first phase just completed. When finished, Blair estimates it will have cost $250,000.

Starting with a definition of marketing as profitable movement of a product from conception to consumption, Blair set out to determine market factors that bear on the sale of radio time.

At the same time the representation company has done extensive research from a variety of source materials in preparation of 47 market analyses (the 47 markets where Blair-represented stations are located). These cover ethnic makeup of the population, age, income, transportation, politics, cultural activities, retail outlets, media serving the area and other market facts.

By fitting the factors affecting radio's sales into the context of this market research data, Blair hopes to come up with sophisticated evaluations of its stations' probability in selling themselves, evaluations that will be independent of rating features.

Just how the two sets of information will be joined together and what sort of reports will emerge from them cannot be revealed now, according to Blair Radio President Thomas Harrison, for competitive reasons.

More Study • This work will be the second phase of the project and is expected to take at least two more years.

An example of the type of information that is expected to be uncovered by the study is offered by Dave Klemm, Blair Radio's director of marketing operations. In one market it was found that 300,000 people arrive at their place of work by 7 a.m. each day, but that no radio station in the area had a news program on the air before 7. The opportunity, he suggested, is obvious.

Blair feels that marketing evaluations are difficult for radio executives for a number of reasons. First, they are unable to relate the market facts that they do know about to their sales problems. Second, they are overly concerned with short-term results. In addition the radio executive may be too close to his problems to take objective steps and, finally, he is usually unaware of many of the market facts that ought to be involved in his decisions.

Blair lists eight specific influences on the radio selling process. They are pricing, program format, program specifics, merchandising efforts, distribution (reach of signal), selling policy including plans and reputation, sales organization and competitive activity in the market. The study has already done on 47 markets. Individual market data was gathered in sources ranging from U.S. Census information and statistical abstracts to local chambers of commerce.

Blair expects the results of its project to be useful for its own salesmen, for local station management and sales personnel and for advertisers and their agencies.

Fido musn't be fooled

A set of pet-food advertising guidelines, which have the support of the National Association of Broadcasters, ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV, have been issued by the American Humane Association's pet-food advertising committee.

The guidelines specify that such advertising is to be consistent with labeling, that product claims should be presented to avoid being misleading, that testimonials should be genuine and truthful, that advertising claims must be supportable by documentation. They also ban derogatory advertising and say the use or impersonation of veterinarians or related professionals should be avoided.

Also in advertising...

Metromedia firm expands • Dickie-Raymond, a Metromedia Inc.-owned sales promotion and direct mail advertising company, will open offices in Chicago and Los Angeles this month as part of its major expansion program. The advertising counseling firm also has offices in New York and Boston.

Aid to selling • A package of 20 sales and promotion letters designed to increase sponsorship is available to radio stations on a one-station-per-market basis. The letters are written and sold by A. W. Lewin, advertising and marketing consultant, 60 East 42d Street, New York 10017.

New renter • Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago, has signed a long-term lease for top two floors of 120 South Riverside Plaza, second building under construction at the city's new "Gateway Center" and to be ready in fall 1967.

Fido musn't be fooled

Problems of color commercials studied

In what amounts to a sure sign of commercial television's color times, ABC-TV in Hollywood last week invited some 50 advertising agency, film laboratory, production company, post-production and network representatives to a full morning seminar on how best to integrate color film commercials in nighttime film programs. The meeting was motivated by the advent of full color programing on the network's 1966-67 prime-time film schedule and by the realization that the commercial integration practices of past years assuredly will be changed in many areas.

Rowe Giesen, director of administration for ABC-TV programing, western division, was the chairman of the meeting, which was held at the network's Vine Street theater. Other speakers were ABC-TV color consultant Norman Grant, Frederick P. Laffey, manager of program services for the network, and Frank Ralston, director, ABC-TV film department. The production people and agency executives attending, all of whom are involved with shows scheduled to play on ABC-TV in the fall, were told to beware of falling victim to "different looks" between color commercials and color programing. It was emphasized that for maximum effectiveness, the color used in a commercial must match up with the color used in a color show.

Suggestions were made for how best to balance color prints for color TV. It was recommended, because of comparatively limited industry experience with color film, that (for at least the coming season) most commercials should be inserted in color prints by positive, rather than negative, editing. It also was recommended that agencies adhere to the Society of Motion Pictures & Television Engineers' recently adopted standards for achieving acceptable film reproduction for color TV.

More to Come • The ABC-TV color TV commercial integration meeting in Hollywood may be the first of a series of such sessions. A similar meeting is being considered for New York.
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Fewer complaints on objectionable ads

A biennial report issued by a joint advertiser-advertising association committee last week shows that objectionable advertising is on the wane.

The Association of National Advertisers-American Association of Advertising Agencies Committee for the Improvement of Advertising Content reported that complaints lodged with the committee had fallen off from 88 in 1963 to 52 in 1964 and 55 in 1965. Of a total of 107 complaints received during the two-year period, only 10 cases were judged "serious" by the committee.

The complaints were spread over the media as follows: newspapers, 16 in 1964 and 13 in 1965; consumer magazines, 15 in 1964 and 14 in 1965; television, 10 in 1964 and 11 in 1965; radio, one in 1964 and two in 1965.

Advertisements using sex, violence and "suggestive" copy were the source of numerous complaints, the committee said. Complaints also were received on advertising that seemed to ridicule or make light of patriotic symbols. Religious beliefs and ethnic characteristics were also cited by the association as having been the object of ridicule.

Business briefly...

Carling Brewing Co., through Lang, Fisher & Stashower, both Cleveland, will sponsor CBS-TV's coverage of the final round of the third annual Carling World Golf Championship at the Royal Birkdale Golf Club, Southport, England. The match will be broadcast on tape via satellite. Saturday, Sept. 3 (4:30-6:30 p.m.).

Security First National Bank, Los Angeles, through Young & Rubicam Inc., there, will sponsor The Four Seasons, a new series of specials to be programmed quarterly over KTLA-TV Los Angeles. The series, created by the station especially for the client, will highlight the cultural and social achievements of that city.

Rosarita Mexican Foods Co., Mesa, Ariz., through Campbell-Ewald Co., Los Angeles, has begun a new radio campaign in California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado and Oregon. The campaign ties the Rosarita line of frozen foods to the historic and romantic legends of the West as it was years ago.

Elegant Publishing Co., New York, for its two monthly magazines, Elegant and Elegant-Teen plans one-minute radio spots on 217 Negro-oriented stations. Three commercials will appear one week prior to sale date each month. Campaign beginning this month may add non-Negro stations. Agency is Bliss/Grunewald Inc., New York.

Drexel Furniture Co., Drexel, N. J., will use one-minute color commercials in a spot campaign in Drexel's top 20 markets next fall. Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia is the agency.


Scripto Co., Atlanta, through Marshalk Co. there, plans participations on nine ABC-TV programs late August-early September as well as campaign on top-40 radio stations to reach teenage market for back-to-school sale of writing materials.

Chevrolet Division of General Motors Corp., through Campbell-Ewald, both Detroit, will sponsor CBS Radio's coverage of the 29th annual All-American Soap Box Derby, Saturday, Aug. 6 (5:45-6 p.m. EDT).


Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich., through J. Walter Thompson, Detroit, will sponsor ABC-TV's coverage of the fifth annual Thunderbird golf tournament. The third and fourth rounds, respectively, will be colorcast Saturday, Aug. 13 (4-5 p.m. EDT) and Sunday Aug. 14 (4-6 p.m. EDT).

Agency appointments...

- Coty Inc. (division of Chas. Pfizer & Co.) New York, will reassign its cosmetics and makeup department from Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc. to Warren, Muller, Dolobewsky Inc., both New York, effective Oct. 1. The switch, including the entire line of new and existing Coty cosmetics products involves an estimated $175,000 to $1 million in billings, with about 50% in spot TV. Coty already maintains a treatment account at WMD Agency and its fragrances account at West, Weir and Bartel Inc., New York.
- Carson, Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago department store, has appointed Powell, Schoenbrud & Hall Advertising to handle television. Hiram Strong is account supervisor.

- R&B Development Co., Los Angeles, builder and operator of club-apartment projects in Southern California, has appointed Brewer/Holzer/Taylor Inc., Los Angeles. Advertising budget for the next year is projected at about $150,000 and will include expenditures for radio and TV.
- Ghia 450/SS Sports Car, Beverly Hills-based importing company, has appointed The Kobultz Co., Los Angeles, to handle an advertising and publicity campaign which will be in excess of $100,000. Copy theme will feature the "ushering in a new era of the personal automobile."
- Convair division of General Dynamics, San Diego, has awarded its national recruitment campaign to Knott and Meads Co., that city. No budget has seen set.
- The Family Reference Co. of Chicago, has appointed Powell, Schoenbrod and Hall, that city, for The Family Encyclopedia. No budget has been announced, but plans call for use of television.

RAB schedules fall meets

The dates and locations for the 1966 Radio Advertising Bureau management conferences are being announced today (July 18) by Miles David, RAB president.

The two-day seminars will be held at the Hilton Inn, Atlanta, Sept. 12-13; Hyatt House, near San Francisco, Sept. 26-27; Warwick Hotel, Houston, Sept. 29-30; Hilton Inn, Tarrytown, N. Y., Oct. 6-7; Northland Inn, Detroit, Oct. 10-11, and Pheasant Run Lodge, Chicago, Oct. 13-14. Mr. David said that split sessions by market size will be held again as they were last year.

Rep appointments...

- WSOO-TV Duluth, Minn.: Eastman TV, New York.
You say it's got 17 different kinds of tobacco to deliver lots more of what you're smoking for?

WCBS Radio says talk is cheap.

There are more than 56 million smokers in the United States. And the tobacco companies spend over $200 million advertising to them. But that doesn't mean they have money to burn.

So when they decide on media, cigarette advertisers naturally include radio. They agree it's a powerful way to reach lots of people at a low cost. But... they won't settle for just any radio.

They put down a good-sized chunk of their money for the kind of stations that make radio an even more efficient buy. The stations whose listeners pay more attention. News/Talk/Information stations. Audience Involvement Radio. Like WCBS in New York. Like all the CBS Owned radio stations.

How do tobacco people know which stations listeners listen closer to? Until recently, common sense. A person will get involved in talk. But he'll let music fade into the background. Now, a new research study shows just how much more attention listeners pay to our talk stations.

Send for a free copy of our study, Mike and Mike. You'll find it firm and fully packed with new facts and figures that show that these talk stations deliver more attentive listeners. And to the man who pays for these listeners, this means getting more for his money. Or as we say: talk is cheap.

THE CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS
Audience Involvement Radio.
wCBS New York, wBBM Chicago, wCAU Philadelphia, wEEI Boston, KMOV St. Louis, KNX Los Angeles, KCBS San Francisco.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Syndicated drama in CBS Radio's vaults?

Network asking affiliates—its own and others—if they're interested; decision due in 3-4 weeks

CBS Radio has been quietly sounding out its network affiliates and affiliates of other networks—about their interest in buying, on a syndicated basis, dramatic shows from CBS Radio's earlier days.

The sounding-out process has been going on for several months. CBS Radio officials, confirming it last week, said they hoped to have enough reaction to permit them to decide within three or four weeks whether they will offer the syndicated service.

They said there had been a "surprising" display of interest at first, from stations wanting to know more about the plan, but that when they started trying to pin down commitments they got a mixed reaction. A number of stations that had expressed interest said sports or other commitments would conflict, while firm interest was shown by "some that you wouldn't expect," according to CBS Radio authorities.

The program proposal was offered first to CBS Radio affiliates. If they turn it down, the offer goes to other stations in those markets. Several NBC affiliates are known to have been solicited.

Several years ago CBS Radio authorities contended that they saw no evidence of a market for a return of dramatic shows to radio. The current move was seen as recognition of an apparently growing market and a desire to find out whether it would support the costs involved.

"We have recordings of quite a lot of good dramatic shows from several years ago," one executive explained, "and it occurred to us that there might be considerable interest in them and that we could make them available inexpensively by using the network lines to feed them to stations during periods not used for network service. We're exploring the extent of interest and whether it would warrant the talent charges, the costs of editing out commercials, etc."

Out of the Past • The syndicated serv-

ice, if offered, would draw upon CBS Radio dramas of the past that have not been heard during the last five years or more. They would include programs in four categories of drama: a western series, which might be composed of "Gunsmoke" three times a week and "Have Gun Will Travel" twice a week; an adventure-mystery series which might present Johnny Dollar three times and Philip Marlowe twice a week, a suspense series that might include "Suspense" three or more times a week and programs such as "Escape" and "Columbia Workshop" once or twice a week, and a general drama series which might include "Romance," "Columbia Workshop" and selections from other series.

One episode a day from the series would be provided on a Monday-through-Friday basis, according to CBS Radio. Each episode would contain 21 minutes of program material with provisions for four commercial breaks.

Offering prices are said to be pegged according to market size without regard to station power. CBS Radio officials said they range from a low of $20 for one strip a week to a high of $400 for a strip.

Ted Lloyd of Ted Lloyd Inc., New York, who once owned among other radio dramatic properties "My True Story" and "Whispering Streets," is assisting CBS in the project. If syndication is undertaken, officials hope to start the service in early October, after the end of the baseball season.

It would be CBS Radio's second syndication effort: the division is currently preparing special music programming for use on its own FM stations and for syndication to others. Also effective this fall.

Susskind finds ratings not so bad after all

Producer David Susskind, who in the past has castigated TV networks, advertisers and agencies for their heavy reliance on ratings, acknowledged last week that he has had a change of heart on the "ratings game."

He told interviewer Ed Joyce on "CBS Radio Looks at Television" that he had his Don Quixote period when he was young and idealistic, and added:

"I did tilt with the windmills of broadcasting and sponsorship but that's futile. That's the way the game is played. You either play according to the rule or you quit the game."

"Now, I find the game so exhilarating and rewarding, spiritually and economically and every other way, that I can't quit it. I love it. So I'll play the game and those are the rules: Get a respectable rating."

Mr. Susskind said he was enthusiastic about the return of quality drama to network television next season and traced this "renaissance" to these factors: a growing responsibility at the network to upgrade the quality of TV and a realization on the part of major corporations, to "plow back some of the money for the public good."

Susskind, Sheen set for WNEW-TV

David Susskind moves to WNEW-TV New York in September as host of a new two-hour weekly series in color. Reverses of his "Open End" program will terminate on WPIX (TV) New York, Sept. 18.

The new format, under the title of "The David Susskind Show," will include active participation by the studio audience, profiles of public figures and spoken essays by Mr. Susskind.

WPIX, it is understood, feels obliged to turn down Mr. Susskind's request of a second hour for "Open End." The program originally came to WPIX from WNEW-TV also announced that dispute in 1963.

Mr. Susskind will travel in his varied
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BROADCASTING, July 18, 1966
New York is not likely to become a Hollywood-by-the-Hudson, but the city’s single permit system for TV-motion picture production was adjudged "a rousing success" last week by Stanley Prager, director of the recently-completed one-hour TV-film program, "The Love Song of Barney Kempinski."

"Love Song" was the first TV production to be produced in New York under the city’s new formula, under which a company planning a TV or motion-picture project there obtains a single permit from the New York Department of Commerce. Heretofore, it was necessary to obtain permits from as many as 25 different municipal agencies, which often delayed production schedules.

“We finished shooting ‘Love Song’ in 15 days,” Mr. Prager recounted during an interview. “In the past such a production would have taken 21 or 22 days.”

Mr. Prager is convinced that in the future, producers will work in New York if the locale is pertinent to a TV program or motion picture, instead of simulating the city in Hollywood.

“Everyone was cooperative, especially the New York Police Department which assigned six men from the Tactical Control Force to our production. They followed us everywhere we went and made life easier.”

And “everywhere” stretched from Greenwich Village, Wall Street and Chinatown to Roosevelt Raceway, Pier 44 at the foot of the Hudson River and the interior of a bus traveling to Lincoln Center. In all more than 80 locations throughout the city are used in the comedy program.

“Love Song,” which was completed several weeks ago, will be the first program in the new ABC Stage 67 program, scheduled to be carried on ABC-TV on Sept. 14 (10-11 p.m.). It was produced entirely in color.

Indicative of the improved environment in New York, Mr. Prager revealed that he signed recently with Ed Sullivan Productions to produce there a half-hour pilot film of a situation comedy that will star Jerry Siler and Ann Meara.

capacities as a film, theatrical and TV producer. He will utilize his trips to originate The David Susskind Show from cities in the U. S. and abroad. Jean Kennedy, producer of Open End since 1959, will be associated with Mr. Susskind as producer of the new program.

WPIX will fill the Open End Sunday night period with a bowling show. A WNEW-TV spokesman referred to reports that the Susskind vehicle will replace The Joe Pyne Show (Sundays, 11 p.m.) as “pure speculation.”

WNEW-TV also announced that Bishop Fulton J. Sheen would return to the station next fall in The Bishop Sheen Program, a half-hour weekly presentation in color. From 1952 to ’55, Bishop Sheen appeared coast to coast on the old DuMont television network.

Auxiliary Bishop of New York and national director of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, Bishop Sheen will speak on contemporary topics in and out of the religious field.

The day and time of both the Susskind and Sheen programs will be announced later.

### Cancelled track meet costs ABC-TV

The U. S.-Russian track meet set for July 23-24 in the Los Angeles Coliseum was abruptly called off by the Russians last Monday (July 11) because of alleged "American atrocities in Vietnam."

The Soviet decision cancelled plans for TV coverage of the event on ABC-TV. Meet and TV officials were not formally notified. News of the decision came via a United Press International dispatch that quoted Tass, the official Soviet news agency.

ABC-TV’s live and taped coverage was scheduled for 7-8 p.m. and 10:30-11 p.m. (NYT) both days. The network will revert to its regularly scheduled programing, an ABC spokesman said.

According to the spokesman, the coverage was almost sold out. ABC losses in production costs are minimal, but many man-hours of planning and promotion were invested.

Rumblings of Russian political discontent were heard during the eight-year history of the meet but this was the first time the USSR pulled out of the event. ABC-TV has carried the contest since it was first telecast in 1961.

The spokesman commented that the cancellation endangers the acceptance
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of Russian athletes in future international sports events, including the Olympics. He added that ABC would fulfill its TV commitment if the Russians changed their mind.

ABC-TV's coverage of the PGA Golf Championships at Akron, Ohio, which was publicized as the first half of a sports doubleheader with the meet, will be colorcast as scheduled, 5-6:30 p.m., Saturday, July 23, and 4-6 p.m., Sunday, July 24.

The advertisers who had purchased participating sponsorship in the track meet are General Mills, Minneapolis; Shulton Inc., New York; Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.; DuPont Industries, Jacksonville, Fla.; WTS-Pharmacraft, Rochester, N. Y., and the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.

Arthur Katz forms own firm

Red Mark Productions Inc., New York, has been formed by Arthur Joel Katz, former executive vice president of Plautus Productions. The new firm will create, develop and produce theatrical films and TV projects. Mr. Katz was a producer with Plautus on *The Doctors and the Nurses, For the People and Espionage* and also was production supervisor on *The Defenders* (all had been on CBS-TV). Mr. Katz was a partner of Ashley-Steiner before it became Ashley Famous Inc. Red Mark's offices are at 101 West 57th Street.

**UPI Audio Network has 300 members**

In 1962 the UPI Audio Network was supplying its daily voiced news and actuality reports to 30 radio station clients. By the summer of 1966, the total has grown ten-fold to 300 stations.

The dramatic growth in this service of United Press International, was described last week in an interview in New York with Peter S. Willett, general manager. He attributed the rise in station clients to two principal factors: an aggressive sales campaign and a "tremendous improvement in our technical operations." He voiced the view that "the basic news report always was excellent."

"The service is sold by UPI business representatives throughout the country and for some time we were hampered because our sales people did not really understand what we were doing," Mr. Willett said. "But we've overcome that now and our sales campaign has been intensified. With strengthened engineering help, we worked out the technical problem of precise timing for our feeds, which has been particularly helpful to stations in smaller markets with a small engineering staff."

By the end of 1965, subscribers to UPI Audio had risen to about 150 stations. Last January, when a competitor, Radio Press International, ceased operations, UPI Audio began to service the stations on the RPI list. Since the first of the year, according to Mr. Willett, another 100 stations have signed for the voiced news service.

Mr. Willett noted that the UPI Audio operation is "a costly one," and "is just about breaking into the profit column." It maintains a news and engineering staff of 11 in New York and full-time newsmen in Washington (four), London (two), Saigon (two) and utilizes more than 1,000 UPI news correspondents throughout the world.

Six audio transmissions are made via leased telephone lines to station clients each day on a 24-hour basis, covering 60 to 80 stories. In addition to spot and interpretive news reports, the service offers financial, farm and sports news, and features.

Its clients are independent stations, including outlets in 40 of the top 45 markets. The service is nonexclusive; in a number of cities more than one station is a UPI Audio Network subscriber.

**Sponsors don't favor runaway productions**

Representatives of various film industry unions were assured last week that runaway production—the practice of producing TV programs and commercials overseas—is not desired by American advertisers. They were told that no change was planned in the traditional policy of using U. S.-made product both for regular television film series and commercials.

This was the upshot of a three-hour film union-advertising industry meeting held in New York Tuesday (July 12) at the offices of the American Association of Advertisers Agencies. The meeting was called by the special committee of unions in an attempt to head off runaway production in television before
On March 8th, our WFBM-TV chief news photographer was named "Newsfilm Cameraman of the Year" by the National Press Photographers Association.
the situation follows the pattern of theatrical films, which shows movies being filmed on a global scale. The unions fear that a runaway production trend would throw Hollywood film workers out of jobs.

During the closed meeting a list of foreign-made series and commercials reportedly was presented by the unions to support their contention that TV production is getting away.

The agency and advertiser representatives indicated to the union group that they prefer to patronize home-produced product and would try to halt runaway production to the best of their control. But, they explained, sponsors actually control only the production of commercials and that program content, because of multiple sponsorship and seller's market trends, was mostly the responsibility of the networks.

Acting on this information, the union committee, at the conclusion of the meeting, decided to seek a meeting with the presidents of the three commercial TV networks as the next step in their program to harness the incipient runaway trend.

Another try for ASCAP depositions

Television stations are moving again to make depositions in their rate-making suit against the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers despite a previous denial of this motion in U. S. district court.

The All-Industry Television Stations Music License Committee argues that much of the music used by TV stations, especially that on the soundtracks of old movies, is of little value to them and costs little to produce.

With this contention the all-industry committee asked the court to allow depositions to be taken from two film producers and three music publishing companies for introduction in the proceeding.

The committee has now petitioned the district court to certify an appeal of this question to the court of appeals. Judge Sylvester J. Ryan of the district court had originally denied the deposition taking, saying it would involve "unnecessary delay" (Broadcasting, June 27).

A hearing will be held by Judge Ryan today (July 18) to deal with the request for the interlocutory appeal. If granted, the all-industry committee would still have to petition the appeals court to hear the matter.

No room at the shrine for TV

The television networks have scheduled extensive color coverage of the wedding of President Johnson's youngest daughter, Luci Johnson, and Patrick J. Nugent on Aug. 6.

Approximately three hours of continuous coverage is planned on the wedding day. Though cameras will not be permitted in the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in Washington, telecasts will focus on the bridal party and guests entering and leaving. During the wedding ceremony, set

Bell beefs up budget for musical specials

The Bell System will escalate its production budget for 16 one-hour color specials for next season by at least 20% to about $3 million to implement its new music-actuality format.

John Howland, advertising manager for Bell, stressed last week that the figure does not include time costs and indicated that the enlarged expenditures will result from filming in various parts of the U.S. and the world. Time charges on the series are expected to reach at least $2 million, depending on the station line-up. The specials will be presented on NBC-TV under the title, Bell Telephone Hour (Sunday, 6:30-7:30 p.m.)

During the current season, when the program focused almost exclusively on a musical-variety approach from a studio, Bell Telephone was carried on some 140 stations. Mr. Howland said that the lineup next season would be "about the same."

In the new approach, the specials will be divided evenly between the musical and the documentary format. The latter will attempt to provide the story behind a musical event or personality spotlighted in each special. For example, filming was completed last week in Spoleto, Italy, on "A Man's Dream; Festival of Two Worlds" (photo). The program traces the evolution of the festival and details the aspirations of its founder, Gian-Carlo Menotti.

Other specials will revolve around the Berkshire Festival at Tanglewood in Lenox, Mass., and the International Jazz Festival at Comblain-la-Tour, Belgium. Other presentations still in the planning stages revolve around a prodigy, the genesis of a legendary musical figure, the "music picture" of an American city and a slice-of-life portrait of a world-famous musical performer.

Mr. Howland explained that Bell decided to depart from its 27-year-old format of broadcasting quality music (first in radio and then in TV) because it felt the time was appropriate for "something different, something distinctive that nobody else was doing."

The agency for Bell is N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia and New York.
On May 9th, WFBM-TV won the coveted Alfred I. du Pont Award. (Our second)

On May 19th, WFBM Radio won the Ohio State Award.
for noon, the networks will carry taped material of events surrounding the wedding and films made that morning inside the church.

No decision has been made on whether the networks will be permitted to teletcast a portion of the reception.

Networks also were preparing special half-hour and one-hour programs to be carried the day before the nuptials (Aug. 5) and on the night of the wedding.

WJXT series brings editorial praise

In the face of many critics who contend that the First Amendment was designed to offer freedom of the press only, broadcasters have found a new supporter in the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune.

In an editorial the paper related how WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., had a major role in exposing law violations and waste by city officials there. The station carried a series of programs that led to the grand jury investigation of the charges (BROADCASTING, June 6).

The Tribune said WJXT's inquiry into the local situation was in accord with "the highest traditions of American journalism" in seeking "to expose public waste—and worse—without fear or favor." Such actions, the paper continued, "added another case to the argument for First Amendment application to television and radio."

Schwimmer wins first round in 'Races' suit

Television producer Walter Schwimmer, Chicago, has won an initial suit in federal court to protect his successful "Let's Go to the Races" syndication package from being copied by others. He also warned he will initiate suits against "any and all imitators that infringe on the contest idea" of the show which currently is on the air in 95 markets.

The Schwimmer company said that U. S. District Court Judge Leslie Darr in Chattanooga has issued a preliminary injunction against a Tennessee supermarket operator, Cas Walker, who originally sponsored "Let's Go to the Races" in that area but subsequently decided to produce his own similar show. The case now is pending further hearing on permanent injunction and on a Schwimmer claim for $50,000 damages.

Mr. Schwimmer said he originated the racing show concept in 1962 and filmed it in 1963 for premiere in Minne-

Stand-in Injured

The shooting set for CBS-TV's Daktari series was smashed last week by a runaway railroad crane. The rail car jumped the track on a curve in Los Angeles county's Soledad Canyon and crashed into the grounds of Africa, U.S.A., a film jungle animal compound run by Ivan Tors, who produces Daktari for MGM-TV. More than a dozen animals suffered injuries, including the stand-in for "Clarence the cross-eyed lion," who received a fractured leg. One railroad crewman was killed.

Ethnic programers oppose KLOK sale

A group of foreign-language programers affiliated with KLOK San Jose, Calif., last week asked the FCC to deny or designate for hearing an application for transfer of the station's ownership so that they would not lose their jobs.

The petitioners also argued that the proposed change in KLOK's ownership would not be in the public interest.

The KLOK programers stated that the station's programing has for many years served the needs of a large number of foreign-language speaking peoples, estimated at well over one million, in California. KLOK presently conducts broadcasts in 14 foreign languages that reach 15 different minority groups. The group that petitioned the FCC for denial of the transfer application is largely responsible for the broadcast of KLOK's foreign-language programing.

They further state that the proposed transfer of KLOK's control from E. L. and Florence Barker to the P. and T. Davis Investment Co. would deprive listeners of their programing needs.

The KLOK programers contend that the P. and T. Investment Co. would, if it assumes ownership, discontinue the station's foreign-language format, thus endangering the public interest in the service area. They also argue that termination of KLOK's present format would "cause irreparable economic injury through financial returns which they now derive from the obtaining of advertiser sponsorship for such foreign-language programs."

The KLOK group, while hoping for an FCC denial of the transfer application, has also requested that the commission designate the matter for hearing to determine (1) whether a survey of listener needs and interests conducted by P. and T. was accurate, (2) whether another survey by P. and T. to support the proposed change in programing from foreign language broadcasts to "standard pop" was adequate and (3) whether the transferee has misrepresented any facts to the commission.

Payola hearing takes abrupt hiatus

The FCC last week halted, at least temporarily, its closed-door investigation into alleged payola activities among record companies and rock-'n'-roll stations in Southern California.

The action came as a surprise, since most observers had believed that the hearing would continue for at least another week. Commission officials in Washington, however, indicated that the hearing would probably resume at a later date.

They pointed out that presiding hearing examiner in the inquiry, Jay Kyle, was to conduct another hearing in Washington this week. They also said that while no firm decision had been made, Mr. Kyle and the three other commission representatives—an attorney and two investigators—would probably return to Los Angeles.

In 14 days over a three-week period, some 25 witnesses, including nine disk jockeys, were called to answer charges that undercover payments were given to radio-station personnel by record manufacturers and distributors in exchange for favorable air play. The charges reportedly were triggered by two ex-record promoters.

15 in student body at CBS actors' school

The CBS-TV network actors workshop has entered its third month with 15 young actors and actresses, chosen from some 350 persons auditioned from an original list of 1,200 applicants. Five other students who began the workshop course have left, some to act in summer stock and one to sign a film contract.

Among those on the board of advisors...
On May 20th, WFBM-TV won the highly-esteemed Alfred P. Sloan Award for writing.

On June 13th, WFBM-TV won the Mayors’ Award as the best station in the country for serving its city’s needs.
No pilot required

Producers Danny Thomas and Aaron Spelling, who recently formed Thomas-Spelling Productions have announced their first joint TV production effort. It's a half-hour comedy western called Range and will star Tim Conway, last seen in McHale's Navy. ABC-TV has made a financial commitment without a pilot being produced. The series is scheduled for a probable 1967-68 season starting date. Reportedly, the same network is negotiating for additional series projects to be made by Thomas-Spelling, also without the benefit of pilots.

Santa Cruz, Calif.; WBSM New Bedford, Mass., and WPSY Portsmouth, Ohio.

The Joe Pyne Show (Hartwest Productions): WPEO Peoria, Ill., and WCOC Belmont and WXXV Alabaster, both North Carolina.

Pro sports’ TV impact up for discussion

The extent to which professional football telecasts on Friday and Saturday cause competitive harm to high school sports will be among subjects to be explored at a forthcoming national conference of college and high school sports associations. No date has been set for the gathering.

The national conference to explore the impact of professional sports upon school sports, especially high school, is expected to be convened under the auspices of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, it was learned Thursday (July 14) from the Chicago office of the Big Ten Association. TV would be only one facet of the subject, it was noted.

The demand for the special meeting evolved last week from a conference of 11 college associations in Colorado Springs. It was noted that a 1961 anti-trust ruling permitting packaging of professional football for TV has certain "loopholes" which are of concern to the school sports groups.

Taylor replaces Reagan

The long-running, syndicated western anthology television series, Death Valley Days, will have a new host when it begins its 15th season in October. Actor Robert Taylor was named last week to succeed the previous host, Ronald Reagan, who now is Republican nominee for governor of California.

Hugo Riemer, president and chief executive officer of U.S. Borax & Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, owner and sponsor of the series, said replacement of Mr. Reagan, who was with the series for two seasons, became necessary after he won the GOP nomination. Mr. Taylor will be host of the 26 episodes of the half-hour color program now being filmed on location in New Mexico, Utah and Arizona. His contract calls for participation in at least another season of 26 episodes afterwards. Mr. Taylor also will perform as an actor in the cast of a minimum of three segments during the coming season.

ABC-TV plans an 'operation headstart'

ABC-TV is expected to stamp "official" this week to its plans to start most of its new shows next season in a full week ahead of the other TV networks.

The network quietly contacted advertisers for their approval, a necessary action because of prior commitments made in the ABC schedule. Advertiser approvals have been coming in, and by this week—probably about the middle of the week—ABC hopes to be in a position to announce a fait accompli.

The surprise ABC move will catch the other two networks still at the launch stage. ABC's one-week step-up will begin with the Tuesday night schedule. There are three new shows scheduled for that night: The Rounders, The Pruitt's of Southampton and Love on a Rooftop. Instead of starting on Sept. 13, the week when the three networks presumably all would be showing new series for the first time in the season, ABC's Tuesday new-show lineup will break Sept. 6. ABC's move will concentrate on weekend nights. Only one new series, Shane on Saturday nights, is slated for the weekend.

Film sales...

Tarzan Features (Banner Films): WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., and WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.


Step This Way (Triangle Publications): WTVT (TV) Milwaukee; WDAY-TV Kansas City, Mo.; KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.; WTTV (TV) Bloomington-Indianapolis; KNTV-TV Tacoma-Seattle; KWWL-TV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids,

Radio series sales...


On June 24th, WFBM-TV was named "Newsfilm Station of the Year" by the National Presh Photographers Association.
Iowa, and WDSM-TV Duluth, Minn.

Terry and the Pirates (M&A Alexander): WEAT-TV West Palm Beach, Fla.


12 Jane Withers Features (National Telefilm Associates): WLWD-TV Dayton, Ohio.

Battle 39 War Features (National Telefilm Associates): KTVF-TV Fort Worth-Dallas.

Open End and Probe (National Telefilm Associates): WJCT-TV Jacksonville, Fla.


I Spy (NBC International): WKAO-TV San Juan, P.R.

ABC sends 16 to drama school

Sixteen national winners, winnowed down from 25,000 applicants for ABC acting and directing scholarships to the American Academy of Dramatic Arts, have been announced by Leonard H. Goldenson, ABC president, and Frances Fuller, director of the American Academy.

The winners, selected initially by over 50 ABC-affiliated stations, receive $750 grants, each equal to a year's tuition at the academy. If successful, a student will be invited to return a second year at the academy's expense. A list of 16 alternates were chosen in case a winner should decline the scholarship.

Regional auditions were conducted by representatives of the academy and ABC affiliates. The national finals were conducted by Miss Fuller and Warren Lyons, ABC manager of talent and development and ABC coordinator of the ABC-AADA scholarships.

'Gidget' syndicated

Screen Gems Inc. has placed Gidget into syndication and has sold the series, consisting of 32 half-hour color episodes to WPIX-TV New York, WGN-TV Chicago, KFIJ-TV Los Angeles and CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont.-Detroit. The series is completing its network run on ABC-TV this summer.

Hartwest to distribute

BBC radio programs

Hartwest Productions Inc., New York, last week became exclusive U. S. distributor for radio programs produced by the British Broadcasting Corp. Transcription Service, and it announced three shows would be available for fall scheduling. Hartwest has been the syndicator of the BBC's weekly Top of the Pops series.

The initial offerings from the BBC catalogue will be Round the Horne, a comedy-variety series; BBC Music Showcase, and BBC Folk Song Cellar. Round the Horne, 39 half-hour shows, stars Kenneth Horne, an English radio personality. BBC Music Showcase, 26 90-minute concerts, will be available in stereo or monaural and will be narrated by Antony Hopkins. The programs will be recorded during live concert performances. BBC Folk Song Cellar, 26 one-hour shows, features folk singers from all parts of the British Isles.

Hartwest is sending Chris Albertson to London on permanent assignment to work with the BBC Transcription Service staff in preparing a talk-information library, and to produce a series of specials for U. S. distribution.

Program notes...

Barman-Desilu pact: Shelley Berman will develop two half-hour situation comedy series for Desilu Productions. The shows are projected for the 1967-68 season. Mr. Berman's first free-lance TV script is scheduled for production as an episode on NBC-TV's Laredo series in the fall.

Star gazing: Oscar Weber, president of the American Federation of Astrologers, has come to WJAC Boston with a weekday 5-minute program of horoscope broadcasts. The show includes a barometer for the day naming famous people born on that day and relates the effects that stars may have on an individual's life, characteristics and activities.

Record Residuals: Residual payments to actors for reruns of television programs have reached new highs. The Screen Actors Guild says residual distribution is running $500,000 ahead of last year. Payments in June were the biggest since the beginning of television programming, with a total of $1.3 million in residuals on domestic reruns distributed, compared to the previous highest single month of last August when little more than $1 million was collected by the guild for apportionment.

Alumni organize: Three graduates of the now-departed Perry Mason series have formed a television and motion picture production company, Cerberus Productions, Hollywood. Arthur Marks, co-producer of Perry Mason, has been named president. Art Seid, also co-producer of the former CBS-TV series, and Ernest Frankel, the show's story consultant, will be vice presidents.

More 'Stage 67': Arthur Kennedy and Brandon de Wilde will star in "The Confession," an original drama by David Karp for ABC-TV's ABC Stage 67 series next season.

Senate approves obscenity commission

The Senate last week passed and sent to the House of Representatives a bill to establish a commission that would include a representative of the broadcasting industry, to explore the methods of combating the traffic in obscene materials.

The commission would be composed of 20 members from government agencies, education, the clergy and news and publishing fields. It would study the need for any new federal, state or local laws to control obscene materials and inform the public through the cooperation of the mass media in this campaign.

As Senator John G. Tower (R-Tex.), one of the sponsors of the bill, commented: "This commission is not a censorship bureau; what it does provide is protection for those Americans who wish to remain secure from openly lewd material, openly proffered."

Kansas judges delay news ban

Two Kansas district court judges have decided against imposing their guidelines which would limit information supplied to news media in criminal cases. The judges, James R. Rixroad and William Gossage, first set up these limitations after the arrest of two teenagers charged with rape and murder in Hutchinson, Kan. (Broadcasting July 4).

The state supreme court, when asked for approval of these guidelines, said they were not in conflict with supreme court rules, but neither gave approval nor disapproval. The two judges proposed to enforce the limitations through contempt of court citations. In its informal opinion, the supreme court reserved judgment on this method of enforcement.

After meeting with representatives of news media, Judges Rixroad and Gossage decided not to make any immediate attempt to enforce their rules.
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Shades of 78, 45 and 33⅓
Auto-home tape cartridge potential is revealed at Chicago music show

There is an engineering-standards and sales-marketing war shaping up in the rapidly growing auto-home tape cartridge field that recalls the phonograph speed battle of the 1940's. And it appears to be matched only by the manufacturer scramble to come up with new product for home video-tape recording, an equally infant and potentially profitable field.

The rising battles, both of which have technical significance and programming implications for radio-TV broadcasters, were clearly evident in Chicago last week during the 65th annual convention and music show of the National Association of Music Merchants. The show in recent years has become a major event for introduction of new consumer radio-TV products.

At last year's music show only four firms displayed tape cartridge systems for automobiles. But this year nearly three dozen exhibits featured the stereo and monaural units. Some included AM and FM radios and others included in-home and portable cartridge units as well so the listener can play his tapes virtually everywhere.

Of particular interest to broadcasters and radio programers: Many of the auto-home cartridge tape systems are being sold on the basis of their being an escape from "excessive commercials" on radio today as well as a new "program choice," controllable by the owner himself. The emphasis appears to be on popular music, radio's bread-and-butter format.

Big Surprise - Of further interest: The cartridge systems were described by many trade sources as the surprise hit of the show this year and the hottest new selling item since the postwar phonograph boom. The cartridge player and music market right now is said to top the $100 million mark.

As for the home video tape recorder, only two firms, Ampex and Sony, showed units at last year's music show. But last week three firms displayed color video recorders for the home and more than twice that number displayed monochrome models as still others hinted they too will soon have units to sell. The new color HVR's were shown by Sony, General Electric (Sonydeck) and Panasonic.

The technical standards problem in the tape cartridge field seems to be basically a three-way fight. All possible solutions already are being explored by the Electronic Industries Association.

One group is the older four-track cartridge system, largely monaural but including stereo now. A major firm is Muntz Stereo Pak on the West Coast.

The second, and a big new contender being adopted by all three of Detroit's major auto manufacturers as optional new car equipment, is the stereo eight-track system. It has been pioneered by Lear Jet, Muntz and others. However, now are offering units that are compatible to both four and eight-track mono or stereo, as well as eight-track systems.

Still Unfamiliar - The third system is the tiny Norelco "Cassette" system (Phillips of Holland), not yet as well known in the U.S. but deeply entrenched abroad with nearly 40 manufacturers already having adopted it. Operating recorder-players are said to exceed all of the various U.S. systems' players combined.

Mercury Records last week disclosed it is going to sell both popular music product and tape-player units using the Phillips system while Norelco said GE, Revere-Wollensak, Sony, Panasonic, Toshiba and Hitachi are "committed"
to Phillips too. Magnavox itself disclosed last week its new tape cartridge system is going the Phillips route.

One unusual facet of the fast-breaking "auto tape" market is the almost equal rapidity with which the various manufacturers have come up with the home units so the listener can play his car tapes there as well as on the road (see RCA picture). Also there are new portable self-powered units enabling the playing of tapes in boat or plane or on beach or picnic. Prices of the various units range from low-end models around $350 to better units at $150 and above. One furniture manufacturer recently incorporated the tape system in a "stereo chair" (Broadcasting, Jan. 10).

The new color home video tape recorders, all in the over-$2,000 price range, will not be available for delivery generally until sometime after the first of the year. Sony, which also is supplying the basic unit for GE, expects to deliver soonest. Panasonic (Matsushita) is not just sure when its color HVR will deliver in the U. S. next year. Prices include small monochrome cameras for home pictures plus color monitors.

More Products • Entries in the monochrome video tape market for the home and school or industrial market were displayed by Sony, GE and Panasonic too. Others were shown by Concord, Shibaden, 3M Co.'s Wollensak, as well as by the video tape pioneer, Ampex. Another Japanese giant, Toshiba, expects to have an HVR entry "next year," and additional important American manufacturers like RCA are "studying" the market closely and admittedly are doing developmental work in this area. The newest monochrome HVR machines are very compact, hardly larger than the average audio tape machines of about five or six years ago. Prices for these monochrome recorders run from around $850 and up, well "up" in fact, depending on the recorder model itself and the sophisticated array of video cameras and lenses the buyer desires.

In the home video tape market also there is a shakeout of technical standards underway. Most machines use helical scan, one-half-inch tape and twin recording heads. But there are variations here and in tape speeds as well.

Like the audio tape cartridge field where music publishers and record firms are rushing in with their latest hits and high powered and colorful promotions, the home video tape field appears destined to have its store-bought "recorders" offered too. Audio Fidelity Records of New York has announced its new Audio 20/20 Videotape series for the HVR fan. Initial label: a country and western piece from Nashville.

With the new facility, Won Continental's Chicago plant will occupy 14.4 acres on the city's north side. This includes the won landing port for its traffic helicopters as well as auto parking space. The company's expansion has been sparked by its growth in TV program syndication as well as acquisition of other broadcast properties.

It's KIOO vs. FCC and FAA Oklahoma City outlet gets restraining order; will seek temporary injunction

An Oklahoma City FM station has taken on the U. S. government in a fight over its right to continue operations while efforts are made to locate and eliminate the cause of interference potentially dangerous to nearby aircraft operations.

So far, the station, KIOO(FM), is more than standing its ground. It has obtained a court order restraining the Federal Aviation Agency and the FCC from interfering with its operations. And it will seek a temporary injunction to bar such interference until the trouble is located and corrected.

Meanwhile, the station and the area are swarming with FAA and FCC technicians who are trying to help the station do just that. Thursday night (July 14) commission engineers descended on the station for a complete inspection.

At issue is the intermittent interference which the station causes the ground-approach radar control unit at Tinker Air Force Base, outside Oklahoma City, when the unit operates on 301.5 mc. The station operates on 100.5, but the interference is in the transmitter's third harmonic radiation.

Ordered Off Air • The commission, acting on a complaint from the FAA, on Monday (July 11) ordered the station off the air that midnight. It had sent a telegram a few days earlier warning the station that such an order would be issued if the interference were not eliminated. Commission officials cite as their authority agency rules permitting such action when interference endangers safety.

The next day, however, the commission wired the station permission to return to the air provided it cooperated with the FAA in efforts to eliminate the difficulty. There were indications the commission officials felt they had moved too fast. One noted that a station that objects to be taken off the air is entitled to a hearing.

In the meantime, KIOO general manager Steve Bushelman Jr. had gone into federal court in Oklahoma City to obtain the restraining order and to file notice of a request for the temporary injunction. Arguments on the request are scheduled for today (July 18).

An FCC official in Washington last week said the commission was unaware of the court action when it wired the station permission to resume broadcasting. And an FAA spokesman expressed the hope the difficulty would be elimi-

Expansion at WGN headquarters

Won Continental Broadcasting Co. is expanding its Chicago headquarters floor space by 20%, or by nearly 20,000 square feet, with acquisition last week of a large building adjacent to its present WGN-AM-TV plant. The one-story building, acquired for $325,000, will house departments not directly involved in broadcast production.
nated by the court hearing was held.

Mr. Bushelman told Broadcasting last week the station had been trying without success for months to locate and eliminate the trouble. He said the station had installed a new filter to reduce the third harmonic emission—but it had no effect. "We want time to find and correct the trouble, he said. "We haven't had the kind of technical help locally that we needed."

**Questioned Need** He also said the Tinker base commander had told him the 301.5 mc frequency, which has not been used for the radar unit since early June, probably would not be pressed back into service until later this month.

An FAA spokesman in Washington, however, said Air Force officials have been "screaming" for the frequency since July 6.

That was when the interference problem—long a source of friction between the station and the FAA—became critical. The base had been using two of three frequencies available to it, with 301.5 mc in reserve. But with the beginning of the fiscal year of July 1, new funds were available for training flights and the base needed all three frequencies to handle the added traffic, according to FAA officials in Washington.

Accordingly, the request was made to the FCC to direct the station to eliminate the interference or cease operations.

Since Tuesday FAA and FCC engineers arrived with the latest electronic detecting equipment, have been measuring the station's emissions, trying to track down the trouble. For a time it appeared that it had been located in a poor soldering job in a transmitter filter. But that didn't prove out, and Thursday night the FCC engineers' complete inspection of the station was underway.

Mr. Bushelman stressed that he had no quarrel with the FCC. "With the FAA claiming we're endangering life and limb, the FCC's hands are tied," he said. "But I'd like to know what the FAA's got against us."

**CBS Labs names product distributor**

CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn., a division of CBS Inc., last week named Tecnifax Corp., Holyoke, Mass., to market, promote, distribute and service a line of diazo microfilm duplicators.

CBS Laboratories, which has been active in the microduplicating technology for the past 18 months, has designed diazo machines that allow microfilm, used for both information storage and dissemination, to be handled in room light and developed almost instantaneously with high resolution. Its other products include special electronic and optical communication systems for air and space, high speed photo-composing systems and other forms of visual communication, as well as research in acoustic communication systems.

Tecnifax, a wholly owned subsidiary of Scott Paper Co., Philadelphia, also makes or services microfilm materials, visual communication equipment, printing materials in graphic arts and electrostatic platemaking units and supplies for office duplicating.

**NAEB loses bid for 'saturated' TV table**

The FCC has defended its revised table of UHF assignments, adopted last February, as providing flexibility and efficiency in television allocations. The commission expressed its comments last week in an order which denied petitions for reconsideration of the new assignment plan submitted by the National Association of Educational Broadcasters and the Joint Council on Educational Broadcasters.

The NAEB in particular had strongly opposed the FCC's new plan. The association condemned the "antieducational rationale" of the commission's "saturated" system and called for the granting of the necessary reserved channels to educational broadcasters or for congressional action on the problem.

The policy of expecting educational and commercial broadcasters to gradually fill out an "unsaturated" allocations table to the cognizance of the scope of ETV's long-term needs, according to NAEB. The plan, the association said, thus defeats most of the government's measures to extend the tools of education to as many people as possible.

In denying the reconsiderations the commission argued that the "saturated" plan as adopted by NAEB would provide very little geographic flexibility and would have to be changed so often "as to amount to the issuance of a newly revised assignment plan every few months."

In answering NAEB's argument that not enough educational channels have been reserved for ETV use, the FCC said it is "important to restrict the use of the unique characteristics of certain bands to services which cannot be performed in other bands. The domestic broadcast bands are unique because the widespread distribution of receivers in the hands of the public which are capable of receiving signals in that band makes it possible to reach people in their homes. Thus, the primary use of a broadcast band should be for that purpose. Certain kinds of educational programming require this kind of access to the public. However, if the broadcast channels are used to serve a relatively limited number of preplanned receiving points they are, in effect, withdrawn from the broadcasting service, thereby compounding an already serious shortage."

The commission also contended that it has provided various alternatives for educators, and, therefore, denial of unlimited access to the broadcast bands does not deprive them of needed service. Cited by the FCC as specifically tailored for classroom instruction and related administrative functions was the Instructional Television Fixed Service which "is only a part of our continuing efforts to integrate the needs of educators with the needs of other users of the spectrum in an orderly and efficient manner."

The FCC's new UHF assignment plan is basically the same as the one issued in June 1965 but contains more lower-numbered channels, most of which are in less populous areas (Broadcasting, Feb. 14). The revised table makes 1,098 UHF channel assignments by states and cities, as compared to 1,080 in the table adopted in June 1965. The new table provides for 508 educational and 590 commercial channels. The VHF band provides another 107 educational and 551 commercial channels. A computer error, which was discovered in the original 1965 program, forced the commission to draft the revised allocations table.

**CBS-owned TV's dive into color**

The extent that CBS-owned TV stations are outfitting themselves for local origination of color shows this fall was made known last week with the disclosure of new orders for equipment by four of the five outlets. CBS-owned stations over a year ago first indicated their plans to upgrade color transmission.

WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBBM-TV Chicago, KMOX-TV St. Louis and KNXT-TV Los Angeles have put in their requisitions to two manufacturers for at least 25 live four-tube color cameras and, in addition, ordered various numbers of Ampex high-band color videotape machines.

WCAU-TV, in a multi-million dollar expansion plan, has bought an estimated $2 million worth of RCA equipment. Delivery, expected in September, includes three TK-42 four-tube live and two TK-27 film color cameras (added to two other RCA film models bought earlier), and audio and video control units. RCA, under agreement,
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The soundest sound in AM is the new Gates Vanguard II Transmitter

Every listener applauds the superb sound quality produced by Gates Vanguard II because it truly rivals FM transmitters in audio performance. Typical response is ± 1 db. from 20-16,000 cycles with typical distortion in the range of 1% or less. Only one power amplifier tube. All other circuitry completely solid state. Fewer components to go wrong. More reliability. And less expensive to maintain. Write for complete information. The soundest sound in AM is the new sound of Gates.

Vanguard II: Solid state plus one tube does it better!
will work with CBS engineers in the design of WCBS-TV’s color system. The station has also ordered two other Ampex VR-2000 color video-tape machines, a Unicon TV program controller from Hancock Telecontrol Co., and other equipment from various manufacturers.

The three other stations, already equipped with RCA TK-27 film color cameras, have ordered four-Plumbicon Mark VII (live) color cameras from the Marconi Co. in England. KXNT-TV will take eight, and KMOK-TV and WBBM-TV will be supplied with seven Mark VII’s apiece. Each camera is estimated to cost around $80,000. All three outlets also expect delivery of Ampex VR-2000 color machines this fall. Before the live cameras arrive, each will use substitute three-tube live cameras for colorcasts.

WABC-TV New York, the fifth CBS-owned station, has access to network color facilities and is reportedly fully geared for color from local telecasts on up.

**Sony has portable home video tape**

Sony Corp. has come up with a portable home video-tape recorder that can be taken outdoors for amateur telecasting. The new recorder, expected on the market by July 1967 at a cost of around $1,000, cannot, however, play back the 30 minutes of black-and-white pictures and sound it picks up. That requires another recorder.

Sony’s device is a 211/2-pound, battery-operated outfit that can be strapped onto both shoulders. On one side the user can put a 91/2-pound recorder, on the other a 5-pound rechargeable (up to four hours) battery, and in his hands carry the pistol-grip 7-pound TV camera. This camera has a tiny TV monitor with a one-inch TV screen on top that projects images in reverse. Separately, the camera would cost $450. Sony’s 30-minute eraseable tape reel costs $30.

If a recording is made, it can be played back on Sony’s standard 66-pound, $995 video-tape recorder. For this home unit there is an optional $350 camera. The portable recorder with the standard record-playback machine together will cost the user about $2,000.

In another move, Sony next month expects to begin selling $695 TV tape decks. These units can be adapted for making recordings from other TV sets with the use of a special $100 unit. The tape decks are reportedly an integral part of General Electric Co.’s home video-tape recorders planned for fall (Broadcasting, July 11).

**FAA joins FCC in tower rule**

**Virtual ban on more than 2,000 feet follows rule first adopted year ago**

The Federal Aviation Agency caught up with the FCC last week in putting a virtual ban on the construction of television antenna towers of more than 2,000 feet.

The FAA, in a rule that went into effect Tuesday (July 11), declares that "any structure proposed in excess of 2,000 feet above ground will be considered to be, inherently, a hazard to air navigation and an inefficient utilization of the airspace."

The agency said that anyone proposing such a structure will have the burden of overcoming that presumption. A determination of no hazard will be issued "only in exceptional cases," the agency said.

FCC Consulted * The FAA issued its regulation after consulting with the FCC, which last year issued a policy statement providing for the same limit on tower heights (Broadcasting, May 31, 1965). The commission said then that "the public interest requires a specific ceiling to halt the upward trend in antenna tower heights, and that 2,000 feet above ground is both realistic and appropriate."

As in the case of the FAA, the FCC says it will consider applications for towers in excess of 2,000 feet but the broadcasters involved will have to overcome a strong presumption against the need for such towers.

Commission officials say only one application proposing a 2,000-foot tower has been filed since the policy statement was issued—by WPVT (TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., in connection with a still-pending request for a site relocation. A number of applications providing for towers of just under 2,000 feet have been submitted.

The FAA rule amends regulations which require builders to notify the FAA of proposed construction that might constitute a hazard to air safety. The agency evaluates the proposal and issues a determination of hazard or no hazard, as the facts indicate.

**Technical topics**

**Stereo monitor ** Rust Corp., Everett, Mass., has a new solid-state 19 kc frequency monitor designed for daily checks of stereo pilot signals of FM stations. The $290 monitor has a direct reading meter and can be used for deviation reading from remote locations.

**Award money ** What technical developments have had the most significant effect of influence on the growth of the film industry? The best answers to that question are worth money. De Luxe Laboratories Inc., New York and Hollywood, is offering cash awards of $500, $300 and $200 for the three best lists of the most outstanding technical developments in the history of film and reasons—in 100 words or less—for each selection. Entries should be sent to Technical Developments Contest, Box 3226, Hollywood 90261. The contest closes midnight, Aug. 15.

**Joint TV order ** RCA has sold KETV (Omaha), KMTV (TV) and WOW-TV for WOW-TV, all Omaha, approximately $1 million worth of broadcast equipment in a major re-location project. In moving their transmitting facility from a downtown area to three 1,365-foot towers at adjoining sites five miles from their studios, WOW-TV and KMTV have ordered RCA superturnstile antennas and KETV a traveling wave type antenna. Part of the order includes a 25-kw VHF TV transmitter for WOW-TV and a TT6-EL transmitter driver for KMTV.

**Address change ** Audio Instrument Co. has moved its office and manufacturing facilities from New York to 311 Mountain Road, Union City, N. J., 07087. Telephone, 325-4542. Audio Instrument designs and manufactures sound systems components.

**Available ** Switchcraft Inc., Chicago, has introduced two new styles of multiple-circuit phone plugs designed for a variety of broadcast applications and fitting all standard six-conductor cables.
A population explosion always starts small.

Andrew, here, joined us just 9 months ago. He's one of almost 400 million Americans who will be with us by the year 2000, nearly doubling today's population.

ITT started getting ready for Andrew and his friends back in 1945. Then, in the U.S., ITT had one manufacturing plant in only one state—New Jersey. Now there are ITT plants and facilities in 200 cities and towns in all 50 states.

The U.S. alone, last year, accounted for 40 percent of ITT's nearly 1.8 billion dollar business—even though ITT sells in 115 countries around the world.

Some of this growth must be credited to ITT's entry into the service field—a field which accounts for more than half of the national income and labor force.

ITT moved into the service field in 1964 with the purchase of Aetna Finance Company. Avis Rent A Car followed, along with Alexander Hamilton Life Insurance, Hamilton Management Corporation, distributor of Hamilton Funds, Inc., and Press Wireless, Inc., which provides a complete news-media service in some 65 countries.

So let the baby boom zoom.

Tomorrow is ITT's responsibility today. As the world must change, so will ITT change, shaping itself to the needs and opportunities of the times.

International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, New York, N.Y.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
NEW YORK, N. Y., July 13th, 1966: The British Broadcasting Corp. has signed a long-term agreement with Hartwest Productions, Inc., New York, for exclusive distribution throughout the United States of all programs produced by The BBC Transcription Service.

The BBC Transcription Service Catalogue encompasses the best in British broadcasting which has been made available to radio station throughout the world, as well as the best of current BBC programs. Hartwest has hitherto distributed the BBC "Top of the Pops" weekly program in which the most famous British singing groups have regularly appeared.

Signing of the contract was announced jointly today by Malcolm Frost, head of the BBC Transcription Service, and Saul Jaffe, President of Hartwest.

The announcement noted that programs to be distributed to U.S. stations under this arrangement will be available for sponsorship by local, regional and national advertisers, as well as spot advertising participants.

Mr. Jaffe said that the first BBC productions to be offered will include the top-rated comedy-variety series, now heard weekly over the BBC in the United Kingdom, "Round the Horne," and the 90-minute weekly "BBC Music Showcase" in stereo.

"Round the Horne" stars the noted English radio personality, Kenneth Horne and features some of Great Britain's top performers and writers. In commenting on the program, Mr. Jaffe said "American radio listeners will now be able to enjoy the type and quality of program that once constituted the cream of American radio, but disappeared with the advent of TV, when radio could no longer afford to produce comedy-variety shows."

"BBC Music Showcase" consists of concerts, all in full stereo, and featuring some of the world's greatest orchestras, conductors and artists. The series will contain selections from concerts performed at music festivals and concert halls throughout the British Isles such as the Edinburgh Festival and performances at the Royal Festival Hall. The narrator will be Antony Hopkins, the well known broadcaster, composer, conductor and musicologist, and the series will be produced by John Morris who for many years was in charge of the BBC's Third Programme. These programs, produced and recorded during the actual performances, are responsive to the growing American demand for high-quality stereo production featuring the world's greatest artists and orchestras. The series will be offered to monaural stations as well as those equipped with multiplex facilities and will be supported promotionally in each market by the distribution of a program brochure containing concert notes written and edited by the BBC staff.

Another series to be offered is an hour long weekly program under the title "BBC Folk Song Cellar." Folk singers from Scotland, Ireland, Wales and all parts of England were assembled in London where these programs were produced by the BBC.

The initial release of "Showcase" and "BBC Folk Song Cellar" will consist of 26 programs to be scheduled weekly with one repeat. "Round the Horne" will be offered in an original package of 39 weekly half-hour programs with privileges for re-play of each episode once a week and the use of 13 in the series for re-play during summer season. All three series of programs are available immediately for fall scheduling.

Hartwest will also service, and seek to enhance, the distribution of BBC Transcription Service programs to educational stations in the United States.

Hartwest is sending a staff-member, Chris Albertson, to London on permanent assignment to act in collaboration with Mr. Frost and his BBC colleagues. He will work with BBC officials in preparing a talk-information library, from BBC's vast catalogue of transcriptions, as well as a series of specials for American distribution.

The precedent-breaking agreement in effect establishes Hartwest as the single distributing agency in the United States for all of the BBC Transcription Service programs.

Commenting on the agreement, Mr. Jaffe observed, "We believe that some of the world's finest radio programming is being done in Great Britain on the BBC. Through this arrangement, we hope to introduce to the American public through our American stations a series of refreshing, brand new entertainment and informational features—features which will serve well those advertisers supporting them."
Coming U.S.-Mexican talks may solve old problems

U. S. officials preparing for talks with Mexico on a new treaty governing the two countries' use of the AM radio band appear hopeful that some of the problems which have long plagued broadcasters on both sides of the border can be resolved.

Wallace E. Johnson, assistant chief of the FCC's Broadcast Bureau, who will be on the U. S. delegation, indicated that grounds for optimism extend even to the most controversial item on the treaty-negotiating agenda—that dealing with each country's nighttime use of the other's clear channels.

Mr. Johnson, along with FCC Commissioner James J. Wadsworth, who will head the U. S. delegation, discussed their preparations for the negotiations in a meeting with broadcast industry representatives at the commission offices last week. Industry representatives are consulting this week with the government officials on items on the agenda.

The present five-year U. S.-Mexican treaty, which was to have expired June 9, has been extended 18 months in order to give the two sides time to negotiate a new agreement. Formal talks are scheduled to begin in Washington Sept. 6. A second series of negotiations will be held in Mexico City starting Nov. 14. If a third series is needed, it will be held in Washington in February.

An agreement that would permit U. S. stations on Mexican clear channels to operate during nighttime hours would be the most significant achievement of the negotiations. There are some 270 daytimers now operating on those channels. A handful of U. S. and Mexican stations operate at night on the other country's clear channels, but these are long-standing exceptions to the general ban on such operations.

NARBA Different = Countries subscribing to the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement permit some nighttime use on their clear channels by stations of other signatory nations. But U. S. efforts to write such an agreement into the present Mexican treaty failed. Mr. Johnson last week, however, said the U. S. delegation was "optimistic" about chances of "working something out" concerning additional use of U. S. and Mexican clear channels. He has had several preliminary talks with the Mexicans on issues to be discussed in the negotiations.

The U. S. would be expected to insist on requiring stations operating on the clear channels to protect the dominant station to its border. The Mexicans, however, have felt that protection limited to the dominant station's service contour—which would permit the secondary station to broadcast across the border—would be sufficient, U. S. clear-channel stations, which still have hopes of increasing their power above the present 50 kw limit, would be expected to object to anything less than protection to the border. Mexico has three stations with power of between 250 kw and 500 kw.

One issue on which hopes for agreement are high involves proposals to lift the present power limitations on Class IV stations along the border—about 20 on each side are affected. Class IV stations within 150 kilometers of the border are limited to 250 w. Expectations are that this ceiling can be raised to 1 kw.

Other issues to be discussed with the Mexicans are said to include technical matters, such as methods of measuring signal strengths, proposals for clarifying definitions in the treaty and revising its format, and specific AM assignments posing problems (Broadcasting, March 21).

Still to be resolved are the status and composition of a broadcast-industry committee that will advise the U. S. delegation. Commissioner Wadsworth and State Department officials said it would not be feasible for industry representatives to attend the talks "in the room." But they said a committee could be formed to receive daily briefings from delegation members and to offer advice.

Besides Commissioner Wadsworth and Mr. Johnson, the delegation will consist of Donald Kanode and Robert Greenburg of the FCC staff, and Hoyt Price, chief of the State Department's Office of Telecommunications.

'Seven Days' are numbered

Douglas Leiterman, executive producer of the controversial public-affairs program. This Hour Has Seven Days, has lost his job with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and Patrick Watson, co-host of the program, has resigned from the corporation.

The CBC has announced that it will not rehire Mr. Leiterman after his present contract expires on Aug. 1.

"It's the end of the road," Mr. Leiterman said. "Seven Days is finished, and it's sad, but that's the case."

Mr. Watson, a Seven Days co-host who also has been doing other assignments, said he submitted his resignation to the CBC because he could not remain with the corporation "as it is presently constituted." The Seven Days controversy erupted last April over the CBC's decision not to continue Mr. Watson and Laurier LaPierre as co-hosts of the show for the next season (Broadcasting, May 2). The corporation maintained that the co-hosts were dismissed because they had expressed personal views on the program and had been "disloyal to CBC management."

UA's international sales up

United Artists Television's international division reported last week that gross sales in the first half of 1966 rose by 18% over the corresponding period of 1965. The sales achievement covers TV series and specials and not feature films, according to Herbert Banquer, vice president in charge of foreign operations.

LBJ wants Senate to ratify convention

President Johnson last week asked the Senate to ratify the International Communications Convention and the final protocol to the convention signed by the United States and other countries last year.

The 1965 convention revises and replaces the 1959 Geneva convention. The modifications include changes in membership and tenure of office. Major questions, such as the organization of the International Telecommunications Union, technical cooperation and the establishment of regional offices, were left to the organization's administrative council.

The 1965 convention and final protocol have the approval of the State Department and the FCC.
Will it ever go out of print?

We hope so.

We hope someday we won’t have to publish standards of automobile advertising. We hope someday there won’t be any deceptive or dishonest advertising in newspapers, radio and television.

It may be many somedays before that happens. But we believe it will happen.

How can you help the responsible dealers of N.A.D.A. in their fight against irresponsible advertising? Send for this free “Recommended Standards” booklet. Then refuse to write or produce any advertising that does not live up to these standards.

To get this important booklet, write to N.A.D.A. Standards, 2000 “K” Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

National Automobile Dealers Association
Official organization of America’s franchised new car and truck dealers
FCC takes a new path

Upholds examiner's order calling for exchange of information in hearing

Broadcasters facing serious charges in FCC hearings had reason to hope last week that they could protect themselves against being surprised by the witnesses or evidence to be presented by the commission staff.

The commission, in a precedent-setting decision, upheld a hearing examiner's order directing the Broadcast Bureau and WCTU-TV's Richmond, Ky., to exchange lists of witnesses and exhibits in advance of a hearing in which the station's license is at stake. The revocation proceeding involves a number of charges, including unauthorized transfer of control.

The decision contained language barring its automatic application to all cases. But the commission said the examiner's order is in accord with modern trial practices and procedures.

The examiner in the WEKY case, Chester Naumowicz, had directed the prehearing exchange as a device for expediting the hearing. But the Broadcast Bureau opposed the order. Commission attorneys have long maintained that such prehearing disclosures would open the way to intimidation of witnesses.

Review Board Appeals • The review board, acting on the Broadcast Bureau's appeal, had set aside the examiner's order on the ground it did not follow commission precedents. Commission rules now provide only for voluntary exchange of information between parties in advance of hearings.

But the commission, acting on an appeal by the station, reversed the review board, holding that examiners have considerable authority over the conduct of hearings. "We hold that the hearing examiner in the proceeding has the power to enter the order in issue here in his discretion," the commission said.

The decision, signed by Commissioner Lee Loevinger, was adopted by a 6 to 0 vote, with Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox writing a concurring opinion. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson was absent.

The opinion noted that "the trend of modern development in trials and hearings, both judicial and administration, is toward the early informal disclosure of all relevant evidence and information away from the view of trials and hearings as a sport or game in which the skill and strategy of counsel may be determinative."

The opinion said that the precedents of the federal courts are not controlling so far as the commission is concerned but added that the "analogies of federal civil proceedings is helpful" and the experience of the federal courts, "instructive."

Can Limit Order • The opinion said that examiners can limit an order requiring disclosure if commission attorneys feel that the names of or identities of witnesses should be withheld "under the informer's privilege, or for other valid reasons."

And it also made clear the ruling was not a sweeping one. It does not, the opinion said, "constitute a holding that each party in every commission proceeding has a right to secure the names of witnesses of adverse parties in advance of a hearing, or that the names of witnesses should be exchanged in advance of hearing in all adjudicatory proceedings."

But the decision does constitute a ruling that examiners have the authority to require such an exchange if they feel it is "appropriate, will expedite the proceeding and conduct to the ends of justice."

Despite this effort to narrow the application of the decision, the commission action appeared to point to eventual FCC adoption of rules in a pending rulemaking providing for discovery procedures in commission hearings. The opinion, however, said the commission was not intending to anticipate the result of that proceeding.

Second Decision • The decision was the second in a year affecting the Broadcast Bureau's role in hearing cases. In an opinion in a comparative hearing case last July, the commission held that, as a matter of "basic fairness," the bureau and other parties bringing serious misconduct charges against applicants must, in general, bear the burden of proof (Broadcasting, July 19, 1965). Until then the burden was normally placed on the person accused.

The WEKY decision was also seen as commission support for the hearing examiners in their behind-the-scenes tug-of-war with the review board over the control of hearings. The examiners feel that hearings could be expedited if they had some of the authority now exercised by the board (Broadcasting, April 18).

The commission said in the decision that although the board had "applied what it deemed to be controlling commission precedent in a situation such as this, we believe the new approach here followed by the hearing examiner to be the preferable one from the standpoint of more effective agency process."

"It is commendable," the opinion added, "for a hearing examiner to exercise firm control of the course and conduct of a proceeding and to adopt such innovations in procedures . . . adapted to achieve expedition of proceedings, the full disclosure of facts and the attainment of justice."

Commissioner Cox, in his concurring statement, said he thought the examiner was attempting to anticipate the commission's decision in the discovery-procedures rulemaking. He also expressed the view that change of policy "of this magnitude" should be made in normal rulemaking proceedings.

However, he said he did not think the requirement to exchange witness lists and evidence, "as qualified in the opinion," would cause any problems. Accordingly, he said, he would vote to support the examiner's order, "as modified."

Ground broken for new Charlotte UHF

Charlotte, N. C., will get its fourth commercial TV station around Nov. 15 when WCTU-TV takes to the air with visual power of 603 kw horizontal and 1 megawatt maximum. Groundbreaking for the $1.5 million studio, transmitter and tower complex took place last week.

The station, owned by Charlotte Telecasters Inc., will have a 55 kw transmitter, four live-color cameras, two color-film chains, two color video-tape recorders and a color mobile unit. It has a construction permit for a tower 1,039 feet above ground, and has an application pending for a tower 1,400 feet above ground.

WCTU-TV's two-story studio-office

CATV a utility?

A bill proposing public service commission jurisdiction over CATV was introduced last week in the Maryland Legislative Council, an advisory group to the Maryland legislature. The proposal was recommended by Solomon Liss, chairman of Maryland's Public Service Commission.

BROADCASTING, July 18, 1966
NAB wants to be heard in AT&T inquiry

The National Association of Broadcasters is seeking to add its name to the already lengthy list of some 70 participants in the FCC's inquiry into AT&T rates.

The association said it would present "expert testimony" regarding determination of a proper rate base for program transmission services. It was understood NAB would have an economist prepare a study in this area.

In a petition for intervention, NAB told the commission that, although several broadcasters are already participants, there is now a need for an organization representing the entire broadcasting industry to get in the act. The need was not present before May 31, NAB said. On that date, AT&T testimony "contained statements directly referring to program transmission services and [it] indicated that rate adjustments would be necessary," NAB pointed out.

NAB noted that AT&T said a rate increase might be necessary for program transmission services that now cost the industry "upwards of $40 million a year." These services, NAB added "were specifically singled out" by AT&T [and] ... preliminary indications are that no other individual service will be viewed in such a manner by AT&T."

KNX's latest tower in use

KNX Los Angeles began transmitting from a second temporary tower last Monday (July 11) while technicians labored to complete a new permanent 500-foot tower to replace one sabotaged last September (Broadcasting, Sept. 20, 1965).

The first temporary tower was razed to make room for the permanent tower, which will be operational in six weeks.

"WE DON'T MIND PAYING A LITTLE LESS"

If you don't mind paying a little less next time you rent a car then call AIRWAYS—one of the nation's leading rent-a-car systems. With AIRWAYS you save money because you're not paying for high overhead airport facilities. There's really no convenience in having a counter at the airport because you're not saving time, so why pay for it?—Especially when one phone call will get you a brand new 1966 Chevrolet Impala or other fine cars. And AIRWAYS' lower rates always include gas, oil and insurance. So, if you don't mind paying a little less, call AIRWAYS. We'll probably arrive before your luggage.

WRITE FOR FREE INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY
AIRWAYS RENT-A-CAR SYSTEM, 3418 W. Imperial Highway, Los Angeles, California 90045.
FRANCHISES AVAILABLE

"Isn't Charlie going a little too far to keep us from swiping his copies of SRDS?"

Standard Rate snatchers
Should all be dog catchers.
But if buyers you would snare
In SRDS
YOU ARE THERE
selling by helping people buy

Another exclusive exposure opportunity for Service-Ads in SRDS

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
NEWS COMMENTARY
Starts September 12, 1966. Information and Low, Low Rates for Your Radio Market—Contact
Stephen Associates, Inc.
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017
LE 2-1816 - 7

BROADCASTING, July 18, 1966
CATV appeals go to St. Louis

Key tests of FCC power to regulate all cables are moved from Washington

Three federal judges, far from Washington, may decide whether the FCC has the power to regulate CATV systems—and CATV forces are delighted.

The two principal legal attacks on the FCC's Second Report and Order were transferred by the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals last week to the eighth circuit in St. Louis. The Washington tribunal said that since the St. Louis court already had heard argument on the commission's First Report and Order (dealing with CATV systems fed by microwave relays), it may as well hear the second phase of the case.

Normally, appeals from FCC actions are filed and heard in the Washington appeals court, which is felt to lean more favorably toward government positions. Other circuit courts, not as close to federal agencies and actions, are considered more objective.

Adding to the importance of the transfer of venue in the two cases is the fact that there are pending two other attacks on the FCC's CATV policies and regulations, and in the offing are several more. These, too, is presumed, may be transferred to the St. Louis court.

The FCC asserted its jurisdiction over microwave-fed CATV's in 1965; it assumed authority over all CATV's early this year.

First Appeal • Shortly after the commission issued its First Report and Order (on microwave-served CATV's), Black Hills Video Inc., and its parent, Midwest Video Inc., Little Rock, Ark., appealed to the St. Louis court. The case was argued last fall, but no decision has been rendered.

When the FCC issued its second order last March, the same companies filed supplemental appeals, again in St. Louis.

At the same time, Midwest Television Inc., a broadcast group headed by August C. Meyer, appealed in the circuit court in Washington. Because of the conflict—two appeals from the commission's second report in two different federal courts—the St. Louis court sent the new Black Hills-Midwest Video appeal to the D. C. circuit since Midwest Television's was filed earlier by a number of hours.

Last week, the D. C. court transferred everything back to St. Louis on the ground that since the sixth circuit court already had heard argument on the first report, it may as well consolidate the second report appeals with those of the first.

This is believed to indicate that a new hearing will be held in St. Louis on all the appeals.

Black Hills-Midwest Video attacked the FCC's first report on procedural grounds, principally that the commission failed to hold hearings before invoking its regulations for CATV fed by microwave relays. Their second appeal challenged the FCC's legal authority to impose rules on all CATV's, particularly those provisions relating to duplication protection and the top-100 markets principle.

Midwest Television, on the other hand, contended that the FCC was too soft on CATV; it charged that the regulations permit the entry of outside TV signals into its markets, constituting deprivation of property without due process of law.

More Appeals • At present there are two other appeals from the FCC's CATV regulations in the federal courts. One, by Buckeye Cablevision Inc., asks the D. C. appeals court to overturn the FCC order forbidding it to bring into Toledo, Ohio, the signals of WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich. This determination was made by the commission last May following a request for a waiver, filed by Buckeye, from the rule that prohibits without a hearing a CATV system in any of the top-100 markets from bringing into that community a TV signal from a distant station whose Grade B contour does not reach the CATV community.

Buckeye claims that although the top-100 market rule became effective Feb. 15, the Second Report and Order wasn't issued officially until March 17. Buckeye says it began operating March 16, and thus comes under the "grandfather" clause in the rules. Buckeye is also challenging the commission's assumption of authority over all CATV's. This last leads to the assumption in some legal circles that the D. C. circuit court may send this case, also, to the St. Louis jurisdiction.

The only other CATV appeal now pending is one by Telerama Inc., Cleveland, against the FCC for its refusal to permit it to extend without a hearing its CATV operations into suburbs around Cleveland. Telerama, which is 49% owned by Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., asked the sixth circuit appeals court in Cleveland to reverse the commission on the ground that it was misapplying its own rules. Under the top-100 market rule, CATV systems after Feb. 15 must secure a waiver or go through a hearing when they want to extend their systems into new "geographical" areas. Telerama claimed that the extensions were part of a master plan in existence before the Feb. 15 cutoff date, and stems from existing pre-Feb. 15 operating systems.

Pending before the FCC are a score of petitions from CATV entities for reconsideration of the commission's Second Report and Order. Presumably, the FCC will deny these, and many of the petitioners will take an appeal to the D. C. circuit court. And, again presumably, the D. C. court will transfer these appeals to the St. Louis court—or hold them in abeyance until the eighth circuit hands down its ruling.

ARB to use radio-only diary for fall study

The use of a radio-only diary for its October-November radio survey is being announced today (July 18) by the American Research Bureau.

The announcement was made by Dr. Peter Langhoff, ARB president, who also affirmed ARB's plan to conduct a full, nationwide radio coverage study, using the new radio-only diary, in the summer of 1967. Since early 1965, ARB has used a multi-media diary to measure radio listening, as well as respondents' reading of newspapers, magazines and watching TV.

In explaining the reasons for using a radio-only diary, Dr. Langhoff said that the move would permit ARB to measure various forms of radio listening—concatenated listening, listening with incidental activity, activity with incidental listening and incidental hearing. He also noted that the radio-only diary seems to come closest to the suggestions

Wasilewski to testify

A House Small Business Subcommittee on regulation and enforcement agencies has scheduled an appearance by Vincent Wasilewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters for July 28.

The subcommittee, headed by Representative John D. Dingell (D-Mich.), in the past has held hearings on the effect of FCC filing paperwork demands on broadcast stations on proposed license extensions as a possible remedy. It is expected that Mr. Wasilewski also may testify on these subjects.

Count the microphones you see in every picture.

You'll find more E-V microphones than all other U.S. brands combined.
You'll find more E-V microphones than all foreign brands combined.
You'll find E-V microphones shown 3.77 times more often than any other brand.
When the chips are down, professional sound engineers for radio, TV, motion pictures, and critical sound reinforcement choose Electro-Voice.
What's new about that?
Nothing.
It's been going on for years!
by the All Radio Methodology Study for the measurement of radio listening. Because the radio-only diary permits measurement of all four segments of listeners, including the up-to-now difficult incidental listening, it seems to be the best vehicle to measure radio's total advertising audience value, Dr. Langhoff observed. A second benefit, he noted, is that the radio-only diary appears to have a "decided" edge over the multi-media diary in determining share of audience produced station by station.

FCC approves 4 TV's
1 AM to Mid-America

The transfer of ownership of four television stations and one AM station, all located in the Midwest, was approved by the FCC last week—and brings a new group entity, principally a railroad operating company, into broadcasting.

Approved for sale to Mid-America Television Co. were kwos and krcg-TV Jefferson City and kmos-TV Sedalia, both Missouri, and week-TV Peoria and wseo-TV LaSalle, both Illinois.

Mid-America Television is owned by Kansas City Southern Industries Inc. Kansas City Southern Industries, headed by W. N. Doremus III, bought the Jefferson City and Sedalia stations from William H. Weldon and wife for $3,150,000 plus $100,000 for agreement not to compete, and the Illinois TV stations from the estate of the late Senator Robert S. Kerr (D-Okl.) and oilman Dean McGee for $3,088,650. The Kerr-McGee interests retain a 45% interest in kvoo-TV Tulsa and a 20% interest in koco Enid, both Oklahoma.

Kansas City Industries owns and operates the Kansas City Southern and subsidiary railroads.


Kmos, founded in 1937, operates fulltime on 1240 kc with 1 kw days, 250 w nights. Krcg-TV, on channel 13, is affiliated with CBS and ABC. Kmos-TV, on channel 6, is a satellite of krcg-TV. Week-TV went on the air in 1953, operates on channel 25 with an NBC-TV affiliation. Wegg-TV, operating as a satellite of week-TV, is on channel 35.

William A. Bates, former manager, WDF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, is general manager of Mid-America Tele-

check Blackburn about financing!

Arranging the proper financing that responsible buyers and sellers need to do business is just one of the full range and depth of services of Blackburn, the reliable broker. Others, equally important, include an accurate appraisal or actual as well as potential; a good name that is worth more to us than any single commission could ever be.

ARB to study
Chicago FM radio

Plans for an extensive audience penetration study of FM radio in Chicago were announced last week by David G. Morse, vice president and media director of Earle Ludgin & Co. there. The study will be made by the American Research Bureau and will be completed in mid-August.

The study will be financed by seven Chicago FM stations: WDHF, WEFM, WFMF, WFM, WLFS-FM and WSDM.

Mr. Morse said the original concept for the study was developed by the Ludgin media department. "Our agency first attempted to gather complete information on the FM market through questionnaires," he related, "and found that even more data would be desirable because of the importance of FM radio."

Ludgin was "gratified," he said, "to find that leading FM stations were very much interested in cooperating and sponsoring a study that would develop valuable data for media buyers covering the following areas: FM penetration, ownership, time spent with FM, weekly circulation and general demographics."

Alan Tessler of the Chicago office of ARB described the project as "the most comprehensive study of FM penetration and FM audience ever made in a single market in the U. S."

Mr. Morse said also that credit is due for the development of plans for the study to Mark Munn, manager of media and program analysis, Leo Burnett Co., and Roy Stewart, media director, Griewold & Eshleman.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED • The following station sales were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

• WRIO Massillon, Ohio: Sold by Mas-
sion Broadcasting Co. to Herbert Scott for $300,000. Mr. Scott is president of Scott Broadcasting Co., licensee of WPAZ Pottstown, WKST New Castle, both Pennsylvania; WTTM-AM-FM Trenton, N. J.; WJWL Georgetown, Del., and an applicant for FM in Elwood City, Pa. WTRG, founded in 1957, operates on 990 kc with 250 w daytime.

• KSIO Sioux Falls, S. D.: Sold by Verl Thomas and associates to William F. Buckley Jr. and Peter Starr for $200,-000. Mr. Buckley is editor and publisher of National Review, which owns KOWH-AM-FM Omaha, but which is being transferred to Starr Broadcasting Group Inc.
of good faith on the station's part with respect to programs dealing with the racial issue. WLBT is to bear the burden in connection with the final issue as to whether a renewal grant would be in the public interest.

The Office of Communications, civil rights leaders Aaron Henry and Robert L. T. Smith and the United Church of Christ of Tougaloo, Miss., however, told the commission last month that the station should shoulder the burden of proof on all the issues. The complainants' petitions had led to the U. S. Court of Appeals decision ordering the hearing.

The Broadcast Bureau whose function in hearing cases is to help develop a complete record, said the complainants' position squares with commission precedents in cases in which "the facts in issue are within the peculiar knowledge of the licensee." And the licensee is aware of the facts since they relate to the operation of the station and "concern alleged actions or omissions" regarding that operation, the bureau said.

Other Side = WLBT, however, took a different view in a petition opposing the complainants' request for reconsideration of the hearing order. The station said the commission had correctly followed precedent and cited a policy statement in which the commission had held that, in cases involving serious misconduct, the burden of proof will generally be placed on those making the charges. Furthermore, WLBT said, the facts in issue concern the station's programing—"its outward image"—and are "not matters peculiarly within [its] knowledge." The incidents that are objectionable to the complainants, WLBT said, "are best known to them."

The bureau and WLBT disagreed also on the complainants' request that the hearing examiner be allowed to consider evidence dating back to 1955. The commission had said that evidence should be admitted that "is not unduly remote in time."

The complainants noted that the commission opinion granting the one-year renewal dealt with facts from 1955. And the Broadcast Bureau said it was "constrained" to agree that the commission, in its hearing-designation order, did not intend to limit the scope of the inquiry to the station's last renewal period.

WLBT, however, noted that the commission has renewed the station's license three times since 1955 and said the hearing should not be used by the complainants "for the retrieval of those determinations."

Both the bureau and WLBT, however,
agreed the commission was right in permitting the introduction of evidence of the station's operations following the filing of the renewal application. The complainants had urged the commission to bar such information. But the bureau and WLTB said that the court did not prohibit such evidence.

CBS Radio signs Mexico City affiliate

CBS Radio last week reported it had signed XEVIP Mexico City for limited network service, starting Aug. 1, under a licensing arrangement. This type of CBS service is also extended to 12 other stations outside the continental U.S.

The network does not number these stations as part of its affiliated network. CBS Radio last week also reported last week that KLV Las Vegas will affiliate with the network effective Dec. 31, bringing the total number of affiliates to 242. KLV, owned and operated by Arthur Powell Williams and managed by Sam Salerno, is a 24-hour facility on 1230 kc with 250 w. The independent station four and a-half years ago was a CBS affiliate under the former call of KLAS.

The XEVIP agreement is the first for CBS Radio in Latin America, according to Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president. XEVIP is operated by Radio Programas de Mexico S. A. on 1560 kc with 500 w. The station's format is English-language broadcast on a 24-hour basis. Last April its call letters were changed from XERMK. Station director and general manager is Clemente Serna Alvear, and station manager is D. Keith Larkin.

WMOZ to go off by July 31

The FCC last week rejected petitions submitted by WMOZ Inc. for a stay and reconsideration of an earlier decision that denied the license renewal application of wMOZ Mobile, Ala. WMOZ is 99% owned by Edwin H. Estes. The commission has ordered the station to conclude its affairs and leave the air by July 31.

The FCC originally denied WMOZ's application for a license renewal and revoked the license of WPFA Pensacola, Fla., also owned by Mr. Estes, in February 1964 on the grounds that the licensee falsified logs he sent to the commission with his license-renewal application (BROADCASTING, Feb. 10, 1964). The FCC last May reaffirmed its earlier decision, but tempered its ruling by giving Mr. Estes 90 days to sell WPFA (BROADCASTING, May 16).

FCC sets hearing on KCTY's renewal bid

The license renewal application of A. C. Bigham, licensee of KCTY Salinas, Calif., has been designated for hearing to determine if FCC rules have been violated.

The commission requested the Broadcast Bureau to send a bill of particulars to the applicant. KCTY has allegedly been involved in unauthorized transfer of control, broadcast of a lottery, violation of the sponsorship-identification rules, falsification of logs and other misdeemeanors. If it is determined during the hearing that KCTY's activities do not justify a denial of its license, the hearing examiner will recommend to the commission whether a fine up to $10,000 should be imposed.

Technicians end WOKR(TV) strike

A four-week strike at WOKR(TV) Rochester, N. Y., ended July 11 with jurisdictional lines between management and technical employees holding relatively firm.

Engineers, cameramen and other technical employees walked off their jobs June 12 at the expiration of a two-year contract between the station and Local 22 of the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians.

A principal union demand was that technicians assume film shooting functions handled by news reporters covering stories. The union also wanted jurisdiction over technical operations at remote broadcasts.

Under the settlement, management retains the option to assign either newsmen or technicians to film news events and retains its jurisdiction over remotes, a station spokesman said. Management agreed that technicians would perform some of the film editing previously done by news department producers.

The new three-year contract calls for an $8-$12 weekly salary increase over a period of two years. The 19 striking employees picketed during the strike, but the station's 40 other employees, all nonunion, reported for work.

The spokesman said supervisory personnel signed the station on the air at 3 p.m. instead of the usual daily 7:30 a.m. Advertising revenue loss was kept to a minimum by the retention of the nighttime network programs and the reassignment of most spot commercials to available time periods.

Media reports ... 

New communications firm = D. Thomas Miller, former ABC vice president, has formed North American Television Associates, 39 West 55th Street, New York 10019. The new firm will syndicate feature films and TV shows, and handle such personalities as the King family.

Friendly book? = Fred W. Friendly, professor of journalism at Columbia University and former president of CBS News, has almost finished a book about the dozen years he spent in CBS News prior to his resignation last February. Titled Due to Circumstances Beyond Our Control, the book is set for publication by Random House, possibly in 1967.

Agency named = TV Cinema Sales Corp., Hollywood, has appointed Shaw & Roberts, Beverly Hills, to handle advertising and sales promotion. The newly formed film production and distribution company, which also has an office in New York, recently acquired TV syndication rights to more than 100 feature films. Agency principal Martin Roberts will be account supervisor.

Call-letter procedures modified by FCC

A section of FCC procedures was amended last week to simplify the rule that requires AM's, FM's and TV's requesting new or modified call letters to notify broadcast stations within a radius of 35 miles on or before the date the request is filed.

Under present practice stations wishing to have new or modified call signs mail a notice of their request to other broadcasters within the 35-mile radius. The revised ruling, effective July 22, will simplify notification procedures by allowing stations to send a copy of their request instead of a separate notice to interested broadcasters.

The rule change also requires that the request for new or modified call signs be sent to all stations that have construction permits within the 35-mile radius, since such stations may also have requested or received call letters.

Mullins lights up

Formation of Mullins Neon Co. as a separate electrical sign division of Mullins Broadcasting Co. has been announced. The firm specializes in neon and plastic signs, painted bulletins and spectacular displays. It continues the activities of the former Alden Sign Co., purchased by Mullins last year. Louis A. Zehner Jr. is manager of the Mullins Neon Co. Mullins Broadcasting owns KBTR and KBTVT(Denver) and KARK-AM-FM-TV Little Rock, Ark., as well as Naegele Outdoor Advertising Co.
Air Force calls the plays

This public-service show doesn't beg for time but picks its own slots.

A public-service television campaign deliberately designed for commercial appeal is approaching the end of its first year's run with a record far ahead of expectations and is being polished up for its second, possibly even bigger, season.

The campaign, using 45 five-minute films of decisive professional football plays under the title The Big Play, was placed for the U.S. Air Force by MacManus, John & Adams, New York, which calls it a "public-service breakthrough" because it achieved priority time periods on most of the 125 stations carrying it.

The problem with most public-service campaigns is that stations taking the unsponsored programs or announcements often tend to run them in low-audience hours.

MacManus, John & Adams solved the problem by coming up with a program that it felt would command sizeable audiences of young men, so that adjacencies would be saleable to gasoline, tire and other advertisers trying to reach young men. Then, in offering the program to stations, the agency suggested the general time periods it preferred and indicated that in each market the station that came up with the best period would get first crack.

Its preferences were in the Monday-through-Friday early-evening or late-evening news-sports-weather strips, adjacent to weekend sports programming, or other periods of special male interest. In most cases it got what it wanted, the majority of stations scheduling the program around Saturday or Sunday sports.

A First? "So far as we can determine," according to Rollo Hunter, MacManus vice president and director of broadcast, "this is the first time that any public service has been able to select telecast times for its own programming as commercial advertisers do. The seekers of public-service-time historically have been supplicants. They ask. They don't pick and choose. Yet picking and choosing are exactly what we've been doing with this series."

The program concept was originally designed for commercial sponsorship, but MacManus officials with the support of Air Force officers negotiated separately with the National Football League, whose games are involved, and Tel Ra Productions, which filmed the games. They finally got permission to use the footage without charge, plus an option to use it for three more years.

The programs show the decisive plays in 45 NFL games that were won in the last three minutes—and by seven points or less. At the point where the critical play is about to be called, action is stopped and the viewer is given a chance to do his own quarterbacking before the actual game-winning performance is shown. There is also, of course, a one-minute recruitment commercial for the Air Force.

The first of the 125 stations carrying the series started showing it last Dec. 31, and it is expected that all of them will complete the showings by the time the football season opens this fall. By then, MacManus and Air Force authorities hope to have another and bigger series—the current 45 programs plus 20 new ones—ready to start the second season.

As far back as April they figured that The Big Play was already a success and they've added 17 stations since then (but have now stopped adding, so that the current series can complete its run by fall). They've also collected an impressive catalogue of station compliments and some equally impressive statistics.

According to MacManus's estimates, the 125 Big Play stations cover 48,228,700 homes or 89.7% of all U.S. TV homes, and in rate-card terms the Air Force is getting $41,780 in value for each program exposure, or $1,880,100 for the entire 45 programs.

Bill Cunningham, MacManus vice president and account supervisor, is supervisor on the Air Force account. He and other MJ&A executives work closely with Lieutenant Colonel Charles Franks, of the Secretary of the Air Force Office of Information, New York, in planning and administering the campaign.

NH&S produces new safety campaign

A safe-driving campaign including color TV and radio spots has been prepared by Nerdham, Harper & Steers for the National Safety Council and for distribution by the Advertising Council. The theme will concentrate on defensive driving and "Watch out for the other guy."

NH&S is a volunteer agency in the effort. The TV commercials are available in minute, 30-second, 20-second and 10-second versions, both color and black-and-white. The radio spots are minutes, 30's and 20's.

The Advertising Council said the 1965 campaign was one of the most extensively used public-service drives. It received the equivalent of over $40 million in all-media exposures, including at least three billion home TV impressions and on network radio alone over 98 million impressions.

Best farm film

Foster Mullenax, radio-TV specialist, West Virginia farm extension service, was given an award for the best TV farm film of the year at the 50th anniversary convention of the American Association of Agricultural College Editors, meeting last week at the University of Georgia, Athens.

Other principal awards went to Lauren K. Soth, Des Moines Register and Tribune, and Edwin O. Haroldson, Iowa State University. Principal speaker was Stephen Smoke, Communications Satellite Corp.

Negotiators for the sale of media and allied businesses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PACIFIC NORTHWEST</th>
<th>CENTRAL STATE</th>
<th>PACIFIC NORTHWEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top market AM-FM. Profitable. 1965 gross $135,000, $175,000. Terms.</td>
<td>Top market AM-FM. Absentee owned. $425,000. Terms.</td>
<td>Full time. Gross $70,000. Price $105,000. Terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHWEST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime. 1966 anticipated gross $30,000. Priced at $150,000. One-third down.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chartered jets save CBS-TV junket

Two nine-passenger Falcon jet airplanes saved the plans of the CBS-TV press department from going awry last weekend. The strike of machinists against five major commercial airlines caught the network with its stars down. The stars of CBS-TV's new-season shows, 30 performers in all, were to participate in a press-promotion campaign in Chicago and Washington. Logistics called for the stars to be interviewed in one city on Saturday (July 9) and in the other on Sunday (July 10). But the airline strike, scrambling passenger reservations, threatened to wipe out both junkets.

That's when the press department's ingenuity and cash reserve were brought into play. The two jets were flown in from their base in Columbus, Ohio and chartered for a flat fee of $5,000. Flying two round trips each between Washington and Chicago saved the day. There was at least one strike victim. Sebastian Cabot, co-star of the A Family Affair series, was stranded in Seattle and never made the junket.

Birthday cruise

The separate programming and sales success of WLS-FM Chicago called for a first-year anniversary cruise on Lake Michigan last week for midwest agencies and clients. TO R: Harvey Wittenberg, WLS-FM station manager; Al Till, Leo Burnett Co., and Virginia Ruset, Post-Keyes-Gardner. WLS-FM stereo format features sports and music.

Trio campaign against child molesters

An unlikely triumvirate of interests—a radio station, a law enforcement agency and a toy manufacturer—have linked up to alert Southern California youngsters and their parents to the menace of child molesters. The key to the campaign is a coloring contest being run by KLAC Los Angeles. Beginning last week the Metromedia Inc.-owned radio station has been promoting the contest with half-page ads in five Los Angeles-area newspapers. The ads feature a coloring sketch prepared by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Children of elementary school age are invited to color the picture and memorize FBI safety rules published in conjunction with the sketch.

Mattel Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., one of the nation's leading toy-makers, is supplying 100 of its products as prizes in the contest. KLAC also is directing its listeners to the newspaper ads with a heavy on-the-air schedule of spot announcements. The public-service campaign is scheduled to run for two weeks.
WCHS ‘censure’ meant as general warning

FCC CALLS ‘LUCKY BUCKS’ CONTEST MISLEADING

The FCC last week publicly reprimanded a West Virginia radio station for its handling of a “Lucky Bucks” contest—and in the process warned all broadcasters to guard against false or misleading advertising.

The commission made public a letter in which it told wchs Charleston, that it had fallen short of its responsibility regarding such broadcasting in its promotion of a “Lucky Bucks” contest last summer.

The commission noted that the station announcements said that more than $6,000 could be won each week. Winners were those with dollar bills with serial numbers matching those announced by the station. But the total amount won during the nine weeks of the contest, the commission said, was $270.

The station had told the commission that the advertising was not false if there was a possibility, however remote, that $6,000 could be won. But the commission said its investigation revealed that, “because of the manipulation of the odds by the contest syndicator through a system of adjusting the number of digits to be read off the air, it was virtually impossible to win more than a small predetermined fraction of the prize total offered each week.”

Should Have Known = The commission also said that station paid the syndicator, Azaerel Productions, of Baltimore, “only $49.50 per week for all rights to the contest plus the syndicator’s promise to pay all prizes,” and was “aware of the methods by which the syndicator effectively controlled the amount of prize money to be paid.”

Accordingly, the commission said, “the licensee should have known that offers of $6,000 per week in prize money were false, misleading or deceptive.”

The commission also said the station had misled listeners in implying that those who traded dollar bills with the program’s sponsor might receive a “lucky buck” which “can be worth up to $500 if it’s a lucky buck.” The commission said that its investigation revealed that serial numbers which might have won the prize were not distributed in the station’s area.

The commission said it was placing the letter in the station’s file as evidence of “disapproval and censure of your actions.”

Commission officials indicated that the FCC would probably have taken sterner action but for the realization that many stations have engaged in similar practices and the belief that some are still doing it. In its letter, the commission said it was reminding “all licensees of their duty to protect the public from false, misleading or deceptive advertising,” regardless of whether such advertising is sponsored or is broadcast as a station promotion.

Agency PR men form USIA task force

A group of advertising agency public relations practitioners will work on special projects as a task force for the United States Information Agency.

The task force concept came about as the result of a challenge by Leonard Marks, USIA’s director, who spoke at a monthly meeting of the PR Roundtable, an organization in New York that has membership of public relations executives from major advertising agencies.

Mr. Marks challenged the group at its April meeting to do “something” about America’s image and not just talk about it. According to the group, specific assignments are being developed. In this task force are Roy J. Baxter, vice president and director of public relations, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Jean Boutyette, associate director of public relations, Foote, Cone & Belding; Liles Grizzard, director of public relations, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Ned McDavid, manager of public relations, Leo Burnett; Jack Mulligan, Young & Rubicam; I. C. Roll, president, Henderson & Roll; Richard Stephens, senior vice president and director of public relations, Kastor, Foote & Allen, and George C. Whipple Jr., vice president and director of public relations, Benton & Bowles, and president of the Roundtable. Mr. Roll is task force chairman.

TVAR ‘zig-zags’ to San Francisco

Television Advertising Representatives Inc.’s “Zig-Zag” market study, which is being presented to advertisers and agencies in major cities across the nation, played San Francisco last week in a four-hour program that was co-sponsored by kpx(tv), the Westinghouse Broadcasting-owned station in the market. Billed as the kpx/TVAR advertising conference, the meeting was held at the Mark Hopkins hotel and was attended by 142 San Francisco advertisers and agency executives.

Irv Cotanch, vice president and sales director of United Vintners Inc., distributor of a diversified group of wines, delivered the keynote speech, “Bacchus in Orbit.” The talk dealt with the intricacies of wine marketing and outlined how it differs from the general category of consumer package goods.

Motivational research authority, Dr. Ernest Dichter, speaking on “Tomorrow’s Thinking for Today’s World,” spelled out new concepts in ways of communicating ideas. Mr. Dichter is president of the Institute of Motivational Research.

TVAR executives Robert M. Hoffman and William Condon gave the “Zig-Zag” study, which charts “the unpredictable course of network television.” Key point made by the marketing research is that “the vast majority of advertisers who rely primarily or exclusively on the networks fail to get sufficient coverage in the top 20 TV markets, where half the 54 million television homes in the nation are located.” In all, an analysis of the individual market impression of 652 products and services advertised on the networks was included in the presentation given by Mr. Hoffman, vice president of marketing and research of TVAR, and Mr. Condon, general sales manager.
Jerrold Corp. sets meeting

Jerrold Corp. stockholders will meet Sept. 18 in Philadelphia for the postponed stockholders meeting with a good financial report and cheerful predictions for the next year from its president and newly chosen chief executive officer, Robert H. Beisswenger.

Mr. Beisswenger was chosen chief executive officer at last week's board meeting, at which time three new members were named to the board: Howard Butcher III, W. W. Keen Butcher and Philip Zinman. The Messrs. Butcher are partners in the Philadelphia investment banking firm of Butcher & Sherrerd, one of the principals in the group buying out Milton J. and Mrs. Shapp (Broadcasting, June 27). Mr. Zinman is chairman of Allied Mortgage Co. Other board members: Mr. Beisswenger, Simon Pomerantz, Jerrold treasurer; Dalck Feith, Dalco Manufacturing Co., and Wentworth P. Johnson, Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.

The Jerrold meeting originally was scheduled to be held late in June: it was postponed because of conflict with the annual convention of the National Community Television Association (Broadcasting, July 4).

Mr. Beisswenger, who has been president and chief operating officer of the company since early this year, reported to shareholders that Jerrold sales and profits for the fiscal year ended Feb. 28 reached the highest levels in the company's history. Sales of CATV equipment and construction services, residential and master antenna systems were the largest contributors to the volume increase, he noted.

Jerrold's share of CATV subscribers in cable systems in which it holds interests rose from 13,631 in the previous fiscal year to 30,795, Mr. Beisswenger said. Jerrold owns 90% of the Harrisburg, Pa., cable system, which now has 15,500 subscribers. It also owns 50% of CATV systems in Ottawa-Marseilles, Pontiac, and Streator (all Illinois), Logansport (Ind.), Melbourne-Eau Gallie and Ormond Beach (both Florida); 33 1/3% of Lafayette and West Lafayette (both Indiana), Covington and Clifton Forge (both Virginia), and 25% of Tupelo, Laurel, West Point and Okolona (all Mississippi).

Including the Harrisburg system, the total number of subscribers totals 55,325.

Mr. Beisswenger remains bullish on the future of CATV. In his stockholders' message, he said:

"It is clear from the extremely rapid expansion of CATV that the public wants and needs cable television service as quickly as it can be made available. The rapid acceleration of color-receiver sales makes the need for this service even more acute. Expansion and growth of CATV is, in our opinion, inevitable, notwithstanding government intervention in this field."

For the year ended Feb. 28, Jerrold's net sales reached $34,632,724 and its net income $3,736,349 or $1.75 a share (Broadcasting, May 16).

LIN gets Medallion films for stock

The outright purchase of more than 200 feature films and 175 cartoons of Medallion Pictures Corp. by LIN Broadcasting Corp. was announced last week. The price was said to be in excess of $3 million and involves the issuance of 250,000 shares of LIN stock to Medallion.

The transaction is subject to the approval of Medallion shareholders.

LIN Broadcasting, a diversified communications company headed by Frederick Gregg Jr., president, owns WAND (tv) Decatur, Ill.; operates four radio stations (WMAK Nashville; WAKY Louisville, Ky.; KEEL Shreveport, La. and KAY Little Rock, Ark.) and 12 CATV systems serving approximately 10,000 subscribers in seven states.

Medallion is a leading syndicator of "action" feature films to TV. M. William Grossman is executive vice president of Medallion. Mr. Grossman said Medallion plans to retain the LIN stock as an investment. Medallion had sales of about $3.5 million last year, with net income after taxes of over $300,000 (50 cents a share). Mr. Gregg said that LIN plans to engage in co-production and in acquisition of motion pictures with Medallion. LIN also intends to set up a separate division of the company to develop an expanded programming service to other TV stations, using the product obtained from Medallion as a base for a syndication operation.

LIN went public four months ago. Its stock is traded over the counter and has been selling at 11 1/2 to 12.
ITC gross jumps 300% in fiscal year

Independent Television Corp. reported last week that gross sales for the fiscal year ended April 30 amounted to more than $12 million, said to be a 300% increase over the previous year.

Abe Mandell, ITC president, said profits were "better than five times that of 1964-65." The profits were not disclosed by ITC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Associated Television Ltd., London.

ITC referred to its "impressive breakthrough" during 1965-66 on all three TV networks, pointing to Secret Agent on CBS-TV and The Baron on ABC-TV, and the one-hour The Saint series, which has been acquired by NBC-TV. Mr. Mandell added that the London Palladium Show is running this summer on NBC-TV and ABC-TV has bought McGill series for later scheduling.

Mr. Mandell said all sales divisions of ITC (network, syndication and international) made "substantial contributions" to the record figures. In international sales, Canada alone contributed $1,670,000 in revenue, he noted.

In domestic syndication, Secret Agent, which is coming off CBS-TV this summer, has been sold in 33 markets for a fall starting date.

General Tire earnings up 24% in first half

General Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, has registered gains in both net sales and net earnings for the first six months of 1966. Consolidated net sales were up 5.8% while estimated net earnings showed a gain of 24.3%.

The principal contributors to this record, according to T. F. O'Neil, chairman, and M. G. O'Neil, president, were RKO General Inc. (which owns six TV and eight radio stations), the tire division and the chemical plastics division. Aerojet-General's earnings were about the same as those in the first half of 1965.

For the six months ended May 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.38</td>
<td>$1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>466,003,526</td>
<td>440,263,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income for RKO General and its subsidiaries for six months ended March 31</td>
<td>4,741,725</td>
<td>3,677,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>23,722,000</td>
<td>19,219,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Filmways 9-month net doubles '65

Filmways Inc. reported last week that net income after taxes for the nine-month period ended May 31 was double that of the comparable period in the previous year.

Lee Moselle, president, said Filmways will have at least six series on the TV networks during the 1966-67 season and noted that The Beverly Hillsbillies will have both prime-time and daytime exposure on CBS-TV starting in the fall.

For the nine months ended May 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share*</td>
<td>$0.56</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross revenues</td>
<td>24,257,162</td>
<td>21,968,891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>984,090</td>
<td>366,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding*</td>
<td>869,317</td>
<td>868,752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The shares outstanding May 31, 1965 have been restated to reflect the 2% stock dividend paid in June 1965 but shares outstanding at May 31, 1966 do not reflect the 2% stock dividend paid June 30, 1966 to shareholders of record on June 10, 1966.

Financial notes...

- Chirurg & Cairns Inc., New York, has declared a quarterly dividend of 15 cents a share payable Sept. 1 to stockholders of record Aug. 15.
- Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach, has declared a regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share on common stock, payable Sept. 9 to stockholders of record Aug. 26. It also declared a quarterly dividend of 12¼ cents per share on its B stock.
- John Blair & Co., publicly owned station representation firm, has declared a 20-cent dividend on common stock, payable Aug. 15 to stockholders of record on July 15.
- Republic Corp., Los Angeles, film processing laboratory, last week declared the regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share on preferred stock, payable Oct. 1 to stockholders of record Sept. 15.

Taft earnings up 17.5% in first quarter

Taft Broadcasting Co.'s net earnings for the first quarter ended June 30 of its fiscal year were up 17.5%, stockholders were told last week at the company's annual shareholders meeting.

Also announced was a new quarterly dividend of 15 cents a share, payable Sept. 14 to stockholders of record Aug. 15. This boosts the annual rate from 50 cents to 60 cents a share.

Newly elected to the board was John L. McClay, executive vice president of the company. He succeeds Robert Taft Jr., who is Republican candidate for Congress.

Three months ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$0.26</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net revenues</td>
<td>7,477,162</td>
<td>7,052,298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net earnings</td>
<td>1,850,834</td>
<td>1,290,079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plough income up 41% in first half

Plough Inc., Memphis, has reported record sales, income, and earnings per share for the first six months of 1966. Sales increased 14% and estimated net income was up 41% over the first half of 1965.

Abe Plough, president, noted a particular improvement in sales and earnings from export sales, from the firm's household products subsidiary, and from Plough Broadcasting Co. He said he thought 1966 would be a record year for the company in sales and earnings.

and indicated that a dividend increase seemed likely when the company's directors meet next month. Plough has increased its dividend for the last 11 years.

Capital Cities earnings
up 27% on 10% sales hike

Capital Cities Broadcasting, group station operator, reports first-half earnings up 27% on a revenue gain of approximately 10%.

Board Chairman Frank M. Smith, announcing the half-year results, said current orders for the third quarter "seem to indicate a continuation of the favorable trend."

Results for Los Angeles properties KPOL-AM-FM, being acquired by Capital Cities subject to FCC approval, are not included in operating figures for the first half.

Six months ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.11</td>
<td>$1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>41,500,000</td>
<td>36,400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>8,200,000</td>
<td>5,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>4,500,000</td>
<td>3,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>2,794,074</td>
<td>2,774,071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gross Telecasting up 8% in first half

Gross Telecasting Inc. owner of WJIM-AM-FM-TV Lansing, Mich., has reported an 8% increase in earnings for the first six months of 1966.

The company's directors have declared a regular quarterly dividend of 40 cents a share on common stock and 7½ cents a share on class B stock, payable Aug. 10 to stockholders of record July 25.

For the six months ended June 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.11</td>
<td>$1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>1,505,069</td>
<td>1,428,499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings</td>
<td>443,133</td>
<td>411,072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ITT announces dividends

ITT has declared eight quarterly dividends on outstanding shares of cumulative preferred stock from June 1 to August 31, payable on August 31 to stockholders of record July 22. On dividends in series 5.25% and 5.25% B, $1.3125 each will be paid; and in series 4% convertible and 4% convertible B, C, D, E, F, a $1.00 each will be paid.

MGM net up 52% in nine-month period

MGM issued a nine-month statement last week showing earnings per share 52% ahead of those for the same period last year.

For the third quarter per-share earnings, at 41 1/2 cents, slightly more than tripled those of the previous third quarter.

FORTY weeks ended June 9:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1966</th>
<th>1965</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earnings per share</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues</td>
<td>138,063,000</td>
<td>122,322,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit</td>
<td>5,798,950</td>
<td>4,350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>5,042,859</td>
<td>5,012,059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Adjusted to reflect two-for-one stock split.

FATES & FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING


Maurice E. (Doc) Fidler, director of regional sales at Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, appointed director of sales.

John B. Stack, formerly VP-general manager, Erwin Wasey Inc., Philadelphia, joins Knox Reeves Advertising, Minneapolis as administrative VP.

Mr. Stack

Richard E. Baiter, marketing VP of household products division of Lever Brothers Co., New York, named trade development VP. Robert E. Anderson, merchandising manager in household products division, succeeds Mr. Baiter.

Ramon Bimonte, Edwin Corley, John Doen and Alan Goldman, copy group heads at Compton Advertising, New York, elected VPs. Jack Kelk, senior copy writer, is new director of creative services.

WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, JR.
NEWS COMMENTARY
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Stephen Associates, Inc.
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017
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PROGRAM ASSOCIATES, INC.
845 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611 Phone 337-4518
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Named to NAB committee

Members of two committees were announced last week by Vincent Wasilewski, president of National Association of Broadcasters.


Public Relations committee: Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta, chairman; Roger W. Clipp, WIL-TV Philadelphia; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; Kenneth Harwood, KUSC-FM Los Angeles; J. R. Livesay, WLSB Mattoon, Ill.; Arch L. Madsen, KSL-TV Salt Lake City; Al Ross, KGKE Sterling, Colo., and Hugh Turner, KTVM San Rafael, Calif., who has been appointed to Michigan post.

Donald E. Hamel, KWW St. Louis, named second VP of Advertising Club of Greater St. Louis.


William Rogers McCall, formerly advisor to Vietnamese Rangers and instructor at Fort Benning, Ga., joins account service staff of Dora-Clayton Agency, Atlanta.

John H. Cariello, formerly with WGAATV Lancaster, Pa., appointed senior sales manager, WTV(TV) New Bedford, Mass. He succeeds Mann Reed, who becomes regional sales manager.

Lorraine Chanin, with Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, named group manager in charge of creative research. Gordon L. Daly, broadcast film supervisor for NBC-TV, joins FC&B, Los Angeles, as program supervisor.


William Clark, manager of KING Seattle, joins KABL Oakland, Calif., as national sales manager.

Michael A. Nichter, former national account executive, WVNJ Newark, N. J., appointed director of national sales.

William M. Weilbacher, senior VP for broadcast, media, and research for LaRoche, McCaffrey and McColl, New York, joins McCann-Erickson’s Center for Advanced Practice, that city, as executive director. Thomas W. Eicher, formerly sports information director at University of Cincinnati, joins M-E, Detroit, as director of advertising account for Opel Kadett cars.

John Morris, account executive with WHW Princeton, N. J., named local sales manager.

William Mandel, art director at WPIX(TV) New York, named manager of graphic arts for WCBS-TV, that city.


Edward C. Carlson, with WAVE(TV) New Orleans, appointed local sales manager.

Hank Newbauer, account executive for agency's New York division.
with Cunningham & Walsh, New York, appointed account supervisor.

Eugene Judd, with Helitzer, Waring & Wayne, New York, joins Doyle Dane Bernbach there as account supervisor.

Arne Lewis, art director of corporate design and news with CBS, New York, joins Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove there as art supervisor.

Tim McClintock, media director for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Los Angeles, joins Erwin Wasey Inc., that city, as media supervisor.

Robin A. K. Smith Jr., formerly media buyer and copywriter at D'Arcy Advertising, St. Louis, joins Gardner Advertising there as part of account service team on Ralston Purina.

John Temple-Raston, director of advertising and sales promotion for European region of Goodyear International, New York, joins Fuller & Smith & Ross there as account executive.

Pat Cooney, account executive for KCOI(TV) Los Angeles, and Art Doty, head of his own investment and development company, appointed account executives for KHJ-TV Los Angeles.

Lynn Fairbanks, account executive with WPTV(TV) West Palm Beach, Fla., appointed account executive for WHDH-TV Boston. James Shannon, account executive for KDWA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, named assistant to sales manager of WHDH-TV. James Canto, account executive at WCEI Providence, R.I., appointed assistant to radio sales manager of WHDH-AM-FM.

Arthur Thomas Plant, formerly with D'Arcy Advertising Co., Chicago, joins Stone Representatives, that city, as account executive.


Ed Milarsky, formerly with Cue magazine, New York, joins WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N.J., as account executive.

Donald R. Adlam, formerly with WINS New York, and KDWA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, joins WAGY Portsmouth, Va., as account executive.

Robert L. Metz, account executive with KMTV(TV) Omaha, appointed to sales staff of WOW-TV, that city.

MEDIA

Sterling Beeson, sales manager of WWIL-AM-FM Fort Lauderdale, Fla., elected VP and station manager.

Lyle C. Motley, executive VP of WMNA-AM-FM Greta, Va., named president and general manager.

Albin Malin, Laconia, N.H., and


Paul A. Dunn, sales manager of WSVG Geneva, N.Y., named general manager.

Richard C. Campbell, VP and personnel director for Bache & Co., New York, joins Cowles Communications Inc., that city, as director of personnel. Mr. Campbell succeeds Jean C. Herrick, who joins Cowles as his assistant and manager of institutional services.

William S. Jaeger, general sales manager of WFGC Altoona, Pa., named station manager.

William Gerson, with WWIN Louisville, Ky., joins WSIX-AM-FM Nashville, as assistant radio manager.

Richard G. Morgan, account executive with WSHQ Kingston, N.Y., joins WMTA(R) Trenton, N.J., as assistant manager and account executive.

James A. Stabile, who has served both ABC and NBC in top legal capacities, appointed assistant general counsel of Metromedia Inc., New York.

PROGRAMMING


Rusty Bruton, WSB-TV Atlanta, elected president of 1967 Television Program Conference.

Jay Childs, with WWIN-AM-FM Fort Lauderdale, Fla., appointed program director.

Roger E. Alles, associate producer of The Mike Douglas Show, named executive producer, replacing Forrest L. Fraser, who becomes manager of talent and program development for WBC Cablevision, New York.

John F. Fitzpatrick, production manager for WBKB-TV Chicago, named scenic services supervisor for ABC-TV, Hollywood.

Charles Keller, with WFIU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia, appointed director of film production.

Mike Roszman, with WBBR Marietta, Ohio, named program and farm director.

Ray George, southern and western sales manager for Allied Artists Television Corp., Dallas, appointed western sales manager for Embassy Pictures Corp. Television, Los Angeles. Charles Britt, southeastern sales manager for Embassy in Atlanta, appointed eastern sales manager.

William H. Spiegel, producer-director at WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, appointed production manager.

Bill Lappas, with WGBS-FM Miami, named operations manager.

George Hale, with WBBA-FM Bangor, Me., named director of operations.

Ann Norton joins Fred A. Niles Communications Centers, Chicago, as executive staff assistant.

Leon Prochnik, with MPO Videotronics Inc., New York, joins staff of Video Pictures Inc., that city.

Jim Van Way, with KMRE-AM Houston-Galveston, named producer-writer.

Charles Musumeci, former president
of American Federation of Musicians, AFL-CIO, Philadelphia, appointed presidential assistant in Musicians' international headquarters, New York. He succeeds Charles Bufalino, who has retired.

Rafer Johnson, gold medal winner in decathlon competition in 1960 Olympic Games, joins KBCE(TV) Los Angeles, as sports reporter.

NEWS


Bruce Neal, KKOL Fort Worth, elected president of Texas Associated Press Broadcasters Association.


Don Andon, KFAR-AM-TW Fairbanks, elected chairman of Alaska AP Members’ Association.

Martin Weldon, producer in CBS News special events unit, New York, named director of news and public affairs for WCBS-AM-FM, that city. Chet Curtis, with WTOP-TV Washington, joins news staff of WCBS-AM-FM.

Jack London, news manager-assistant news director for KABC-TV Los Angeles, named director of news for KABC.

Vicki Willman, administrative assistant to president at Maryville College of Sacred Heart, St. Louis, appointed public affairs director for WWK, that city.

Bob Farrington, producer for WPTF-AM-FM Raleigh, N. C., appointed news director, replacing Paul Judson, who resigns to become assistant to director of North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development.

John Whitmore, former director of news for Mutual Broadcasting System, New York, named director of news, sports and special events for WVL-AF-FM Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Raymond H. McPhee, producer at WPIL-TV Philadelphia, named director of public affairs.

Jim Barry, with WWAY(TV) Wilmington, N. C., joins WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., as news editor.

Stuart Brown, with KYW Philadelphia, appointed city hall editor.

Bernard Shaw, formerly with WFLD (TV) Chicago, joins news staff of WIND replacing Edmund Dorsey, who has been named Saigon correspondent for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Robert Heide, formerly with ABC, New York, and WVSC Glens Falls, N. Y., joins WAST(TV) Albany, N. Y., as editor.

Glenn Richards, news editor for WLVY-AM-FM Grand Rapids, Mich., joins WWHO Fort Wayne, Ind., as news editor.

George Caldwell, with WSM-AM-TW Nashville, joins KYW-TV Philadelphia, as newscaster.

Ray Smithers, formerly with WNWC(FM) Arlington Heights, Ill., joins news department of WFME(FM) Chicago.

Charles E. Davis III joins news staff of WWAY-AM-TV Portsmouth-Norfolk-Newport News, Va.

FANFARE

Bernard Landou, director of motion picture and television department of Barkin, Herman and Associates, Milwaukee, joins Sterling Movies U.S.A., New York, as director of promotion.

Terry Garity Bibb, with WTG(TV) Washington, appointed director of publicity.

Mike Byrne, promotion manager at WTMV-Omaha, named director of promotion and merchandising for WTMV-AM-FM.

Donald M. Callen, newsman with WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw, Mich., appointed promotion and merchandising manager for WNEM-FM-TV.

Julian J. Ciotta, with WERA Plainfield, N. J., appointed promotion manager.


EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

John D. Haskett, with WCPO-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, appointed chief engineer of WSGO-TV Newport, Ky.-Cincinnati, scheduled to go on air in September.

Jim Durham, formerly with WOAR-AM-FM Cleveland, and WMPO Middleport-Pomeroey, Ohio, named chief engineer of WBRJ Marietta, Ohio.

R. Harris Hesketh, manager of district sales for sales and distribution division of Philco Corp., Philadelphia, named general sales manager.

William S. Van Slyck, assistant director of government and special products division of Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, named assistant chief engineer.

John S. Chamberlin, marketing manager of radio receiver department of General Electric Co., Utica, N. Y., named manager of tape recorder business section. Charles W. Kepler, sales manager of radio receiver department, succeeds Mr. Chamberlin.

ALLIED FIELDS

Andrew T. Faller, account executive with A. C. Nielsen Co., New York, elected VP.

Louis Hausman, former NBC vice president and director of Television Information Office, New York, today (July 18) becomes assistant to U. S. commissioner of education, Harold Howe II. Mr. Hausman will be assigned to special projects in the commissioner’s office and will act in liaison with industrial, educational and communications interests. Mr. Hausman was with NBC from 1962 to 1965, with TIO for two years before that and was in various executive assignments at CBS from 1940 to 1959.

Henry A. Solomon, FCC attorney since 1963, joins Haley, Bader & Potts, Washington communications law firm. Mr. Solomon, native New Yorker and graduate of University of Michigan from which he received his law degree, was general attorney handling microwave matters at FCC’s common carrier bureau until early this year when he was assigned to commission’s Broadcast Bureau handling CATV matters.

Edward B. Reddy, supervisor, special prosecutions unit, Federal Bureau of Investigation, joins Midlen & Harrison, Washington communications law firm. Mr. Reddy, native of Baltimore and graduate of University of Maryland Law School, joined FBI as special agent in 1933.

INTERNATIONAL

William Guild, president and general manager of CJTV Victoria, B. C., retires after 14 years at CJTV and 35 years in broadcasting. Ken Goddard, assistant manager and sales manager of CJCA Edmonton, Alberta, succeeds Mr. Guild.
DEATHS

William Nolan, 48, chief engineer of WLS Chicago, died July 6 in Chicago. He joined WLS staff in 1948 and became chief engineer in 1962. He is survived by his wife, Betty, and eight children.

Ray T. Miller Sr., 73, president of Cleveland Broadcasting Inc., owner of WERE-AM-FM Cleveland, WLAC-AM-FM Sandusky, and KFAC-AM-FM Los Angeles, died June 13 of heart attack at his home in Shaker Heights, Ohio. Surviving are his wife, Ruth, four sons and two daughters.

John W. Pacey, director of corporate communications for Philip Morris Inc., died July 12 at French hospital, New York, after long illness. Mr. Pacey was once director of public affairs programming and public relations for ABC.

John J. Szlenker, 50, deputy chief of Polish service of Voice of America, died July 7 at his home in Arlington, Va.

Worth Bingham, 34, son of Barry Bingham, president of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., and publisher of Louisville Courier-Journal and Times, died July 12 in an auto accident on Nantucket Island, Mass. Surviving is his wife, Joan, and two children.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by BROADCASTING, July 7 through 13, and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.


New TV stations

**Norwich, Conn.—Connecticut Educational Television Corp. Granted CP for new UHF on channel 53, (704-710 mc); ERP 315 kw vis., 62.1 kw aur. Ant. height above average terrain 681 ft., above ground 481 ft. P.O. address: c/o Ben A. Hudelson, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. Estimated cost of construction, first-year operating cost and revenue per kilowatt for the first 12 months: $64,000; $15,000; 46 cents.


Mr. Pacey was once director of public affairs programming and public relations for ABC.

John J. Szlenker, 50, deputy chief of Polish service of Voice of America, died July 7 at his home in Arlington, Va.

Worth Bingham, 34, son of Barry Bingham, president of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., and publisher of Louisville Courier-Journal and Times, died July 12 in an auto accident on Nantucket Island, Mass. Surviving is his wife, Joan, and two children.

*Windsor, Vt.—University of Vermont and State Agricultural College. Granted CP for new WOHE on channel 41 (632-638 mc); ERP 646 kw vis., 58.8 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 1,220 ft., above ground 1,220 ft. Estimated construction cost $400,000; first-year operating cost $300,000; revenue $300,000. Studio and trans. both to be located in Portland. Geographic coordinates 42° 58' 57" north lat., 122° 41' 47" west long. Type trans. RCA TTU-30A; type ant. RCA TFU-40A. Legal counsel Reich & Schneider, consulting engineer Kear & Schneider, consulting engineer. Mr. Beneke owns 99.9%, Katharine Brace 7.8% and Donna Brace Ogilvie 7.7%. Brace & World is printer of text books and various other publications and is applicant for new WOHE in Phoenix. June 30.

Barron, S. D.—KSOO-TV Inc. VHF channel 12 (540.5-546 mc); ERP 2,000 kw vis., 717 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 1,275 ft., above ground 1,175 ft.; address: c/o Morton H. Henkin, 8th St. and Phillips Ave., Sioux Falls, S. Dak. Estimated construction cost $225,471; first-year operating cost $55,000; revenue $125,000. Studio to be located on same lot as station; to be located in room 210; geographic coordinates 43° 51' 39" north lat., 98° 05' 46" west long. Type trans. RCA TFU-30C, type ant. RCA TR-18A1-F. KSOO is licensee to KSOO-AM-TV Sioux Falls. Action July 12.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Ohio-Ohioa Broadcasting Co. UHF channel 14 (470-476 mc); ERP 1,000 kw vis., 100 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 823 ft., above ground 823 ft.; address: c/o J. C. Beneke, 2500 Madison Ave., Wheeling. Estimated construction cost $475,000; first-year operating cost $400,000. Studio location to be determined; trans. to be located in Wheeling. Geographic coordinates 40° 0' 57" north lat., 81° 41' 45" west long. Type trans. RCA TTU-30A; type ant. RCA TFU-40. Legal counsel Reich & Schneider, consulting engineer Kur & Schneider, consulting engineer. Mr. Beneke owns 99.9%, Katharine Brace 7.8% and Donna Brace Ogilvie 7.7%. Brace & World has no other broadcast interests. Action July 11.

Portland, Ore.—Gilmore Steel Corp. UHF channel 24 (530-536 mc); ERP 485 kw vis., 55 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 999 ft., above ground 265 ft.; address: c/o N. J. Gilmore, 840 Brannan St., San Francisco 94103. Estimated construction cost $400,000; first-year operating cost $350,000; revenue $300,000. Studio and trans. both to be located in Portland. Geographic coordinates 45° 29' 43" north lat., 122° 47' 57" west long. Type trans. RCA TTU-30A; type ant. RCA TFU-40A. Legal counsel Marmet and Schneider, consulting engineer Kearn & Kekner, consulting engineer. Mr. Beneke owns 100%, John J. Gilmore 20% and Andrew Spencer 10%. Mr. Beneke is president, Gilmore Steel has no other broadcast interests. Action July 12.

APPLICATIONS

Portland, Ore.—Harcourt Brace & World UHF channel 24 (530-536 mc); ERP 816 kw vis., 123 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 1,005 ft., above ground 801 ft.; address: c/o Margaret Mary McQuillan, 707 Third Ave., New York 16. Estimated construction cost $716,800; first-year operating cost $576,000. Studio and trans. both to be located in Portland. Geographic coordinates 45° 20' 21" north lat., 122° 47' 54" west long. Type trans. RCA TTU-30A; type ant. RCA TFU-40A. Legal counsel Reich & Schneider, consulting engineer Jules Cohen & Associates; both Washington, Harcourt Brace & World is owned by 1,937 shareholders of which Hastings Harcourt owns 9.9%, Katharine Brace 7.8% and Donna Brace Ogilvie 7.7%. Harcourt Brace & World is printer of text books and various other publications and is applicant for new WOHE in Phoenix. June 30.

New call letters assigned

*Lexington, Tenn.—Tennessee State College of Education. Assigned WLTV-TV.

Norfolk, Va.—Dea TV Corp. Assigned WNTV.

Louisville, Ky.—Consolidated Broadcasting Co. Assigned WLOM.

Charlotte, N. C.—Charlotte Television Corp. Assigned WCTV-TV.

New AM stations

APPLICATIONS

Leno—George A. Carr and Thompson Magowan 1550 kc, 10 kw DA-D, D. P.O. address: 900 Eden Court, Reno 89502. Estimated construction cost $32,000; first-year operating cost $4,200; revenue $8,000. Mr. Miller is operator. General public is applicant for general business, and is also 50% owner of trading stamp company. Mr. Garner is operator. Neither have other present broadcast interests. Action June 11.

Trenton, N. J.—Raycom Laboratories Inc. 1590 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address: 1617 Los Almos St., McLean, Va. Estimated construction cost $19,900; first-year operating cost $4,100; revenue $5,000. Mr. Roper is operator. He has no other broadcast interests. Action July 11.

Trenton, N. J.—The Philadelphia Inquirer Inc. 1530 kc, 1 D. P.O. address: 890 W. King St., Lancaster, Pa. Estimated construction cost $20,000; first-year operating cost $33,000; revenue $5,000. Principals: At. R. K. Greiner (31%), Glenn Winter (39%) and William F. Bertron (18%). Mr. Winter is operator. Mr. Bertron is general manager and has no other broadcast interests. Action July 11.

Berlin, Wisc.—Beacon Radio Inc. 1690 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address: c/o Mrs. Jeanne P. Donald, 107 E. Green Bay St., Shavano, Wisc. 53126. Estimated construction cost $30,000; first-year operating cost $42,000; revenue $12,000. Principals: Jeanne P. Donald, Sherwood Lorenz and Raymond G. Gruetzmacher (each 53%). Mrs. Donald is 100% owner of Beacon (Wisc.) Broadcasting. Mrs. Donald is also 100% owner of licensee of WACH-AM-FM Shawano, Wisc. and Goodnight Broadcasting of Iowa. Messers. Lorenz and Gruetzmacher are members of KORU Independents. Action July 7.

Existing AM stations

APPLICATIONS

KIVM Show Low, Ariz.—CFC to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw; install new trans. Action July 7.

KWWX Cathedral City, Calif.—CP to increase daytime power from 250 kw to 1 kw; installation of new tower and changes in ant. system. Action July 11.

KASK Oxnard, Calif.—CP to increase daytime power from 1 kw to 10 kw; change from DA-1 to DA-2. Action July 7.

WRBD Pompano Beach, Fla.—CP to change hours of operation of N to U using power of 5 kw; change from DA-D to DA-S. Action July 11.

KSLX West Park, Ill.—CP to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw; change station location from Loves Park, Ill. to install new trans. Action July 11.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Consulting Engineers
2411 - 2419 M St., N.W.
Washington 37, D. C. 20006

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

COMMERICAL RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lorentz, Chief Engr.
PRUDENTIAL BLDG.
DI 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
42 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering
1710 H St., N. W., 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KLEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W., Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
901 20th St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Federal 3-1116
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4686
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications—Field Engineering
P.O. Box 4318
342-6281
Charleston, West Virginia

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan 49036
Phone: 517-278-6733

JAMES F. LAWRENCE, JR.
FM and TV Engineering Consultant
Applications and Construction
Precision Frequency Measurements
TELETRONIX ENGR. CO.
308 Monterey Rd., S. Pasadena, Calif.
Phone 213-682-2792

AMPI-VISION CORP.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
CATV, MATV, RADIO & TV
2000 Stoner Avenue
Los Angeles 25, California
213/478-7781

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS-CONTRACTORS
120 East 56th St.
New York, N. Y. 10022
(212) 762-4922

AMPI-VISION CORP.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
CATV, MATV, RADIO & TV
2000 Stoner Avenue
Los Angeles 25, California
213/478-7781

JOHN H. MULLANEY
and ASSOCIATES
A Division of Multronics, Inc.
Multronics Building
5712 Frederick Ave., Rockville, Md.
(a suburb of Washington)
Phone: 301-427-4666
Member AFCCE

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone 2Rowbridge 6-2810

GUY C. HUTCHESON
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Box 602, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208
Member AFCCE

 GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
Sterling 3-0811
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET & KOWALSKI
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6666
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
9208 Wyoming Pl.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

RAYMOND E. ROHRER & ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
436 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 347-9061
Member AFCCE

TERRELL W. KIRKSEY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
525 E. Park Valley Drive
Hopkins, Minnesota 55343
Phone (Area Code 612) 935-7131

OSCAR LEON CUELLAR
CONSULTING ENGINEER
2844 East Edison
Phone (Area Code 602) 326-7805
TUCSON, ARIZONA
Member AFCCE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 100,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for, am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.
Lor's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City 4-3777

Service Directory

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 20005
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Fort Morgan, Colo. — Morgan County Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new FM on 91.3 Mc; channel 270; 100 kw; Ant. height above average terrain 135 ft. P.O. address: Station MCB, Box 430, Fort Morgan, CO 80701. Estimated construction cost $18,300; first-year operating cost $6,210; revenue $18,000. Principal: Stanton A. Dixon (100%). Mr. Dixon is manager of KFTM Ft. Morgan.


Winfield, La. — Winn Broadcasting Co. Granted CP for new FM on 92.1 Mc, channel 221, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 250 ft. P.O. address: Box 106, Winnfield, LA 71483. Estimated construction cost $10,000; first-year operating cost $5,000; revenue $11,000. Principals: John W. Walker (50%), Freeman Shuffett (50%). John W. Walker is president. Action July 13.


Bedford, Pa. — Fort Bedford Enterprises Inc. Granted CP for new FM on 100.9 Mc, channel 332, 3 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 506 ft. P.O. address: c/o William A. Jordan, Box 427, Bedford 15522. Estimated cost of construction $27,392; first-year operating cost $25,900; revenue $24,992. Principals: William A. Jordan (17.6%), George Gayman (8.3%), Harold S. Hill (8.3%), Charles Brown (6.7%) and others. Mr. Jordan is employed by Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; Mr. Gayman is employed by Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; Mr. Hill is employed by register company. Mr. Brown is employed by Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Action July 12.

Portage, Wis.—Comstock Publishing Co. Granted CP for new FM on 100.1 Mc, channel 328, 3 kw; Ant. height above average terrain 140 ft. P.O. address: Box 231, Portage, Wisconsin 53956. Estimated construction cost $10,000; first-year operating cost $12,000; revenue $12,000. Principals: William T. Comstock (32.8%), Mary-Leone Comstock (16.2%), Ross Bennett (3.2%). Comstock Publishing is licensee of WQX Comstock. Action July 7.

APPLICATIONS

Bisbee, Ariz.—Bisbee Broadcasters Inc. 92.1 Mc, channel 221, 0.07 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 320 ft. P.O. address: Box 220, Bisbee, AZ 85601. Estimated construction cost $7,612; first-year operating cost $4,600; revenue $5,600. Principals: Arle Woolley (50%), John Hogg and Jack Williams (each 25%). Mr. Hogg is president. Bisbee Broadcasters is licensee of KSNV Bisbee. Messrs. Hogg and Williams are each 25% owners of KOY Phoenix, and 20% owners of KOYV Yuma. Action before, July 7. Consideration $125,600 plus stock considerations. Action July 7.


KRCG—Jefferson City and KMOS-TV Sedalia, both Missouri—Granted assignment of last of WICH-FM Jefferson City, Mo., from Capital Broadcasting Co. to Mid-America Television Co. (see above).

WORG—Orangeburg, S.C.—Granted extension of control of licensee corporation, Radio SYND INC., from Leon S. Walton (51% before, none after) to H. E. Crapps (50% before, none after) and R. E. Pauli (after). Mr. Crapps is full owner of WAKL-AM FM Batesburg, S. C. Consideration $10,000. Action July 8.

WNOO—Chattanooga—Granted transfer of control of licensee corporation, Radio WYND Inc., from John T. Rutledge (52% before, none after) and Fred J. Webb (48% before, none after) and Gene Stuart (5% before, none after) to River City Inc., owned by William F. Nave (58.8%), Leonard K. Nave (7.6%) and others none over 2.5%.


KYO/FT (FM) San Francisco—Seeks transfer of control of licensee corporation, Church Hill Broadcasting Corp., from Clinton D. Richardson, Cincinnati, OH 45206, for consideration $40,000. Action July 6.

WBT—Bartonsville, Ky.—Seeks assignment of license from Santa Rosa Broadcasting Co. to West Florida Broadcasting Co., owned by Curtis D. Wells, 1501 N. Third St., Tallahassee, Fla. Mr. Wells owns controlling interest in marina. Albert Golden is president and Harry Teague is vice-president of Santa Rosa Bank, Milton. They have no broadcast interests. Consideration $30,443. Action July 1.

WBKT—Bardstown, Ky.—Seeks assignment of license from Lawrence W. Adams to Nelson Brown, Inc. Granted license from Ronald E. Feely (40%), Donald J. Wickizer, Charles Scott Cederholm and Thomas Lee Martin, all of Bardstown. Mr. Cederholm is program director for WSVL, Shepherdsville, Ky., Mr. Wickizer is Director for WTVF TV Marion, Ind. Mr. Wickizer is seeking transfer of printing company, "Champion" $18,000 plus 50% noncompete agreement. Action July 9.

WBR—Miami, Fl.—Seeks assignment of license from The Noble Broadcasting Corp. to Dynamic Broadcasting Co., owned by Leon L. Wack (40%), Bernard M. Friedman (25% each). Mr. Rich

(AContinued on page 89)
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Radio

Help Wanted—Management

We believe that somewhere there is a man who... loves the invigorating climate of the “High Country”... Has the proven sales record and executive ability to qualify as station manager within six months... would like to sell for a top station with prestige, Pulse rated number one... presently successful with tremendous potential for increased billing, built on community service and news. Owner expands with a man in what is fast becoming a Rocky Mountain chain. If you love to sell and believe in your management ability please furnish full details immediately to: Box G-181, BROADCASTING.

Secretary, woman 25 to 50 for interesting, challenging New York office, national broadcasting association. Must be capable of multi-tasking and able to handle all executive duties. Light bookkeeping included. Possibly some travel. Starting salary $120. Send complete resume and photo. Box G-214, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for general manager, WELV Ellenville, New York. Write or call Mr. S. Lubin, (914) 292-5333.

Sales

Detroit—Solid salesmen—proven track record... management capability—multiple group—good starting salary—plus. Box P-28, BROADCASTING.

Country and western sales staff... Large Gulf Coast market station going country. Needs experienced sales manager and salesmen. Send experience, background, photo and salary requirements to Box G-5, BROADCASTING.

The draft has just hit us. Medium market professional hit-tune operation needs hustling young salesman who can do top 40, news and/or music. Excellent base, insurance, etc. Within 100 miles of New York. Box G-157, BROADCASTING.

If you are an outstanding salesman; young, looking for a management position, willing to do the job, send your complete track record to: Box G-171, BROADCASTING.

If you have perspiration, inspiration, enthusiasm, we have an opportunity. KFRO, Longview, Texas.

Salesmen for top-rated and respected station who loves selling, good base and active accounts. KOOK Radio is in “God’s Country.” Send complete resume to manager, Box 2257, Billings, Montana.

Sales manager for only station in 75,000 market. Sole competition is a twice-a-week newspaper. Fabulous opportunity for man who knows TV, sells them himself or direct others. Contact Chuck Norman, WGNU Granite City, Illinois. (No collect calls.)

For the radio salesman that wants a good deal. No cut rates, no trade deals, good future in expanding company. S. M. McKay, Jr., WKRM, Box 71, Columbus, Tennessee.

Announcers

Announcer for all-night shift, top 40 format. No phone ticket preferable but essential. Metropolitan market, opportunity to move to market and tape and resume. Box G-36, BROADCASTING.

Announcers—(cont’d)

Telephone talk personality for aggressive California station, to follow syndicated Joe Pyne show. Send disc and jockey background helpful. Third endorsed. Air date July first. Box G-45, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—alert, top 40 show, also able to handle some easy listening and news. Lead-time, single station market in Ohio. Good pay and benefits. Include tape, resume and salary requirements in first letter, and send full resume to Box G-135, BROADCASTING.

Major market radio-TV station seeking highest quality personality. Good five figure salary. Top professional on air. Send tape, resume to Box G-135, BROADCASTING.

Ohio medium market needs wake-up artist with real winner in beautiful future. Box G-153, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: middle of the road announcer with third phone. Play-play football and basketball experience desired. Postball experience essential. Send full resume and show offers, application letter to Box G-155, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—Announcer with 1 year experience. Also a qualified program director for day-time, single station market in Ohio. Good pay and benefits. Include tape, resume and salary requirements in first letter, and send full resume to Box G-156, BROADCASTING.

Morning man. Much freedom in music choice. Brinks county, Indiana, Ohio, Michigan area. Do not send tape until contacted. Box G-172, BROADCASTING.

Northern Ohio station expanding news department. Wants man to bring ideas and drive to break into news. Send full particulars to Box G-175, BROADCASTING.

Growing station about ready to move into ultra-modern downtown studio. Needs swinging jock to run tight board. Box G-177, 1000 watt affiliate in metro area. Excellent salary. Immediate opening. Contact Box G-180, BROADCASTING.

Music man for middle of road southern New England station. Medium market, independent. Box G-186, BROADCASTING.

Tired of the rat race? Would you enjoy working with a top station with a view of the snowcapped Rockies? We offer a comfortable salary in a town of 50,000 to professional contemporary DJ and production man. Box G-182, BROADCASTING.

Two top flight announcers needed—strong on production—no top forty. Box G-185, BROADCASTING.

Exciting opportunity for experienced pop music personality in beautiful Virginia city. Box G-221, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer. Good reader. Midday road format. Excellent salary. Box G-183, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced music announcer. Send complete resume and tape to: Bob Brewer, KTAT, Frederic, Oklahoma.

Good opportunity for announcer who is looking for advancement and is open to travel. Also possibility to work in sales. Fine small market radio. KLEX, 816-229-3323, Lexington, Missouri.

A good modern country deejay is hard to find. KLLL Lubbock, Texas is searching the southwest. Must be under 30, good voice, top notch production man, good newscaster. Salary open. Near ideal working conditions. Same format and management 8 years. Send tape, resume, picture, salary requirements to: Vic Corbin. No cold call phone calls please.

Announcer for middle of road station with bright sound. Immediate opportunity for an ambitious, stable minded group operation. Salary based on experience and ability. We have a permanent opening for a talented individual. Write: KMKS, P. O. Box 177, Sioux City, Iowa 51102 or Call Ted Lauria, at 712-288-6658.

Three “top 40” DJ’s wanted. Large, powerful northern Louisiana station with FM/TV affiliates. Good salary, good benefits, good equipment. Extra money for play-by-play sports. No drfters please! Air mail resumes and tapes to: Jerry Grant, KQOE Radio, Monroe, La. Ph. 318-322-8155.

KPUB, Needs an experienced 1st phone announcer immediately. Send tape to: Harvey Smith, KPUB, Pueblo, P. O. Box 831, phone 303-545-5971.

Mature first phone top 40 jock that can swing without screens or floaters. Must be draft exempt. If you have personnel problems, forget it. Number one station between Seattle and Vancouver, B. C. Five thousand watts and growing. Contact Bob O’Neill, P. D., KPUG Bellingham, Washington.

Excellent opportunity for first phone MOR announcer with ambition to advance with progressive small market station—News, programming and production. Good working conditions and good salary. Send audition tape, photo and complete resume to Bob Brewer, KJAT, Frederick, Oklahoma.

Announcer-newsman needed by an outstanding small market radio station. Vacancy caused by draft. If you are dependable, trustworthy and not a floater, you may be surprised at the opportunity awaiting you. KUAK, 549 Main, Torrington, Conn. Telephone C. E. Breazeal, 815 ELWOOD 2-2281 for details.

Announcers, Female Jocks—are you talented? Do you know music? Do you have a bright, sincere, different approach? Do you want to live and work in Southern California? Send tape and one line to: Larry Grannis, KW21, 5161 West 5th Street, Santa Ana, California 92701.

Need top Gospel personality. Send tape, resume and photos. Write to: Lee Wilson, WOBM, 777 NW 54th St, Miami, Florida 33137.
Announcers—(cont'd)

WCLL, Corning, N.Y., seeking mature staff announcer. Salary open. No top 40. Send complete details, tape and photo.

1st phone combo, experienced mature sound with Knowledge semi-classical. MOR music for Chicagoland AM station. Send tape, photo and salary to WCLL Crystal Lake, Illinois.


Opening for two announcers. MOR format daytime & 10-11 pm. Better than average pay. Hospital, life insurance. We're hiring now. WKRK, Box 71, Columbus, Tennessee.


Announcer for middle-of-the-road, very active FM network. Sales, promotion, help with production. Average salary commensurate with ability. Send tape, photo and resume to: Regional Manager, Radio Station WMNB North Adams, Mass. 01247.

1st phone announcer, 250 watt daytime, FM. Salary open. Must have experience to learn and advance. Send tape, resume or call Dana Loury, WNNT Warsaw, Virginia, 332-6900.

WROK is searching for talented air men. Send tape, resume and salary requirements to Manager, Radio Station WBIK Mobile, Ala.


Gulf Coast country and western. Needs experienced country music announcer. Send tape, photo and resume to Manager, Radio Network, P.O. Box 5797, Meridian, Mississippi.

Florida major market has opening for good, bright morning man. Send audition tape and resume to Broadcast Enterprises, 512 Dade Federal Bldg., Miami, Florida.

Group-owned FM station expanding its staff. Needs sports director, involving sports shows, play-by-play and outdoor reporting; also combination audio-editing and engineering writer. Both positions offer possibility of TV involvement. Send tape photo to Daryl Sebastian, Fetzer Broadcasting Co., Box 627, Cadillac, Mich. Phone dial 616-715-3178.

Experienced announcer, noon day vacancy. Immediate opening at oldest established middle of the road station. Enjoy year round vacation climate. Send tape, resume to Box 560, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii.

DJ with first phone. Experience not important. Good place to start. In a hurry! Phone 317-363-2600.

Technical—(cont'd)

Vacation engineer needed immediately for work in Los Angeles radio station. Must be available for personal interview. Must have first class FCC license. Write Box F-198, BROADCASTING.

Young first class man who likes to construct equipment, understand work environment with benefits and growth opportunities in engineering. East Box F-245, BROADCASTING.

Transmitter engineer, experienced, for high powered AM-FM, Philadelphia area. No announcing. Box G-91, BROADCASTING.

If bothered by bottles and babies, Don't apply! First for clarity night personality. Central California AM daytime announcer, and ability determines salary. Send complete resume and wants to Box G-156, BROADCASTING.

First class engineer—full time—some announcer. No top 40, non-directional, daytime—Houston. Good FM applications file. Bill Sloan, KFDR Rosenberg, Texas.

Engineer—Announcer... needed immediately... KFHL, Willcox, Arizona.


Kegg, Dangerfield, Texas soon to go on air is now hiring experienced combi/engineer/announcer, emphasis on engineering, directional experience helpful. Need second ticket/announcer, emphasis on announcing. Some sports and sales if desire. New building, new equipment, beautiful booming resort area of Northeast Texas. Contact Charlie Monk, c/o KOCA, Box 989, Kilgore, Texas.

Wanted—competent engineer some announcing. Also need time salesmen, 1,000 watts, non-directional, pioneer station. Excellent fringe benefits. Call or write Mike Carmichael, KTEM Temple, Texas.

Man with first phone for transmitter. Will train beginner. Station WAMD Aberdeen, Md.

1st class combo man. Must be top adult, top 40 airman. Full engineering responsibilities. Send tape, resume, references. Salary, Manager, WEXX, Box 9082, Wyoming, Michigan.

WHWH, 5 kw DA-2. 6 twr array needs a fulltime first ticket engineer starting around Labor Day. Must be a winner watch. No weekends. Chance to learn DA system. Please contact Art Dyer, Engineer, Box 1350, Princeton, N. J. or 609-924-3200.

Chief for maintenance. Permanency with growing AM-FM. Tom Talbot, WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.

WANTED: An experienced chief engineer for 10 kw station with excellent chances for advancement in a fast growing market. Experience必需. WJLB Station WLBB Carrollton, Ga.


Immediate opening for chief engineer at kilowatt, single stick station. Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Generous fringe benefits. Phone 305-784-0721 or write Mr. Ryder or Mr. Nelson at WQWA, Moline, Illinois.

WBFM, Titusville, Florida has permanent job for 2400 watt, daytime, non-directional. Application in for FM.

Engineer—Must have first class radiotelephone license. Contact Dr. G. Radio, Grand Blanc, Michigan. Telephone 894-4146.

Top engineer for 1,000 watt daytime, 250 watt nighttime well established station. Only AM station in the county. Fine public and parochial schools. Two colleges. Twenty two lakes in the area. Services of engineer requires fifteen to twenty hours maintenance only. Balance of time selling, copy or announcing. Must give top notch performance as well as good experience. If you can qualify, salary is open. Please forward to廠er which will to be kept confidential, to James Gerity, J. President, Gerity Broadcasting Company, Adrian, Michigan. Telephone 280-7125.

NEWs

Top-rated midwest regional group seeks modern radio newsman now! News director position with resume today to Box G-8, BROADCASTING.

Dedicated, hard-driving radio news director wanted by one of Nation's top radio stations, Salaries, figures. Send tape, resume to Box G-130, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity—Combination news, production, sales and announcing. Send details, KFRO, Longview, Texas.

NEWS—(Cont'd)

Newsmen wanted. Expanding staff. Send resume and tape to Jim Lawrence, News director, KONO Radio, San Antonio, Texas.

Radio-Journalist—Award winning CBS affiliate in Ivy League University community needs young, industrious radio reporter to cover exciting news gathering crew. Great opportunity for young reporter to start career. Send experience, tape and salary requirements. WHCU Radio, Ithaca, New York 14850.

Immediate opening for newsman-announcer. Has sold nights for past 4 yrs. Must have some daily board trick. Excellent salary, quality facilities. Send tape, photo, resume at once to: General Manager, Radio Station WMNB North Adams, Mass. 01247.


Production—Programming, Others

Program director who understands programming, can do a top air show and teach others. Must be able to think, type, take instructions, work under pressure. Must have Station's sound and image your responsibility. Salary open. Florida. Box G-82, BROADCASTING.

Experienced and persuasive copywriter for network station in beautiful Texas resort area. Must be top salesman. Apply immediately. Box G-138, BROADCASTING.

Morning man and production/operation chief. Solid MOR station expanding into FM. Tom Talbot, WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

I can sell, manage, sell, program, sell, promote, sell, run your station. 6+ years experience, young, draft exempt, college graduate prefers management. Phone or letter and salary on request. Box G-123, BROADCASTING.

Promotion-minded general manager fully qualified in air, sales, engineering now in medium highly competitive market desires change. Can bring key men if needed. Salary plus percentage. Box G-193, BROADCASTING.

Experienced radio station manager, sales, programming, engineering. Managed three stations, successful sales for same owners. Aggressive, honest, reliable and sober according to market. Available immediately. Box G-196, BROADCASTING.

Successful manager tops in ratings, sales, promotion, 10 years manager/sales manager small and medium markets. Excellent reference. Will progress in market on your own. Phone 602-432-4553. Box G-200, BROADCASTING.

Experienced pd, news director, seeks advancement. Married, college grad., Don Miles, New Milford, Connecticut 06846-8695.

Sales

Young, ambitious with experience in broadcasting sales. Adequately financed. Looking for position in the market size of 22,000 to 30,000. Box G-49, BROADCASTING.

Salesman, radio 9 years. Passionate work, prefer agricultural, good music, single station market. Minimum $8,500. Anywhere. Box G-190, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—Announcers

Top salary gets top-notch radio-TV announcer with first phone. Box G-96, BROADCASTING.

Negro announcer-dj. Smooth delivery, Pop and Jazz preferred. Box G-98, BROADCASTING.

Experienced sportscaster, strong on sales, production and announcing. Relocate. Box G-105, BROADCASTING.
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**Announcers—(Cont’d)**

Mature, relaxed style for MOR. Young but good. Three years in southwest. Box G-208, BROADCASTING.

First phone student, announcer, full, part-time—P.O. Box 286, New York City 10036.


Talent machine—Used 10 years in top markets as program, production, music director. Experienced with college, family, first phone. Contemporary, country, middle road personal style. Shows ownership plus. Melton, 5610 Lewis, Dallas, Texas. TA 4-8752.

Dynamic talk personality. Controversial, versatile, distinctive style & voice. New star on the horizon. 15 years experience. Pete Franklin, 3707 Charlotte St., Bakersfield, Calif. 933-3746.

23 year old family man with 3rd phone and experience looking for fulltime announcing job. Tape and resume on request. (Replies, deliver with your proposal and requirements.) Write Rick Watkins, 1289 Pleasant, St. Paul, Minnesota 55102 or call 612-222-6198 after 7 P.M. (CDT).


**Technical**

Transmitter engineer desires permanent position under chief engineer. Experienced and dependable. Available immediately, Box G-91, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—announcer—AM-FM-directional experience. Box G-170, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer seeks permanent position in small market. AM/FM strong on maintenance, directional. Construction. Box G-191, BROADCASTING.

D. C. area. Chief engineer, $8,000, seeks better conditions. Box G-208, BROADCASTING.

**NEWS**

Professional voice, strong on news, write, produce, deliver with authority. Pleasing d J personality. Desires large midwest market. Box G-142, BROADCASTING.

If you want a permanent newan or announcer, and can pay for four years of experience, a good voice, and a still unappetted potential, write to me c/o Box G-163, BROADCASTING.

Girl reporter-newscaster. Radio or TV. Top market personality. Performance proof. Box G-187, BROADCASTING.

News director in small market seeks position in radio-TV news operation in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas. Gather, writes, signs with authority. Present station 5 years. Box G-178, BROADCASTING.


**TELEVISION**

Help Wanted—Management

Business manager/accountant needed immediately by TV station in major eastern market. Top salary to individual with experience. Must blend well, be able to handle entire dept. Accounting experience necessary. Box G-151, BROADCASTING.

**Sales**

Management position soon to be available at television station in Washington, D. C. Television. Need go-getter who knows the Washington market and can turn up business, as well as fine service. All replies to Box F-300, BROADCASTING will be given strictest confidence.

**Help Wanted—Technical**

Studio and transmitter supervisor for URF fast-growing ETV station in the northeast. Starting salary $7500. Write Box F-207, BROADCASTING.

Grow with South Florida VHF. Opening for studio maintenance. VTR experience essential. Salary commensurate with experience. Box F-283, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer of large eastern television station. Staff of 75 engineers and technicians. Salary and fringe benefits competitive. Experience in all phases of TV engineering, operation and management. Good working conditions. Send resume, Box G-53, BROADCASTING.

Technicians. Permanent openings for qualified technicians in Midwest operation. High union wages. Apply now for September vacancies. Send resume to Box G-92, BROADCASTING.

Engineer of good character, best technical qualifications for south Texas station. Box G-118, BROADCASTING.

Well-qualified engineer trains with first phoneman in Texas VHF. Box G-120, BROADCASTING.

Maintenance chief for Texas station, superior technical qualifications. Box G-115, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for qualified, reliable assistant chief engineer, southwest VHF. Box G-132, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer with administrative and technical talent wanted to direct a well-known radio station in top 100 markets eastern half of U.S. Must have letter of references and salary range to Box G-184, BROADCASTING.

Television technician: Permanent position available man. Interests include camera, pleasant surroundings. Excellent retirement plan and fringe insurance. Box G-209, BROADCASTING.

Engineer, first phone required. Need TV transmitter and radio engineers for expanding AM-TV station group. Salaries commensurate with experience and ability. Good future for young men. Send full resume and particulars to: Edward S. Mateo, BSCM-AM-TV, Drawer K, Monahans, Texas.

Need at once: Experienced supervisory level technician to oversee installation of live color equipment and overall maintenance of TV station. In addition to color stock knows VTR; good references required. Contact E. B. Lindsey, CE WAIL-TV, 1611 W. Peachtree St. Ne., Atlanta, Georgia 30309.

Immediate openings, experienced engineer: transmitter, VTR, remotes, micro-wave. Excellent working conditions, pay commensurate with past experiences. Fringe benefits. Send resumes in care of Charles Peterson, Chief Engineer, WTVJ, Jackson, Mississippi—area code 601-325-2111.

Opportunity for alert newsmen who can gather, write, and edit nightly news casts. Send resume, picture and tape, if available. Box G-219, BROADCASTING.

NEWSMAN with good on-camera delivery, Texas VHF, Box G-116, BROADCASTING.

Anchor man for TV news. Eastern group command experience. Newsman who can gather, write and edit nightly newscasts. Send resume, picture and tape, if available. Box G-213, BROADCASTING.

Group-owned station expanding its award-winning news operation, seeks personal for its news bureau in Southern California. All involve air work. Excellent working conditions and fringe benefits. Send resume, tape, photo to Daryl Sebastian, Fisher Television, Box E-720, Cadillac, Mich. 49691, or dial 613-775-5478.

Production—Programmers

Creative commercial continuity writer for Texas station. Box G-107, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: By major television film syndication company. Film editor. Background must include all phases of camera and editing techniques. Must have at least one year on-set experience. Send resume and photos to G-21, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Immediately by major television syndicator, film writer/producer to fill challenging position requiring professional film background. Varied film assignments needed, therefore, send resume and samples for first reply. Box G-206, BROADCASTING.

Tired of the same old drag? Want to produce-direct a variety of program formats with emphasis on remote. Our station is moving up fast. Write Box G-252, BROADCASTING.

Producer-director—Experienced in 7TV/ETV production. Director programs (tape film) and in out of studio. Send resume of training & experience by July 27, 1966 to Clark Country School District, Classified Personnel Department, 2832 E. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Nevada.


TELEVISION—Situated Wanted

Management

TV Sales management—Africa, British—7 years experience radio and TV sales/promotion management in West Africa seeks senior position with forward looking U. S. company. Top references, interviews anywhere. Grant, Box 1400, Monrovia, Liberia.

Announcers

Top salary gets top-notch radio-TV announcer with 1st box. Box G-97, BROADCASTING.

Spokeswoman wants woman's show, interviews, correspondence. Box G-103, BROADCASTING.

Seven years in radio. Looking to television for a change. Pigeon Hole, Ladies show. Box G-204, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Engineer (20), with live color experience (off-air stations) desires chief position. Box G-189, BROADCASTING.

Technical—(Cont'd)

Looking for a qualified chief engineer for your TV station? Drop me a line, we might both be happy. Box G-218, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

Package deal—a sport/summer-sun, reporter, photographer, 25-year-old family man ready for regular air-job. Three years newspaper experience, now going on third year with major TV station. Currently top reporter. Writer. Cloth and on-the-scene inserts, desk man, shoot silent and sound. Film editor, lab work. Top awards and references. Salary secondary if you're a newly-minded station looking for a man to assume responsibility, plus a reporter and 17-year newsman. Box G-188, BROADCASTING.

Newswoman or news director. Now in top 5 market, seeking return to TV and challenge. Two journalism degrees. 23. Absolutely reliable and responsible. Box G-217, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programmers, Others

Producer-director—with five years experience in major market waiting to relocate. Strong in creative areas. Box G-186, BROADCASTING.

TV art director, 32, and idea man. Set design, 12 years. Box G-183, BROADCASTING.

Young (early thirties) radio-TV promotion director desires to move up. Three years TV experience, eight years retail advertising, account executive, creative ideas in promotion, sales presentations, merchandising, etc., plus college experience. Box G-187, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY

Equipment

We need used 255, 500, 1 kw & 10 kw AM transmitters. Also 2-1 kw E-131, BROADCASTING.

Wanted TV 5 kw equipment, channel 4, price, trademark. Homero Rios D., P. O. Box 1324, Mexico City, Mexico.

Broadcast Engineering Services—AM-FM-TV: everything from mike to tower to complete station. 10532 Stanford Avenue, Garden Grove, Calif., 92640. Phone: (714) 537-9562.

Ancient asthmatic ten kilowatt transmitter (FM) needed. Interested in reasons for sale. Also full-track 7-5,15, mono Ampex series 300 & 500 recorders will trade. Under $100,000. Call or write for contact unit needed as well. Box G-181, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE

Equipment

Television radio transmitters, monitors, tubes, microwave, cameras, audio, Electro-Flo 440 Columbia Ave., N.Y.C.

Co-axial cable—Helix, Stroynoff, Spirlone, etc. Also rigid and RG types in stock. New & used. Box G-183, Broadcast Engineering Elec- tronic Co., Willow and 24th Streets, Oakland, Calif. Phone 415-532-5527.

RCA 55 kw BTA-94G now in service will be available in approximately six months due to change in sites. If interested at $22,500 complete, write Box F-142, BROADCASTING.

Let us serve you used equipment needs through Broadcast Equipment & Supply Co., Box 3141, Hollywood, Calif.

Broadcast Engineering Services—your "one-stop" shopping center for new and used AM-FM equipment. Box G-183 Stanford Avenue, Redwood Grove, 92640. Phone: (714) 537-9562.

Helix Coaxial cable, HJS-50 type, new 59 ft. for E.E.E., P. O. Box 2058, Las Mesa, Calif.

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont'd)


For sale: RCA 5 kw AM transmitter type 529, 20 kw FOB. Contact G. Fortune, Radio Park, Farmington, Conn.

Gales ST-101 spot recorder, good condition, new tape—$250.00. Box G-141, BROADCASTING.


For sale: 50 assembled 6 inch speakers and wall baffles in working condition. Each assembly: first $45.00 gets 'em. Also 16 Browning SCA receivers models BR3, BR 100 and BR3C-97 working $15.00 each. 2 Harkins Hirschfeld receivers free in deal for the 16 Browning's. FOB ZKFZM, 600 Broadway Building, Corpus Christi.

MISCELLANEOUS

36,400 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical Comedy, featuring classic comedy introductions. Free catalog, Orben Comedy Books, Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Instant gas for deejays! Hundreds of One Minute室外 weather, music, etc. $5.00. Write for "Free Broadcast Com- plete Weather Service," 1250 E. 26th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11238.

DEEJAYS! 4,000 classic gag lines, $4.00! Comedy catalog, Orben Comedy Books, 5034 Gentry. N. Hollywood, Calif. 91603.


Coverage maps, station brochures, Broadcast Sales aids of all types custom-designed. Noyes, Moran & Co., Inc., 826 Warren Avenue, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515.

Manufacturers representatives for the west coast, established in broadcast industry. Interested in product lines for TV-AM-FM or CATV. Contact McTae Co., 1420 N. Seward Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90028.


INSTRUCTIONS


Learn Radio-TV announcing, programming, production—newscasting, sportscasting, con- sultation, sales, promotion, and all phases of broadcasting on the nation’s only commercial station fully operated for training purposes by a private school—KEIR-FM. Highly qualified professional teachers. Complete facilities at studios. Several classes in the First Class FCC license. Keir Radio License No. 1413 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Be prepared. First class FCC license in six weeks Top quality theory and labora- tory training. Elkins Radio School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.

The nationally known 8 weeks Elkins train- ing in FCC Class. Outstanding theory and laboratory instructions. Keir Radio License No. 1413 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 333 Saint Charles, New Orleans, Louisiana.
SALES ENGINEER
BROADCAST PRODUCTS

Here is an opportunity for an eager salesman to grow with us as we continue to add to our line of quality radio and TV equipment. A technical background in broadcasting is essential. We are a right-sized company and our way of doing business, technical sales experience is helpful but not essential. Personality and the ability to communicate effectively, by letter and telephone, will be prime factors in our selection. This is a ‘real’ job and very little travel will be required. However, the successful candidate must relocate to Connecticut, at our expense. Salary and benefits are excellent. If you feel you qualify, send us a letter and tell us about yourself.

James Rosenzweig, Director of Personal.

ANNOUNCERS (Cont’d)

TOP FORTY
Immediate openings for top forty jocks and newsmen. Starting salaries from $175.00 to $300.00. Call Byron Holton at area code 321-337-7075.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
For R&B disc jockey well versed in modern radio concepts. Inventive, original, with highly developed production ability. Must be able to execute company programming policy consistently and professionally. This is a job in a top 10 market with a good immediate compensation. Excellent fringe benefits. Opportunity for rapid advancement if you are the right man. If you have the appearance and talent there is also opportunity as a TV personality. This is a rare opportunity which will not last long. The first fully qualified man with proof of his capability gets the job.

Box G-223, Broadcasting.

NEW YORK CITY
Air personalities & Newsmen with fresh ideas needed for leading NYC station. All applicants will be considered from all size markets. Send resume and photo to Box G-226, Broadcasting.

ANNOUNCERS (Cont’d)

Once in a while
Radio WKLO
has an opening. We have one row because of the advancement of one of our men. Mature, dynamic, contemporary pro's should send resume & income to Mitch Michale, Program Director, Radio WKLO, 307 W. Walnut, Louisville, Ky.

SYNDICATION MEN
TWO TOP TERRITORIES OPEN

Liberal expense & commission arrangement with top radio syndicator offering program & commercial ideas. We've had it with "Hotheads", "Has-beens" & "Never was" types. If your reputation is as good as your . . . If you want the Northeast or Midwest . . . and can produce what you have to produce (because that's what we have) . . . contact Box G-166, Broadcasting.

INSTRUCTIONS (Cont’d)

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Eighteen weeks guaranteed instruction in theory and laboratory methods by master teachers. G.I. approved. Request free brochure. Elite Radio License School, 2803 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas. Elite Radio License School of Chicago—Six weeks quality instruction in laboratory methods and theory leading to the FCC First Class License. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Since 1948, original course for FCC first phone operator license in six weeks. Over 450 hours instruction and over 250 hours guided discussion at school. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting August 17, October 12, December 11. For information, references and reservation, write William B. O'Connor, Radio Engineering School, 2078 Warner Ave., Huntington Beach, Calif. 92647. Formerly of Burbank, Calif.


"It's RHM and Here's Why" First phone license in (5) weeks—and we guarantee it. Tuition only $250. Rooms $5-9 in per week. Classes begin every 5 weeks in beautiful Sarasota, Fla. July 8—Oct., 10—Nov., 14. Call or write Radio Engineering Institute, 1338 Main St., Sarasota, Fla.


See our display ad under Instructions. Don Martin School of Radio & TV.

Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITUTE, Box 6071, New Orleans, for radio announcing careers.

RADIO—Help Wanted—Sales

CBS LABORATORIES
A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
227 High Ridge Road
Stamford, Connecticut

ANNOUNCERS (Cont’d)

Announcers

TOP FORTY
Immediate openings for top forty jocks and newsmen. Starting salaries from $175.00 to $300.00. Call Byron Holton at area code 321-337-7075.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
For R&B disc jockey well versed in modern radio concepts. Inventive, original, and with highly developed production ability. Must be able to execute company programming policy consistently and professionally. This is a job in a top 10 market with a good immediate compensation. Excellent fringe benefits. Opportunity for rapid advancement if you are the right man. If you have the appearance and talent there is also opportunity as a TV personality. This is a rare opportunity which will not last long. The first fully qualified man with proof of his capability gets the job.

Box G-223, Broadcasting.

NEW YORK CITY
Air personalities & Newsmen with fresh ideas needed for leading NYC station. All applicants will be considered from all size markets. Send tape and resume to Box G-226, Broadcasting. Tape will not be returned. All replies will be answered.

ANNOUNCERS (Cont’d)

Announcers

TOP FORTY
Immediate openings for top forty jocks and newsmen. Starting salaries from $175.00 to $300.00. Call Byron Holton at area code 321-337-7075.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
For R&B disc jockey well versed in modern radio concepts. Inventive, original, and with highly developed production ability. Must be able to execute company programming policy consistently and professionally. This is a job in a top 10 market with a good immediate compensation. Excellent fringe benefits. Opportunity for rapid advancement if you are the right man. If you have the appearance and talent there is also opportunity as a TV personality. This is a rare opportunity which will not last long. The first fully qualified man with proof of his capability gets the job.

Box G-223, Broadcasting.
**STATION MANAGER WANTED FOR TEXAS**

Must have complete knowledge of all phases of Television—Sales, Programming, Engineering, etc. Beginning salary $25,000 per year minimum. Give complete details and photo in first letter. All communications kept in strict confidence.

Box G-207, Broadcasting.

**Television Help Wanted Management (Cont'd.)**

Television Sales Management

Television sales and programing background desired for management of TV operation in metropolitan market. Sales management experience, knowledge of TV-media contacts essential. Creative and administrative ability desirable. Good salary. Send resume including references.

Box G-86, Broadcasting.

Announcers

**TV ANNOUNCERS**

Midwest TV station is adding staff announcer, booth announcer, and newsman. Only experienced men need apply. Salary open for top people. Call Ben Parker at 312-337-7940.

**Help Wanted**

**Technical**

**TV ENGINEERS**

Are you a thoroughly experienced television engineer in a smaller market who is looking for a chance to move up? If you qualify as a seasoned technician who is strong on maintenance and knows how to operate, we can offer you the opportunity you have been waiting for.

We are located in a major midwestern market and are part of what is soon to become one of the largest group operations in broadcasting. Our technical facilities are the finest solid state equipment including color videotape as well as color film and slide projection equipment. Live color cameras are due later this year. Our company benefits are among the best in the industry. If you are accepted by our company you will be in on the ground floor of a rapidly expanding broadcast operation which provides exceptional growth potential to competent, ambitious pros. Send your resume now to Box G-108, Broadcasting.

**NEWS**

**NEWS—(Cont'd)**

**NEWSCASTER WANTED**

WTG—Metromedia in Washington, D.C. needs an outstanding personality and working newsman to anchor 10 pm half hour news program starting this Fall. Send video tape and resume to: Program Director

5151 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.

Washington, D.C.

**Production—Programming, Others**

**TELEVISION PRODUCER**

Promotions have created opening for creative, young producer able to handle anything from news and weather thru documentaries. 2 years experience in smaller market operation preferable. Good working knowledge of film, with the ability to shoot and edit as required. College background preferred. Write and tell us why you should hire you.

Allen Wilson, Personnel Dept.

WHAS-TV

Louisville, Kentucky 40202

**TRAFFIC DIRECTOR**

Proven & completely experienced Traffic Director needed immediately in major market, east. Fine opportunity for future executive growth. Reply:

Box G-194, Broadcasting.

**STAFF ARTIST**

Major market, east coast, needs top professional staff artist. Must be qualified in all customary on-air art as well as good background in print layout and promotion work. Reply:

Box G-211, Broadcasting.

**MISCELLANEOUS—(Cont'd)**

**Broadcasters:** Make $7,000 to $12,000 annually in your spare time!

Qualify and enroll students for Columbia School of Broadcasting's famous audio-visual home study announcer training program. You interview qualified leads only. Recorded lessons with tape exchange development by network calibre instructors. Tomorrow's announcers are out in your audience today waiting for your training. If you are a broadcaster, write for details:

Mr. Wm. & Zorich, Vice President
Columbia School of Broadcasting
4444 Geary Boulevard
San Francisco 94118

Accredited by California Department of Education. Not affiliated with CBS, Inc.

**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY**

$ DOLLARS $

Put your CASH back in your business. Sell us your land & tower and we will lease it back to you. Long term leases arranged

WRITE:

TOWERS UNLIMITED
120 Flamingo Rd.
Las Vegas, Nevada

**MISCELLANEOUS**

**GET A BETTER JOB, "FREE"!**

Nationwide Broadcast Personnel Consultants is now recruiting and screening TV and radio personnel for our station clients at no charge to individuals. All fees are paid by the station. Immediate openings in all size markets for TV and radio top management, department heads, on the air personnel plus sales, production, and engineering people.

STARTING SALARIES FROM $7,200 TO $35,000

Send your resume today and tape, if applicable. Or call 312-337-7975 for more information.

"BROADCASTERS PERSONNEL CLEARING HOUSE"

Nationwide Broadcast Personnel Consultants

645 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois
Phone area code 312-337-7075
Ron Curtis—President
INSTRUCTIONS
Your 1st Class Ticket in 6 weeks or less at America's Foremost
SCHOOL OF BROADCASTING
DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV
Register now for Aug. 1st or Oct. 3rd CLASSES. For additional information call or write to:
DON MARTIN SCHOOL OF RADIO & TV
1653 N. Crenshaw Blvd. 32-3281
California, Calif. 90028

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

ANNOUNCERS—1st NEWSMEN—ENGINEERS
DJ's—SALESMAEN
If you need a job, we have one for you!
C.B.I. PLACEMENTS
1615 Calle de St. Denis-Chicago, III. 8020
Phone 303-292-3730

FOR SALE

DRAMATIZE TV WEATHER
GEMINI 10 STYLE
Use natures weather map direct from orbiting satellites such as NIMBUS & ESSA to give viewers the same dramatic, live presentations they see on network Gemini 10. No cost of equipment. Ask how to view the weather on the Gemini 10. No cost of equipment. Ask how to view the weather on the Gemini 10.

FOR SALE—Stations

WANTED TO BUY—Stations

RADIO STATION
$50,000 to $100,000 Cash

Box G-95, Broadcasting.

(Continued from page 82)

is majority stockholder in equipment-leasing firm. Mr. Walk is president of Dyna- matic Broadcasting, one of WAMO's advertising agencies. Mr. Walk is president of Dyna- matic Broadcasting, one of WAMO's advertising agencies. Mr. Walk is president of Dyna- matic Broadcasting, one of WAMO's advertising agencies.

WENZ Highland Springs, Va.—Seeks re- laxing atmosphere for listeners through the corporation Barson Radio Inc., from Ralph J. and Judith M. Baron (50% each), but each, only 40% after sale of stock to Neil McMillan and George J. Lund (none before). The total investment was $120,000. McMillan and Lund are both employees of WENZ. June 1.

WFYJ (FM) Norfolk, Va.—Seeks involv- ment of license of Roy Marsh, record procurer, resident of Virginia, who Marsh was receiver of Metro-WBOP Inc., Virginia Beach, Va. has been replaced by Mr. Evans. No consideration. June 11.


WWJP Caguas, P. R.—Seeks assignment of license from Francisco Pereira Castilla, Federico Virella, Hector Reyes, Pedro Luis Jimenez dba Borinquen Broadcasting Co. (75%), and Francisco Pereira Castillas, Federico Virella, Hector Reyes, Pedro Luis Jimenez dba Borinquen Broadcasting Co. (25%) each. Mr. Arriaga is presently busi- ness manager for WWJP. Consideration $10,000 for Mr. Jimenez's 25% interest. June 7.

Hearing cases

INITIAL DECISION

• Hearing Examiner Watthier W. Guer- tier issued initial decision looking toward 1) granting application of Palmetto Broad- casting System Inc. to change of WAGL Lancaster, S. C., from 1 kw to 10 kw, from AM and FM to FM only. June 9. 2) Filing of new petition for reconsideration of license of WSPD Charleston, S. C., June 15. 3) Filing of further petition for reconsideration of license of WML Chicago, II, from 10 kw to 25 kw. December 13, 1965. 4) Assignment of license of WEGW Portland, Me. to WML. 5) Assignment of license of WML to WEGW. 6) Assignment of license of WML to WEGW.

FIAL ACTIONS


• By letter, commission granted request by George C. Beasley for waiver of Sec. 1.569 of the rules and accepted for filing his application to change facilities of WYFB Benson, N. C., from 1500 kw, 500 w, d, to 1130 kw, 10 kw, DA-D, Action July 13.

• By letter, commission granted request by Frank Baranowski of Sec. 75.37 of rules and accepted for filing his application for new AM to operate on 1770 kc, 5 kw, U, in Magalia, N. C. Action July 13.

• By memorandum opinion and order, commission denied petitions by WMOZ Inc. (Georgia) owned by Edwin B. Estes and reconsideration of that portion of May 11 decision which denied renewal of license of WMOZ Mobile, Ala. June 11 decision also revoked license of Estes WFFA, Pensac- ola, Fla., but provided that Estes might arrange, with commission approval, to sell WFFA, Commissioner Cox not participating. Action July 13.

• Commission gives notice that May 18 initial decision which denied granting application of Tri-City Broadcasting Co. for new FM to operate on channel 272 ERP 3 kw, in Eufaula, effective July 7 pursuant to Sec. 1.276 of rules. Action July 13.

• By order, commission denied petition by Jackson TV Cable Co. for reconsidera-
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Complied by BROADCASTING, July 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lic.</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>CP's</th>
<th>NOT ON AIR</th>
<th>TOTAL APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,058</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3,538</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>1,456</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1,222</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-VHF</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-UHF</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS

Complied by BROADCASTING, July 7

Commercial 517
Noncommercial 70

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Complied by FCC, April 30, 1966

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licensed (all on air)</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CP's on air (or stations)</td>
<td>4,042</td>
<td>1,454</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total authorized stations</td>
<td>4,163</td>
<td>1,514</td>
<td>607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (not in hearing)</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for new stations (not in hearing)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for new stations</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (not in hearing)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications for major changes (hearing)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total applications for major changes</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Breakdown on UHF and VHF applications not available.
2 Includes three noncommercial stations operating on commercial channels.
3 In addition, one AM operates on Special Temporary Authority.
4 In addition, two licensed VHF's are not on the air.
5 In addition, two VHF's operate with Special Temporary Authority.

Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new TV's to operate on channel 19. Action July 6.


KJFK Broadcasting Co., and Fond du Lac County Broadcasting Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.—Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new FM's to operate on channels 256, 257, and 258, ERIP's with antenna height of 240.5 ft. and Fond du Lac with antenna height of 253 ft.; made Federal Aviation Agency a party to the proceeding. Action July 13.

OCTER ACTIONS

1 In proceeding on applications of Royal Broadcasting Co. for renewal of license of KHJAI Honolulu, a film for new station in that city, review board granted petition to extend time to July 21 to file responsive pleadings to motion by KHJAI to enlarge issues and add KHAI-TV on channel 21 in lieu of channel 19. Action July 6.

2 In proceeding on applications of RKO General Inc., for renewal of license of KHAI-TV Los Angeles and Fidelity Television Inc. for new TV on that channel in Northern Calif., review board granted motion by Fidelity to extend time to July 22 to file responsive pleadings to petition by RKO to clarify issues or, in alternative, enlarge issues. Action July 13.

3 In proceeding on applications of RKO General Inc., for renewal of license of KJGTV Long Island and Fidelity Television Inc. for new TV on that channel in Northern Calif., review board granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to July 21 to file responsive pleadings to petition by RKO to clarify issues or, in alternative, enlarge issues. Action July 12.

4 In proceeding on AM applications of The Edgedge-Solda Foundation Co., Johnston, and WQIZ Inc. of Saint George, both South Carolina, review board granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to extend time to July 15 to file responsive pleadings to petition by WQIZ Inc. for new AM application. Action July 12.

5 In proceeding on AM applications of American Colonial Broadcasting Corp., Cagus Radio Corp., and Borinquen Broadcasting Co., for new FM's in Aguas, P. R., review board granted petition by American Colonial to extend time to July 20 to file oppositions to petition by Borinquen to enlarge issues. Action July 7.

6 In proceeding on applications of American Colonial Broadcasting Corp., Cagus Radio Corp., and Borinquen Broadcasting Co., for new FM's to operate on channels 256, 257, and 258, ERIP's with antenna height of 240.5 ft. and Agua with antenna height of 253 ft.; made Federal Aviation Agency a party to the proceeding. Action July 13.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue

- Granted request by Century Broadcasting Co., and scheduled oral argument for July 9 to be amended in proceeding on Century's application and that of FM's in Memphis. Action July 7.

Routine roundup

**ACTIONS ON MOTIONS** by Commission

- Commission on July 6 granted petition by Broadcasting Co. for extension of time from July 5 to July 19 to file prehearing conference proceedings. Actions on motions by Commission.

By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick

- On examiner's own motion, continued prehearing conference from July 12 to September 2 and ruled that proceeding on applications of Gordon Sherman and Omnicon Television Corp. for new stations in Orlando, Fla., cannot be scheduled until after the prehearing conference by examiner in Chicago on September 15.

By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French

- Granted request of Chicagoans to reschedule prehearing conference at prehearing conference of July 8, re-scheduled certain prehearing conference and scheduled oral argument from September 14 in proceeding on applications of Lumde Corp. and XAKI Iowa Inc., for new FM's in Ames, Iowa. Action July 8.

By Hearing Examiner Walker W. Gunther


By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Hong

- Granted request by Broadcast Bureau and adjourned hearing. Hearing scheduled for 10 a.m., July 13 to 9 a.m., same date, in proceeding on applications of Majic and NBC Broadcasting Co. Inc. for new FM in Columbia. Miss. Action July 8.

By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle


By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClanahan

- Granted request by Selma Television Inc. and WVTX to reschedule for July 18 to Aug. 1 date for exchange of all exhibits to hearing examiner in proceeding on its application. Action July 11.

By Hearing Examiner Chester F. Naumowicz Jr.

- In an application of Chicagoans TV Co. and Chicago Federation of Labor and Industrial Union Council for new channel 38 for Chicago, granted (1) applicants' request to reconsider and reverse examiner's determination for leave to amend its application to reduce aura; power; (2) Chicagoans' request that certain exhibits be taken out of evidence; and (4) closed record. Action July 11.

- In proceeding on revocation of license of WJSP, for WJSP Richmond, Ky., continued date for commencement of hearing to Oct. 4, in Richmond. Action July 7.

By Hearing Examiner Sol Schildhause

- In proceeding on informal hearing conference, continued hearing to July 20 in proceeding on applications of Northwest Broadcasters Inc. and Bellevue Broadcasters, both Bellevue, Washington. Action July 8.

**BROADCAST ACTIONS** by Broadcast Bureau

- Actions of July 11

Notified following broadcast station license renewal that certain applicants for new FM's in Memphis, Action July 7.

**Rulemakings** for Commission

- Commission on June 22 granted renewal of license for following station in Cook County, Ill.: WBBM-AM, Chicago. The Commission also granted additional frequency for new FM's in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin.

- Commission on May 30 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston,Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on May 23 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on May 17 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston,Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on May 9 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on April 29 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on April 22 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on April 15 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on April 8 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on March 31 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on March 24 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on March 17 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on March 10 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.

- Commission on March 3 granted approval to assign station WCVB-FM, Boston, Mass., to new FM station for all frequencies within station's coverage area.
Radiation-Proof!

Kaiser-Cox's Phoenician series of amplifiers are equal to aluminum sheathed cable in radiation rejection qualities.

For more information write, wire or phone collect:

Kaiser-Cox Corporation
P. O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Ariz. 85020
Phone (602) 944-4411

When you install Kaiser-Cox equipment, you never wonder what's new in CATV — you know!

COMMUNITY ANTENNA ACTIVITIES

The following are activities in community antenna television reported to BROADCASTING, through July 13. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's, grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

Indicates franchise has been granted.

Bessemer, Ala.—Clear Vision Co. of Meridian, Miss., has applied for a franchise. The plans call for use of 12 TV channels including seven high-definition vision channels. The system will operate in four Tennessee cities: Union City, Lebanon, Humboldt and Milan. The system will also cover Brighton and Brownsville.

Haleyville, Ala.—Haleyville TV Cable Corp. has been granted a franchise. The firm will offer eight channels.

Fresno, Calif.—Time-Life Broadcast Inc., a subsidiary of Time Inc., N.Y., has applied for a franchise in Fresno. Other applicants: Tele-Pix Corp. Walnut Creek; a corporation formed by Cox Cablevision Co., McClatchy Communications Cable TV Co. andKFRE-FM-TV and KJEO-TV, both Fresno.

South San Francisco, Calif.—California Cable Communications Corp. has applied for a franchise.

Vista, Calif.—Vista Cablevision Inc. has been granted a franchise. Installation work will begin immediately and fee and $5 for each additional one, plus a monthly rate of $4.95. The firm will pay the city 3% of its gross revenues.

Kissimmee, Fla.—Gulf-International Co. Inc. (James J. F. Coghill, president) has an application pending. He also has applied for a franchise in Ocecola county and in the vicinity of Shalimar county.

Cairo, Ga.—Clearview of Georgia Inc. has applied for a franchise. The firm is located in Dublin, Ga.

Joliet, Ill.—Community Electronics Systems Inc. (Ronald Galowich, representative) and Kraus Electrical Appliance Co. (Arthur Kraus) have requested franchises.

Gas City, Ind.—Brown's TV Service & Sales is seeking a franchise.

Eureka, Kan.—Eureka Cable TV Inc. has been granted a franchise.

Wichita, Kan.—H & B Communications of Beverly Hills, Calif., has applied for a franchise. Multi-Vue TV is an application pending.

Versailles, Ky.—Republican Investments Inc. has an application pending for a franchise. The fee is $1,000 and the gross revenue 3% thereafter.

Frederick, Md.—Cablevision Co., Frederick (Daniel Weinberg, president) and W. F. Bullock, Rockville, Md., have applied for franchises. A previous applicant is Frederick Cablevision Inc.

Holyoke, Mass.—Telecenter Corp. has an application for a franchise. Other applicants are T. P. Cable and Video Communication Inc.; Pioneer Valley Cablevision and Portunian Television.

Flint, Mich.—Flint Cable TV has been granted a franchise. Viewers will receive 11 channels, an educational channel, FM and a time-weather channel. Franklin C. Mitchell is the manager.

Las Vegas, Nev.—Clear Sight TV Cable Co. has been granted a franchise. There will be a $25 application fee and a monthly charge of $6.95. Earl Hickleman is the principal owner. He also has a franchise in N.M.

Deming, N. Mex.—Sun Cable Co.'s 20-year franchise has been given a renewal approval. The company will pay the city 4% of its annual gross revenue for the first four years and 5% thereafter.

Las Cruces, N. Mex.—Community Cable Co. (Jim Galvez, president) has been granted a franchise. Power Generation Inc. has an application pending.

Santa Fe, N. Mex.—Santa Fe Cablevision Co. (Carl Goodwin, KTRC Santa Fe, a principal)

has been granted a 15-year nonexclusive franchise. The firm will pay 4% of gross revenue and the fee will be $10 an installation fee and a monthly charge of $5.30. Other applications pending: Continental Television Inc., and New Mexico Communications Corp.

Springer, N. Mex.—Southwest Cable TV Co. has been granted a franchise.

Anbuly, N. Y.—Harold C. Gabrilove, president of RTA Distributors Inc. (wholesale electrical appliance firm), Albany, is seeking a franchise. Mr. Gabrilove would create Community Cablevision, at a cost "in excess of $750,000" to provide at least a 12-channel system if a franchise is granted. System would be available to schools and for civil defense and emergency communications. WTRY Troy, N.Y., previously applied.

Woodbury, N. Y.—Better TV of Orange County franchise (Jim Crutchfield, president), and Good-Vue CATV Inc. (Philip Basha, president), are seeking franchises. Better TV has proposed a $20-$25 installation fee and a $5 monthly service charge.


Rockingham, N. C.—Jefferson-Carolina Corp. (WBT and WBTW-TV), Carolina One Co. and Television Transmission Co.

Hamlet, N. C.—Rockingham-Hamlet Cablevision Co. has a franchise. The firm has previously been granted a franchise but it is not yet in operation. (See Rockingham, N. C.)

Brownsville, Pa.—Ross Brothers, Uniontown, Pa., has applied for a 20-year franchise for which the borough will receive 3% of gross receipts.

Hickory Twp., Pa.—T-W Video Corp. (William Irwin, representative) has been granted a franchise.

Penn Twp., Pa.—WHJB Inc., Greensburg, Pa., has been granted a 25-year franchise.

Greenwood, S. C.—Jefferson-Carolina Corp. (Charles H. Crutchfield, president) and Greenwood Cable Television Co. (Allen J. Phillips, president) have applied for franchises. Two applications are pending: General Cablevision of Carollina Inc., Green- wood, N.C., and one headed by Lester Vana- dore, formerly of Greenwood, now of Nash- ville, Tenn.

Shelbyville, Tenn.—Bedford Cable Co. has applied for a franchise.

Canyon, Tex.—Rockwell County Broadcast- ers Inc. (Dan Tarpley, representative) has applied for a franchise.

Point Pleasant, W. Va.—Bettersystems Inc, Charleston, W. Va., and Vil- lage Cable Co. were both awarded 25-year franchises. They will pay 2% of their annual gross revenue to the city and both will have a monthly charge of $29.95, with a monthly charge of $5.

Madison, Wis.—WMTV (channel 15) has with- drawn its application for a CATV system which is in the planning stages in Madison. Neal J. Smolik, general manager, reported that CATV is not "economically feasible", and that it is not in "the public interest."

Better TV of Madison are WSBF TV and WKOV-TV.

Palmyra, Wis.—Richard Belschel and Carl Hahn, jointly, have been granted a franchise.
His biggest challenge is tomorrow

of television, saw him enthusiastically involved in Westinghouse's first public service conference and responsible for WBB-TV's "Let Freedom Ring" campaign to stimulate more interest in U.S. history and tradition.

The big move came in 1959 when he was transferred to Cleveland as area vice president of KYW and KTVN-TV. And again Westinghouse’s faith in Frank Tooke paid off. He devoted his energies to another public service conference, an intensive project on poverty, and initiated the prime-time KYW-TV telecasts of the Cleveland orchestra concert.

Now back in Philadelphia as Group W area vice president, Frank Tooke still finds time to ponder the results of his formative years. He doesn’t bubble over with solutions to broadcasters’ problems. But the pertinent questions that sometimes lead to the answers are always on his mind.

Radio fascinates Frank Tooke; he’s always wondering how the public uses the medium. While freely admitting that broadcasters have given too little thought to audience response, he hopes that the new measurement tests will be helpful. But radio’s greatest problem, he claims, is that it is so misunderstood by both the general public and broadcasters. "Too many people believe that radio is passé. Of course, it isn’t. People take it for granted, until a hurricane or tornado comes and then... wow... what awareness!"

Relatively new to television, he’s acutely sensitive to the industry’s growing pains. "We’ve got some of the same problems that the movie industry had during its early years. We’re pretty young at this, but I don’t have all the answers yet. How do we get in?" he wonders. And he challenges the public, especially younger people, to think of TV in its totality. "Yes, we want to put more Shakespeare on TV, but television is more than just theater. It’s an instrument that must be used for the total good, and, therefore, must be considered in its entirety."

Fast Pace • Sensitive to, and a little overwhelmed by, the incredible pace of modern society, Frank Tooke recommends that broadcasters and educators take more interest in each other. "The change is fantastic! Look at the sophistication of our young people, the high educational standards of our academic institutions. I think our two media, certainly TV, are largely responsible for a great deal of this change." He asks graduate students and their professors to dream a little. "If they could ‘control’ television for the next 15 years, what would they do with it? What would they have us do with it?"

The future? Frank Tooke is looking forward to the next Westinghouse conference on local public service programming to be held in Philadelphia on Oct. 24, 25 and 26. Appropriately titled "The Unfinished American Revolution," the conference, he says, will be a "total effort to make broadcasters, producers, critics, civic leaders, educators and other interested parties more aware of the urban problems facing them today."

What else lies ahead? Frank Tooke senses excitement and discovery in broadcasting’s future. What does he think his greatest opportunity has been? Unhesitatingly, he says: "Tomorrow!"
New blood

TELEVISION stations and audiences both stand to gain if the fourth-network plans announced last week by Daniel Overmyer and Oliver Treyz prove successful. Anything that adds to the diversity of TV programming sources should be welcomed.

It is the programming, of course, that will primarily determine whether the new venture succeeds or fails, and thus far much of this vital element apparently hasn’t even been conceived. But the two known ingredients, representing one-half of the network’s projected eight-hour nightly schedule, seem to offer considerable potential.

One is a two-hour news feed from which stations can extract what they want for local use, which is to be supplied by United Press International and its Newsfilm subsidiary—an operation that itself stands to gain greatly from access to network lines for instantaneous delivery. The other is a two-hour late-evening variety show to be produced through the uncommonly abundant resources of the William Morris talent agency. For the other four hours the plans call for original production, emphasis on “public service” and—as might be deduced from the hiring of a sports director before a program director—special attention to sports.

The prospect of big chunks of fresh programming cannot fail to stir interest among stations—not only the U’s but also many V’s that are increasingly concerned about where good new programs are coming from.

To make it easier to buck the established network competition, especially in major markets, they’re introducing several innovations. In most markets their affiliations won’t necessarily be with a single station but will probably vary from program to program. They won’t insist on live clearances but will permit taping for delayed broadcast at agreed-upon times. And there will be no exchange of money between the network and its affiliates; station compensation will take the form of commercial positions for local sale in network programs.

By coincidence, the Overmyer Network plans were announced a few days after new owners, headed by John P. Fraim, took over the Mutual radio network (BROADCASTING, July 11). As a fourth TV network hopefully will invigorate television programming, the infusion of new ownership and new money into the fourth radio network can benefit not only that network but radio as a whole. There have been reports that the new Mutual owners might also venture into TV networking. If it happens, that also could be good. But the more it is revealed in piecemeal bits, the larger consequence it has for the whole television business. This is no longer what it originally appeared to be: a story of one earnest, if ambitious, man dedicated to the mission of unhorsing a large corporation. It is now a story with a larger cast and with motives that need explanation. Nielsen is to be commended for indicating an interest in prosecuting the suit it has filed. As the principal supplier of national audience measurements upon which major programming and advertising decisions are based, the company owes television a full court exposure of all the facts.

Good start

A wise and influential body of political support has been enlisted in the campaign to modernize national election procedures. The National Governors’ Conference has recommended that there be a national voting holiday during which polls would be open across the nation for a uniform period of 24 hours. This proposal has unusual significance for radio and television.

In a resolution adopted at their conference in Los Angeles (BROADCASTING, July 11) the governors urged the President to initiate a study of their proposal. Hopefully, broadcasters will not let the matter rest at that point. They ought to let the White House know that they are in sympathy with the governors’ suggestion.

If all polls opened and closed simultaneously, there could no longer be grounds for speculation that broadcast coverage of early returns can influence the vote in areas where polls are still open. That speculation was rampant in 1964 after the broadcasting networks and the two wire services cooperatively set up the National Election Service with reporters in 130,000 of the nation’s 170,000 precincts to cover returns as they came in. Information supplied by NES plus large staffs of special poll watchers of their own enabled the networks to project the outcome of all the major races while voting was still going on.

Uniform voting hours throughout the nation would not obviate the need for resourceful coverage of voting as it was proceeding, but it would relieve broadcasters of a recurrence of criticism, which although unjustified will be hard to stop as long as voting times are erratic.

Ventilation needed

THE latest disclosures in the incredible story of Rex Sparger and the rigging of Nielsen ratings raise more questions than they answer.

As reported here in last week’s issue, new characters have been introduced and the plot has only been thickened by their presence. There seems to be no doubt that Mr. Sparger, who has admitted an attempt to inflate the ratings of a Carol Channing special on CBS-TV, was paid $4,000 by Charles F. Lowe, Miss Channing’s husband and manager. Messrs. Sparger and Lowe say the fee was paid for services other than rigging. The Nielsen company’s public release of the $4,000 check suggests that Nielsen thinks differently. The true story can come to light only in the privileged sanctuary of a court proceeding where witnesses can be questioned under oath.

From the first, the Sparger story has been unsavory, and
Midnight News—Texas Style

Alex Burton does not turn into a pumpkin at midnight. But he does stroll casually into an ikonogenic atmosphere and relate the day's happenings in a frightfully refreshing manner. His fans are lavish, his critics vociferous—all a part of communication by design at WBAP-TV.
If a 5 KW or 10 KW transmitter has all these features

1. Solid state r-f exciter (+ 5 cps guaranteed).
2. Solid state audio driver.
3. Variable vacuum capacitors in tuning and loading.
4. Designed for automatic operation.
5. Unequaled compactness—only 69" high, 67 3/4" wide, 32" deep.
7. No external power components.
8. Extended operating console for metering and control.
9. Loading control of power output.
10. Automatic tuning of PA.
12. All components accessible, easy maintenance.

IT HAS TO BE COLLINS
(Only Collins' 820E/F has all of them)

30-DAY DELIVERY

For Details, Contact Your Nearest Collins Sales Engineer or Broadcast Communication Division, Collins Radio Company, Dallas, Texas, Phone (214) AD 5-9511.

COMMUNICATION / COMPUTATION / CONTROL